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ABSTRACT 

Today’s and especially tomorrow’s competitive launch vehicle design environment 

requires the development of a dedicated generic Space Access Vehicle (SAV) design 

methodology. A total of 115 industrial, research, and academic aircraft, helicopter, 

missile, and launch vehicle design synthesis methodologies have been evaluated. As the 

survey indicates, each synthesis methodology tends to focus on a specific flight vehicle 

configuration, thus precluding the key capability to systematically compare flight vehicle 

design alternatives. The aim of the research investigation is to provide decision-making 

bodies and the practicing engineer a design process and tool box for robust modeling and 

simulation of flight vehicles where the ultimate performance characteristics may hinge on 

numerical subtleties. This will enable the designer of a SAV for the first time to 

consistently compare different classes of SAV configurations on an impartial basis. 

 

This dissertation presents the development steps required towards a generic 

(configuration independent) hands-on flight vehicle conceptual design synthesis 

methodology. This process is developed such that it can be applied to any flight vehicle 

class if desired. In the present context, the methodology has been put into operation for 

the conceptual design of a tourist Space Access Vehicle. The case study illustrates 

elements of the design methodology & algorithm for the class of Horizontal Takeoff and 

Horizontal Landing (HTHL) SAVs. The HTHL SAV design application clearly outlines 

how the conceptual design process can be centrally organized, executed and documented 

with focus on design transparency, physical understanding and the capability to 

reproduce results. This approach offers the project lead and creative design team a 



 xxv

management process and tool which iteratively refines the individual design logic chosen, 

leading to mature design methods and algorithms. As illustrated, the HTHL SAV hands-

on design methodology offers growth potential in that the same methodology can be 

continually updated and extended to other SAV configuration concepts, such as the 

Vertical Takeoff and Vertical Landing (VTVL) SAV class. Having developed, validated 

and calibrated the methodology for HTHL designs in the ‘hands-on’ mode, the report 

provides an outlook how the methodology will be integrated into a prototype 

computerized design synthesis software AVDS-PrADOSAV in a follow-on step. 

 

 



 1

1. Introduction and Objectives 

1.1 Introduction 

Space exploration requires a cost effective and efficient space transportation system 

which not only delivers people, equipment, and supplies to and from orbit for scientific 

study, but also serves as a platform for space commerce, such as space tourism. A space 

transportation infrastructure has to integrate various modes of space travel, requiring 

specific technologies, equipment, and transportation management strategies. A top-level 

space transportation infrastructure is illustrated in Figure 1. The three inter-related top 

level domains are the management domain, technology domain, and operation domain. 

 

First, the management domain is required to plan improvements leading to a business 

plan, investment strategies and decision processes. In today’s highly dynamic business 

environment, a space transportation system requires quick adaptation to competitive 

space exploration initiatives. The management domain is required to monitor the status of 

the operational and technology domains by defining investment strategies and processes. 

 

The technology domain is primarily responsible to manage the design and 

manufacturing of the space access vehicle (SAV). Its focus is on utilizing available 

design experience, design methodologies and design tools leading to the manufacture of 

an affordable and safe SAV. Overall, the technology domain is the core element of the 

transportation infrastructure since it has to prove technical feasibility. 
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The operation domain is required to implement all activities related to ground 

handling, launch, and mission monitoring. Compared to other transportation systems such 

as railroad, shipping, and aviation, the operational processes characteristic for a space 

transportation system are complex and expensive. The current cost for transporting a 

payload via the space shuttle into orbit is around $10,000/lb compared to $1/lb for the 

Boeing 747 transporting goods over large distances in the atmosphere. 

 

Management Domain
____________

Business Plan
Investment
Strategies
Process

Operation Domain
____________

Ground Handling
Launch

Orbital Operation

Technology Domain
____________

Design and Manufacture
Space Access Vehicle

(SAV)

 

Figure 1:  Space transportation infrastructure. 

 

An efficient space transportation infrastructure requires the ability to rapidly define, 

create, and deploy flexible business solutions to meet the continually increasing space 

transportation demands through the integration of the three domains, see Figure 1. 

However, existing program management practices, funding procedures, personnel 
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practices, and non-integrated technical processes are not capable of supporting an 

efficient nationwide space exploration infrastructure. With the renewed emphasis on 

space exploration (President Bush’s vision on Jan 14th, 2004), it is necessary to provide 

the decision making bodies with a top-level simulation tool capable of visualizing the 

interrelations among requirements, tasks, schedules, risks, investments, and budget. In 

general, the Simulation-Based Acquisition (SBA) process aims to provide industries, 

operators and research environments with a robust collaborative simulation technology 

that is integrated across acquisition phases and programs. Thus, SBA is an integrated 

system acquisition model which can provide immediate and continuous process 

information throughout the system life cycle from initial mission requirements to system 

retirement.1 The concept of SBA has successfully demonstrated to be a robust modeling 

and simulation environment across acquisition phases and projects, such as Boeing’s 777 

and JSF. Clearly, the next-generation space transportation infrastructure demands a well-

integrated Simulation-Based Acquisition Synthesis Environment (SBA-SE), which is 

capable of modeling the space transportation system life-cycle consisting of management, 

launch vehicle technology and operation. To achieve this goal, an advanced Simulation-

Based Acquisition Synthesis Environment (SBA-SE) process is currently under 

development at the AVD Lab, The University of Texas at Arlington. The status of the 

SBA-SE is described in Ref. 2. 

 

In this dissertation, only one key element of the Simulation-Based Acquisition 

Synthesis Environment (SBA-SE), the design of the SAV in the technical domain, is 

discussed. Today, the managerial, technical, and operational domains of space 
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transportation become more refined. However, the development future of a reliable and 

affordable space access vehicle is still uncertain. Without the availability of a reliable and 

cost-effective SAV, it is not possible to build an efficient space transportation 

infrastructure which has to be compared against the metrics as experienced for 

commercial transport aircraft operation. Until now, expendable launch vehicles (ELVs) 

together with the partially reusable Space Shuttle system have been the primary space-

access transportation means. One reason that the launch cost of the Space Shuttle is too 

high is because the flight rate is way too low. Taking those lessons learned into account, 

it is desirable to have a SAV available to enable safer, lower cost and faster turn-around 

missions. Consequently, today’s and especially tomorrow’s competitive launch vehicle 

design environments require the development of a dedicated generic space access vehicle 

design and synthesis methodology, capable of comparing expendable launch design 

alternatives with the family of reusable launch vehicle alternatives. 

 

One century ago, Sir George Cayley (England, 1773-1857) established an aircraft 

design archetype which has been named Cayley’s Design Paradigm.3 This paradigm 

assumes that all design functions such as lift, propulsion, stability & control, and payload 

volume are distributed over distinctly different hardware and subsystems. The premise 

has been that only first order, weak and linear couplings link these subsystems and their 

functions. Then, each subsystem can be optimized independently within its function. 

Overall, this approach has endured for more than a century in aerospace vehicle design; 

thus, it is now opportune to revisit and update his work today. 
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Modern aerospace flight vehicles have to respond to the continuous development 

pressure imposed by civil, military, and research customers. Only superior aerospace 

flying machines endure this unforgiving marketplace. Taking today’s flight vehicle 

performance expectation into account, Cayley’s Design Paradigm appears to have 

reached its limits of applicability. Those limitations materialize in the fact, that the 

traditional approach rather locks the majority of design decisions and solutions at 

subsystem level, thereby missing the opportunity to assess them in the global context at 

system level. For example, conventional aircraft of the dis-integrated B707 configuration 

concept type (distinct propulsion system, distinct lift-generation element, distinct 

volume-supply element, and distinct stability & control elements) can be designed by 

optimizing subsystems primarily in isolation. However, such approach misses the 

opportunity to explore top-level multi-disciplinary coupling-effects of subsystems at 

system level with the aim to ‘close’ or ‘converge’ the overall design. Until today, most 

aircraft and space access vehicle designs, processes and tools, are still following this 

rather limiting and therefore out-dated design principle. It is time for this to change! 

 

As mentioned above, Cayley’s Design Paradigm is still being applied to the design of 

today’s highly evolved transonic aircraft configuration concepts, the new generation of 

highly demanding reusable space access vehicles, and consequently to the underlying 

design processes and tools. This, however, leads to an erroneous representation of the 

design solution space truly available. Clearly, a successful total system is not the 

assembly of a number of individually optimized sub-systems, but a system optimum is 

the sum of subsystems that yields the optimum system.4 
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This usually results into a significant interdependence between subsystems. Clearly, a 

seemingly trivial subsystem can significantly affect the overall system optimum. Having 

understood the importance of systems engineering for flight vehicle development5, it 

becomes obvious to devise and engage design processes capable of dealing with multi-

disciplinary design decision-making beyond the design resolution central to Cayley’s 

Design Paradigm. 

 

The extensive design experience available with tube & wing transonic aircraft designs 

compensates, to some degree, for this apparent weakness seen with today’s design 

approach. This, however, often leads to the definition of sub-optimal transonic designs 

obviously showing technical feasibility and performance in the overall design space, but 

having missed to respond with precision to the available business case. Then, according 

to the metrics of the aerospace business, the main distinguishing variable between 

competing designs finally becomes ‘customer satisfaction’, a design facet often not 

accurately represented and quantified with the available flight vehicle design space 

visualization capability. In contrast, the emerging class of reusable SAVs is far less 

forgiving. For those vehicles, only a limited design data-base is available directing the 

design team towards the feasible design space. To complicate matters, the design 

resolution required for future SAVs immediately invalidates Cayley’s Design Paradigm, 

a paradigm which has been successfully applied throughout the first century of flight. 
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Having reviewed the state of the art in flight vehicle synthesis processes and tools as 

documented in Chapter 2 from References 6 and 7, the importance of advancing today’s 

design practices towards truly integrated synthesis environments becomes obvious. 

Required is a capable flight vehicle design solution space screening and proof-of-design-

convergence capability. For the class of highly integrated reusable space access vehicles, 

we observe the systematic failing of today’s deficient conceptual design tool-box.6,8,9 

Obviously, attempts to reliably quantify the design space for reusable SAVs have 

consistently failed, as the track-record of cancelled and failed SAV demonstrator projects 

indicates, see Figure 2. Although dated, Derek Wood’s account on Project Cancelled – 

British Aircraft That Never Flew10 comes to mind in striking analogy, highlighting the 

enduring difficulty of the project management team to perform up-front and informed 

‘business case screening’! 

 

 

Figure 2:  Design status of the emerging generation of reusable space access vehicles. 

 

Our failure to arrive at a successful SAV demonstrates our inability to reliably 

quantify the existence of the feasible solution design space. Figure 3 qualitatively 
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compares the design spaces of surface transportation with air and space transportation. In 

general, the available design space for two-dimensional surface-transportation, as 

exemplified with the car, tends to be largest due to its functional simplicity.11 Compared 

with the aircraft class, which operates at a higher complexity level (operation in three 

dimensions), the feasible design space tends to be far more constrained, thus reduced in 

space. This fact is quickly understood when surveying the number of test flight crews lost 

per year testing rather ‘conventional aircraft’. In contrast, the design space for reusable 

SAVs shrinks significantly compared to all other man-made transportation vehicles. As 

mentioned earlier, the design sensitivities to design for a positive payload to orbit are 

driven by the corresponding relationships among subsystems, in particular numeric 

subtleties amongst design parameters. 

 
Figure 3:  Qualitative design space comparisons. 

 

Clearly, design methodologies and tools exploiting Cayley’s Design Paradigm are not 

capable of probing or approving inter-subsystem couplings, finally leading to a reliable 
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picture of the gross design space. We have seen too many space launcher studies and 

projects failing where the baseline configuration geometry has been drawn, frozen, and 

analyzed too early, eliminating the opportunity to trade different launch concepts against 

each other. In particular, amongst the SAV concepts, the single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) 

notion obviously resides within the smallest design space, a potential which modern 

engineering has not yet been able to tab. Both, the British HOTOL and US Venture Star 

fell victim to the fact that the design apparently was outside the feasible design space 

possibly without being noticed by the design team due to the low resolution of the design 

synthesis process in place.11 

 

In general, the location, shape, and size of the design space of a prospective SAV 

design is initially not known to the design team. In general, it is the responsibility of the 

conceptual design group to reliably determine the feasible design space of either aircraft 

(e.g., UAV, transonic transport, SSBJ) or SAV (e.g., HTHL, VTVL, VTHL, SSTO, 

TSTO) as early as possible during the conceptual design phase. Still, what engineers do 

and how they do it largely determines the success rate of the product. Thus, we need to 

seriously rethink our engineering approach. As a consequence, the AVD Lab is 

developing a generic flight vehicle synthesis process consisting of (a) hands-on 

methodology and (b) computer-integrated methodology. 

 

The flight vehicle design process is, in general, comprised of three sequential design 

phases: conceptual design, preliminary design, and detailed design. The sequence starts 

with a set of requirements for a new flight vehicle. The first step towards a flight worthy 
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vehicle is the definition of a configuration concept during the CD phase. This design 

phase is of utmost importance since around 80% of the configuration is determined at this 

stage. Most importantly, the life-cycle cost of the flight vehicle has to be calculated 

reliably during the CD phase due to adverse cost implications otherwise, see Figure 4. As 

the design evolves, the design freedom decays rapidly throughout the PD and DD phases 

while the knowledge about the product obviously continually increases.6 As a 

consequence, the present study describes one element of the design toolbox under 

development which focuses on the development of a hands-on generic design synthesis 

tool relevant for the CD phase. 

 
Figure 4:  Design freedom, knowledge, cost of change, and MDO at CD, PD, and DD levels.2 

 

A typical SAV conceptual design methodology scheme is exemplified with NASA 

Langley’s approach shown in Figure 5. The current theme is to integrate readily available 

high-fidelity analysis tools into a software integration framework like ModelCenter 

provided by Phoenix Integration, Inc. As Figure 5 clearly indicates, the analysis tools 

assigned to distinct analysis disciplines are preliminary design to detail design software 
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packages, tools generally not suitable for the conceptual design (CD) task. Although the 

figure may indicate interrelations between analysis disciplines, there is an apparent 

weakness to precisely describe the design logic, the design process with a breakdown of 

sequence of events, the detailed data exchange between disciplines, and others. More 

importantly, the difficulty to systematically execute the prescribed design process in an 

organized manner results in the problem of not being able to reliably reproduce the final 

design deliverable. This, consequently, results in a high-risk product and low-

transparency product evolution history, both for the design team utilizing the method, the 

method originators, and as well the project manager. 

 
Figure 5:  A typical non-consistent SAV conceptual design methodology.12 

 

As identified earlier6, some level of design randomness appears to be a typical side-

effect to the creative design process, ultimately hurting the credibility of the SAV design 

team as abbreviated with Figure 2. A well-known consequence of this deficiency is the 

attempt to compare the flight vehicle design process with creative arts when saying: “… 
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you know, aircraft design is an art …”, ultimately a realization of the apparent 

shortcomings of the process involved and its compensation with the involvement of 

emotion and chance. It shows that the second century of flight demands a rationalization 

of the design process in order to produce an Anatomy of Space-Access Vehicle Design 

Successes.11 

 

Having reviewed more than 125 aircraft, helicopter, and SAV design strategies, 

methodologies, and processes6,7, we have observed an apparent weakness to reliably 

communicate, document, and execute the design progression employed for aircraft, but in 

particular SAVs. This applies to both, the computer dis-integrated and computer 

integrated design processes. Also, the lack of modern conceptual design (CD) tools, 

particularly for SAV applications, unfortunately leads to the utilization of higher-fidelity 

analysis tools during the CD phase, processes not being capable of design space 

screening and incompetent to deliver a proof of design convergence. Clearly, under those 

circumstances, the design team has lost its opportunity to resourcefully trade 

configuration concepts using a consistent toolbox resulting in visualization of a narrow 

band of configuration trades only. We have see too often design teams “… falling in love 

with a flight vehicle geometry too early and successively analyzing it to death with high-

fidelity tools.” 2 

 

Since 1960, multidisciplinary optimization technology and computerized synthesis 

systems (such as Space Shuttle Synthesis Program, 1970) have been gradually adopted by 

aircraft design manufacturers particularly during the conceptual design phase. Experience 
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shows that the use and development of synthesis programs has greatly improved 

interdisciplinary communication since it has been shown to reduce design cycle time 

leading to deeper exploration of the design space.13 The synthesis and multidisciplinary 

optimization technology helps to converge the design. Today, the development of a 

computer-based integration platform or system is a highly demanding subject. Airbus has 

selected PACE 14 to develop an integration tool common to all Airbus partners. NASA 

starts to develop a new synthesis system named CDS.15 Boeing and others are also very 

active in this field.2 

 

It is a challenging task to develop a design synthesis system for space access vehicles 

due to the limited statistical data base available, a fact especially valid for the class of 

reusable launch vehicles (RLV). The development of a generic SAV synthesis 

methodology aims to assess and compare prospective SAV design configuration concepts 

by evaluating potential advances in technology and investigating different operational 

modes. Therefore, a large number of concepts need to be generated to meet the given 

mission requirements.16 As shown in Figure 6, several operational modes for Space 

Access Vehicle (SAV) concepts are developed: vertical takeoff and vertical landing 

(VTVL), DC-X; vertical takeoff and horizontal landing (VTHL), X-33; and horizontal 

takeoff and horizontal landing (HTHL) vehicle, X-30. Since future space access vehicles 

have to be more cost effective compared to today’s generation of SAVs, a consistent and 

systematic design approach and system is required for the top level assessment of various 

SAVs, enabling true technical comparisons upfront. 
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Figure 6:  Space access vehicle (SAV) concepts. 

 

1.2 Objectives 

The future generation of space access vehicles has to be cost effective in comparison 

to today’s family of expendable launchers and the remaining fleet of Space Shuttles17. A 

consistent and systematic design approach and design system is required for top level 

assessment of various SAV design and mission alternatives especially during the 

conceptual design phase. Developing a generic SAV conceptual design methodology, 

which allows for all vehicle types, is the key. In addition, it is the conceptual design 

phase which has the most profound effect on the success of the resulting SAV.18 A 

generic CD methodology will enable the designer to fully explore the design space 

available as early as possible in the design process, to ensure that the final product can 
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operate efficient by fulfill the mission specified.19 This idea of a generic CD methodology 

is the basis for the new design paradigm proposed. 

 

Figure 7 prescribes a three-tier design space screening approach devised by the AVD 

Laboratory in order to solidify this foundation.20 The Tier 1 screening step is a technique 

which identifies the solution design space based on historical experience, key design 

parameters, and available industrial manufacturing and technology capability. It is used 

to assess the realm of possible solutions for an initial start configuration. In this way, the 

design space (‘ballpark’) for a particular configuration will be mapped. The output of 

Tier 1 is then subjected to an analysis from a physical perspective in Tier 2, which maps 

the design space based on physically correct and robust analysis techniques. Having 

reduced the solution design space with Tier 1 and 2, Tier 3 is finally activated. This step 

offers a higher-fidelity computational analysis, further assessing and reducing the design 

space. Tier 3 will arrive at a converged conceptual design of the SAV start configuration. 

This logic 3-tier approach embodies a unique but highly effective conceptual design 

process leading towards successful SAVs. 
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Figure 7:  AVDSHYP- a generic CD methodology approach. 20 

 

In this context, the present research investigation focuses on the Tier 2 step – a highly 

involved physical and analytical approach to narrowing the design space. To achieve this 

goal, a prototype hands-on and computerized synthesis methodology for the generic 

(configuration independent) design of SAVs was initiated at the AVD Laboratory at The 

University of Oklahoma and is currently under development at the AVD Laboratory, The 
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University of Texas at Arlington.17,21 Based on a given mission specification, this 

methodology is capable of assessing and comparing different SAV configuration 

concepts, is competent to define the design space required and available, and finally 

arrives at a converged design proposal for each configuration concept. As a result, 

characteristics like design features, operational implications, risk scenarios, and cost 

implications can be discussed for alternative SAV design proposals, providing the 

practicing engineer and project manager a transparent, thus, powerful decision tool. This 

will, for the first time, make available to the SAV design environment a structured multi-

disciplinary decision support process and toolset, which enables a consistent comparison 

of different classes of SAV configuration concepts on an impartial basis as shown in 

Figure 8. 

 

Figure 8:  Generic configuration concept capability characteristics of the  

prototype SAV synthesis methodology. 

 

The research objectives for the development of a generic SAV conceptual design 

methodology are: 
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1. Identify physical characteristics of possible SAVs and methodology concepts 

leading to a generic SAV design system 

2. Evaluate current aerospace vehicle design synthesis systems 

3. Compile a dedicated SAV design knowledge-based system KBSDESIGN 

4. Develop and validate a generic design methodology and algorithms for the 

conceptual design of SAVs which can efficiently define the design space and deliver 

a converged design 

5. Implement the design algorithms to the standalone computer programs 

6. Integrate the design methodology into a computerized design synthesis system - 

AVDS-PrADO 

 

The development of the generic SAV methodology will be accomplished in two 

steps; the (a) ‘hands-on’ methodology, and (b) computer-integrated methodology, see 

Figure 9. Figure 9 illustrates the targeted generic design capability at the heart of the 

SAV design tool and process. First, the hands-on ‘manual’ methodology is developed and 

populated with relevant disciplinary methods. The individual methods are validated and 

calibrated using design case studies like those indicated in Figure 8. Having assembled a 

well documented and validated process, which can be executed in the traditional ‘hands-

on’ mode, this algorithm will be integrated into the computerized design synthesis system 

AVDS-PrADO.7,17,22, a task which is beyond the current research undertaking. This will 

lead to a dedicated synthesis system for the analysis and design of SAVs, where generic 

and more rigorous disciplinary engineering analysis methods are integrated into a truly 

multi-disciplinary synthesis environment offering state-of-the-art optimization and 
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visualization capability. Therefore, this dissertation describes the thought process, 

development steps, and validation of the Hands-On Design Methodology leading to the 

generic synthesis process for the conceptual design (CD) of space access vehicles (SAV). 

 

Figure 9:  Overview and interrelation of the (a) “Hands-on” and (b) Computer-integrated SAV 

design synthesis methodology. 

 

The systematic approach towards the development of the generic design synthesis 

methodology is presented in Table 1. For each engineering discipline of interest, the 

systematic approach addresses physical explanations, the survey of all relevant design 

methods, the identification of key design parameters, theory development, method 
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validation, and finally design case studies. The parameter identification and reduced-

order method development processes are based on the knowledge-based system 

KBSDESIGN which include 100 year design experience, references and validated methods 

relevant for the conceptual design of aerospace vehicles. 

Table 1: Road map for development of design methodology 
 

Development Process Takeoff Ascent Reentry Approach/Landing 

Physical explanation Chapter 4.3.1 Chapter 4.3.2 Chapter 4.3.3 Chapter 4.3.4 

Design methods survey  Chapter 4.3.1 A Chapter 4.3.2 A Chapter 4.3.3 A Chapter 4.3.4 A 

Design parameter reduction Chapter 4.3.1 A Chapter 4.3.2 A Chapter 4.3.3 A Chapter 4.3.4 A 

Design constraints Chapter 4.3.1 A Chapter 4.3.2 A Chapter 4.3.3 A Chapter 4.3.4 A 

Theory development Chapter 4.3.1 B Chapter 4.3.2 B Chapter 4.3.3 B Chapter 4.3.4 B 

Validation Chapter 4.3.1 C Chapter 4.3.2 C Chapter 4.3.3 C Chapter 4.3.4 C 

Design case studies Chapter 4.3.1 C Chapter 4.3.2 C Chapter 4.3.3 C Chapter 4.3.4 C 

 

1.3 Research Strategy 

The research strategy selected adopts the approach devised for the development of the 

generic stability and control methodology for conventional and unconventional aircraft 

configurations as documented in Reference 6. We have learned from this research project 

that the challenge to develop a generic methodology, in the present context the generic 

conceptual design SAV synthesis methodology, is a highly demanding multi-disciplinary 

task. Only a decidedly disciplined approach to the problem can lead to the acclaimed 

objectives. In order to do so, we have to investigate SAV design processes, evaluate 

existing design synthesis systems, assemble SAV-related design knowledge, finally 

leading to the development of the generic SAV methodology. Figure 10 sketches the 

research strategy conceived for the present research investigation. 
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Figure 10: Concentric evolution spheres representing the research strategy selected 

 

The modus operandi is presented via concentric spheres, where the work sequence 

proceeds from the outer to the inner layers. The process starts from the complete 

technology domain, passes in a pre-specified sequence various filtering levels until the 

space access vehicle conceptual design relevant knowledge is sufficiently assembled. The 

process ends when the methodology concept conceived will be evaluated against the 

research objectives specified above. Each layer of the concentric evolution sphere 

(parameter reduction process), as applied within the present research undertaking, is 

characterized below. 
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(1) Familiarization with Physical Aspects of SAV Configuration Concepts: The SAV 

design database system and dedicated design knowledge-based system are assembled 

during this phase. This step has to be considered the key preparatory activity since it aims 

to prepare for the integration of both, expendable launch vehicle and reusable launch 

vehicle design alternatives, into one generic model. The design commonalties and 

peculiarities of relevant SAV design alternatives are identified and documented at this 

point. The approach of utilizing first-order methods and procedures based on physical 

principles is adopted as follows. A comprehensive experience data base is available 

describing design and operation of modern ELVs. However, RLV design underlies the 

limitation of only having a sparse statistical database available. Therefore, it is necessary 

to clearly understand the basic physical characteristics of RLV design alternatives 

without prioritizing any specific RLV design configuration concept at this point. The 

focus is on physical correctness leading to simple reduced-order representations of gross 

design parameters from performance, propulsion, aerodynamics, and others, design 

disciplines common to all SAV alternatives. Such first order characterization is then 

translated into a consistent methodology concept relevant for the conceptual design level. 

This will enable the SAV designer for the first time to consistently assess SAV design 

alternatives leading to a final comparison of design configuration concept options. This 

leads to a first-order, physically correct, generic SAV sizing methodology capable of 

rapidly predicting the trends and sensitivities of competing SAV alternatives. 

 

(2) Identify Common and Uncommon SAV Design Attributes and Individual Design 

Disciplines: Published SAV design approaches are analyzed to identify common and 
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uncommon SAV design attributes for individual design disciplines. The design logic 

selected for these individual approaches mirrors the variety in attempts towards a feasible 

SAV. Obviously it is of importance to have analyzed representative SAV alternatives 

(e.g., SSTO: X-33, Hotol; TSTO: Sänger) and to document them in the dedicated SAV 

DBS and KBS. 

 

(3) Identification of Design and Analysis Parameters: The gross design parameters 

for the range of representative SAVs have been identified for building the generic 

analytical model according to the range of individual design disciplines (e.g., 

performance, aerodynamics, propulsion). The identification and extraction process of 

global design parameters represents a key activity throughout the research period. With 

completion of this level, an informed methodology development can be attempted. 

 

(4) Methods Library: With the previous understanding of SAV designs, the input and 

output parameters of each primary design discipline are defined. For each discipline, a 

methods library is assembled consisting of either a generic method or rather more 

problem oriented stand-alone methods requiring method switching. The methods are the 

core of this engineering analysis process since they connect the earlier defined gross 

design parameters mathematically. Clearly, the method translates the physical design 

aspect into a problem solving process. 

 

(5) Generic Methodology: For comparison of competing configurations, a consistent 

set of design and estimation methods is required. A generic design methodology is 
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developed applicable to all SAV alternatives. It can carry out consistent top level 

assessments of various SAVs enabling true technical comparisons. This allows designers 

to compare radically different alternative SAVs to achieve the goal of reduced cost and 

complexity, improved performance, efficiency, and reliability for space transportation. 

 

(6) Software Development: The generic SAV methodology is developed and 

assembled in two successive steps: (a) ‘hands-on’ stand-alone software; (b) methodology 

integrated into AVDS-PrADO in a follow-on step. 

 

(7) Validation and Calibration: The disciplinary analysis methods, modules, and 

overall methodology need to be validated before integration into the synthesis system 

AVDS-PrADO. The databases (DBS and KBS) compiled during Phase 1 have to provide 

data, information, and knowledge to support the validation effort for individual design 

disciplines and the synthesized SAV. 

 

Figure 11 shows the roadmap which summarizes the key development steps of this 

research strategy. This roadmap is systematically followed throughout the present 

research investigation with the aim to arrive at a generic SAV design methodology. 

Further details and explanations are given in the individual chapters. 
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Figure 11: Roadmap for generic SAV conceptual design methodology. 
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The dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 1 outlines the current SAV 

conceptual design problem, followed by the definition of research objectives and scope. 

A systematic research and development strategy towards the generic SAV design 

capability is presented. Chapter 2 provides at first an assessment of hypothetical and 

actual space access vehicles. The physical understanding related to the variety of SAV 

configuration concepts is obtained. A survey and discussion of aircraft and launch vehicle 

design methodologies makes it possible to identify the advantages and disadvantages of 

past and current synthesis systems. As a consequence, a specification for a dedicated 

generic SAV conceptual design methodology is formulated. The design knowledge, 

primary disciplines, associated method libraries, and design parameters related to SAV 

conceptual design are assembled in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 presents the thought process and 

necessary steps required for the development of a prototype synthesis methodology for 

generic SAV conceptual design. A hands-on generic synthesis methodology throughout 

the typical SAV flight loop (takeoff, ascent, reentry, descent and landing) is developed. 

An outlook towards the implementation of the VTVL logic into the ‘hands-on’ design 

methodology is provided. Chapter 5 shows a design case study which applied this 

methodology to an industrial tourist SAV OUXP. Finally, the dissertation concludes with 

the contributions summary in Chapter 6. The software development strategy is also 

presented to implement this hand-on design methodology into the synthesis environment 

AVDS-PrADOSAV. 
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2. Space Access Vehicle Design and Synthesis Systems 

2.1 Space Access Vehicle (SAV) 

Currently, there are many hypothetical and actual space access vehicle concepts. The 

SAV concepts can be classified by the (a) types of flight mission like low earth orbit 

(LEO), orbital and interplanetary flights, or the (b) operational modes: horizontal takeoff 

and horizontal landing (HTHL), vertical takeoff and horizontal landing (VTHL), and 

vertical takeoff and vertical landing (VTVL), or the (c) number of stages: single stage to 

orbit (SSTO), two stage to orbit (TSTO), and multiple stage to orbit (MSTO) or the (d) 

reusability: reusable launch vehicle (RLV) and expendable launch vehicle (ELV). 

 

All SAV design systems have two common objectives. The first is to design a 

feasible concept that can fulfill the flight mission. A space access vehicle uses propulsion 

power to overcome gravity and aerodynamic drag force in order to deliver a payload to 

orbit and return safety. Secondly, at the engineering level, it is necessary to optimize the 

vehicle for performance and cost figures of merits. 

 

2.2 Characteristics of Space Access Vehicle (SAV) Conceptual Design 

The flight vehicle design process is, in general, comprised of three sequential design 

phases: conceptual design (CD), preliminary design (PD), and detailed design (DD). The 

sequence starts with a set of requirements for a new flight vehicle. The first step towards 

a flight vehicle is the definition of a configuration concept during the CD phase. This 

design phase is key since it can be assumed that around 80% of the configuration is 
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determined at this phase. Most importantly, the life cycle cost of the flight vehicle has to 

be determined reliably during the CD phase since it is very costly to change the overall 

configuration beyond the CD stage.16 As the design evolves, the design freedom decays 

rapidly in the PD and DD phases while the knowledge about the product continually 

increases. As a consequence, the present study focuses on the development of a generic 

design synthesis tool relevant for the CD phase. 

 

The conceptual design (CD) phase determines the general size and type of the 

configuration concept leading to the space access vehicle. In general, the next generation 

reusable launch vehicle, such as horizontal takeoff and horizontal landing (HTHL), is a 

highly integrated flight vehicle which does not anymore comply with Cayley’s design 

theorem. As a result, this breed of highly integrated cost-effective launch vehicles 

requires an integrated synthesis approach where key disciplines such as geometry, 

weights, propulsion, aerodynamics and aerothermodynamics are balanced in a multi-

disciplinary context. Overall, the conceptual design phase of a flight vehicle in general 

can be characterized as follows: 

 

1. Trade studies are required to show correct trends and design sensitivities. 

Correctness is more important than absolute accuracy. 

2. The early design concept generally determines the life cycle cost of the vehicle.16 

3. The multi-disciplinary complexity and iterative nature of the launch vehicle 

design problem necessitates a computerized synthesis tools. 
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4. Simplified but transparent analysis is required to arrive at physically correct 

design information. 

5. Rapid design feedback is required to avoid getting locked too early into a 

configuration concept. 

6. Due to the limited experience database when discussing SAVs, the synthesis tool 

enables acceleration of the learning process. The final quality of the design is directly 

related to how much the design team has learned. 

 

There is a lack of versatile design tools available for aerospace vehicle conceptual 

design environments. For example, conceptual design departments of commercial 

transport aircraft manufacturers lack adequate analysis and design methods to 

consistently assess and compare the performance potential and commercial feasibility of 

‘novel’ aircraft configurations versus the classical shape.13 As a consequence, the present 

study targets the development of a configuration-independent methodology concept and 

tool capable of comparing traditional expendable launch vehicles and comparing them 

with relevant reusable launch vehicle design alternatives. The mission profiles and design 

processes of HTHL SAVs are comprehensive and complicated. Therefore, the HTHL 

SAV is considered as an underlying generic model for the development of a generic 

design synthesis methodology for the SAV conceptual design. A generic SAV design 

synthesis methodology with focus on an HTHL development approach is presented in 

this dissertation. 
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2.3 Definition and Classifications of Design Synthesis Methodologies 

An aerospace vehicle design synthesis methodology is a systematic way to the design 

of complex aerospace vehicle systems where the interaction among several disciplines 

must be considered. Generally, a methodology includes a set of analysis methods, 

procedures, and the techniques used to collect and analyze information appropriate for 

evaluation of a particular program, project, or activity. The definition of 'synthesis' in the 

Concise Oxford Dictionary23 is "the process or result of building up separate elements, 

especially ideas, into a connected whole, especially into a theory or system". In aerospace 

vehicle design, it is the process of building a new concept, solution, and design for a 

purpose by assembling hardware together in a logical way. For example, design synthesis 

of the overall flight vehicle is usually based on achieving a minimum weight 

configuration or life cycle cost through parametric variation of critical design parameters. 

The process to arrive at a physically feasible and functional design is called to ‘converge’ 

the design. The computational approach established for converging the design has to be 

considered the ‘heart’ of the design process which will be developed and presented in 

Chapter 4. 

 

A multitude of computerized design synthesis systems have been developed and used 

by aerospace design environments for the CD and PD phases, since most configuration 

synthesis occurs during these two key phases.24 The utilization of modern computer 

technologies has greatly improved the flight vehicle design process. This applies 

particularly to disciplinary design analysis, but as well at a lesser degree to the capability 

to synthesize a design in the multi-disciplinary process. As an example, the following 
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design synthesis systems have been applied to the disciplinary level analysis of aerospace 

flight vehicles: SYNAC 25 for conventional takeoff and landing subsonic and supersonic 

aircraft employing air breathing engines, HESCOMP 26 for helicopter sizing and 

performance evaluations, POST 27 for launch vehicle trajectory optimization, and also 

system level analysis, such as FLOPS28, for aircraft configuration optimization, 

TRANSYN 29 for a transport aircraft. Certain design synthesis systems have also been 

applied to different types of flight vehicles (commercial subsonic/transonic/supersonic 

aircraft, military aircraft, and space access vehicles, etc): PrADO 30 and CPDS 31 are 

developed for commercial transport aircraft, HISAIR 32 and MIDAS 33 for supersonic 

commercial transport aircraft, SSSP 34 for the space access vehicle Space Shuttle, CADE 

13 for low-aspect ratio F-15 type fighters, and FASTPASS 35 for advanced space systems. 

For more information on existing synthesis systems see Chapter 2.4. 

 

The development of a generic conceptual design SAV synthesis methodology 

requires a thorough insight into the capabilities, limitations, and potential of vehicle 

synthesis environments in general. First, it needs to be decided which generation and type 

of synthesis system is desirable as a development platform. The results of a 

comprehensive survey of flight vehicle synthesis environments are presented. This 

enables the formulation of development guidelines (specification) for the the next-

generation generic SAV design methodology AVDS-PrADOSAV. 

 

In order to distinguish the multitude of existing flight vehicle analysis and synthesis 

approaches, a classification scheme is proposed in the present context according to their 
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modeling complexity, expressing limitations and growth potential.6 According to this 

scheme, five different classes of design synthesis methodologies are defined as shown in 

Table 2. 

Table 2: Classification and characteristics of aerospace design synthesis approach 6 

Class Design Definition Develop Time Characteristics 

Class I Early Dawn Until 1905 Trial and error approach, experiment, no systematic 
methodology 

Class II Manual Design Sequence 1905 – 1955 Physical design transparency, parameter studies, 
standard aircraft design handbooks 

Class III Computer Automation 1955 – Today Reduced design cycles, detailed exploration of the 
design space, discipline-specific software programs 

Class IV Multidisciplinary Integration 1960 – Today Computerized design system, MDO, data sharing, 
centralizing design 

Class V Generic Design Future Generation 

Configuration independent, sophisticated design 
synthesis framework, detailed engineering analysis, 
synthesis of a user-defined aircraft, true inverse design 
capability, KBS 

 

As shown by the classification scheme above, design synthesis has evolved from the 

early experimentalist’s approach to today’s highly computerized and analytical design 

system. It is noted that the design synthesis methodologies, from Class I to Class IV are 

still in use today. Class V design synthesis methodologies are currently under 

development, and not yet considered operational. 

 

This classification illustrates that the next-generation of generic Class V systems will 

emphasize the integration of classical and generic-type computational analysis methods 

in all major analysis disciplines into a modern design synthesis environment. In 

particular, the generic design capability enables the design engineer to compare a wider 

range of design alternatives, in particular SAV configuration concepts like HTHL, 

VTHL, and VTVL. The major design variables are not frozen before the potential 

benefits of multidisciplinary interaction effects are explored. Integration of a multi-
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disciplinary optimization capability enables the identification of counter intuitive 

solutions with local or global optima that can only be identified through inter-disciplinary 

design exploration. As a consequence, only such a capability can provide truly robust 

mathematical optimizations particularly meaningful during the early conceptual design 

phase. However, most of today’s MDO implementations are focused on PD and DD 

phases. The proposed Class V design resolution and design capability are not seen with 

present day Class IV conceptual design methodologies.6 

 

2.4 An Assessment of Design Synthesis Systems 

A total of 115 aircraft, helicopter, missile, and launch vehicle design synthesis 

methodologies have been surveyed. Most of these systems have been developed by major 

aerospace companies, research, and academic environments. Their basic properties and 

development trends will be defined through this survey. A snap-shot of this extensive 

survey and evaluation process is provided in Figure 12. The survey was conducted 

through a review of existing literature documenting the systems. Each design synthesis 

system has been assessed and individually documented using a ‘check-list’ template 

report. The evaluation report of each design synthesis system provides an overview of the 

development history, design logic, module evaluation, and software development 

description for each system. At the end of each report, the advantages and disadvantages 

of the systems are discussed. The whole evaluation process is time consuming (around 8 

months) and tedious. The specifications of each synthesis system have been documented 

in AVD reports 36 and there is no space for the detail descriptions of each system here. 

However, the top level assessment results of these systematic and unique evaluations are 
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provided below and the process to arrive at a specification for the development of a 

future Class V synthesis system will be shown.  
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Figure 12: Evaluation process of design synthesis systems. 

 

The survey shows that the development of computerized synthesis systems started in the 

early 1960’s with the appearance of computer technology. The number of systems 

increased with the improvement of computer technology, and it reached a maximum in 

the 1990’s as shown in Figure 13. It also shows that developing a well-integrated 

synthesis system is a demanding subject for designing today’s highly integrated aircraft 

and aerospace vehicles. Recently, Airbus has appointed PACE14 to develop an Airbus 

internal synthesis system. NASA currently starts to develop a new synthesis system 
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called CDS15, Lockheed Martin advances since years RCD37, and other airframe 

manufacturers are also very much active in this field. Figure 14 shows that most synthesis 

systems are developed by aerospace companies. These synthesis systems are mainly used 

for aircraft design, both civil and military, see Figure 15. Interestingly, only a few 

computer-based space access vehicle design synthesis systems are available, such as 

PrADO-Hy30 and SSSP34. These particular systems are specifically developed for space 

access vehicles. 
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Figure 13: Number of synthesis systems vs. development time period 
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Figure 14: Synthesis system vs. developers 
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Some non-integrated or manual space access vehicle (SAV) design methodologies are 

worth mentioning, particularly those of SAV design specialists K.D. Wood, 38 P. Czysz, 39 

W.E. Hammond, 12 and J.L. Hunt. 40 The detailed descriptions of these SAV design 

systems are presented as flow charts in Figure 16 – Figure 19. The execution sequence 

and success rate of the manual approach very much depend on the individual engineer 

operating the system. The lack of automated design iterations prevents this system type 

from reliably converging a SAV in a multi-disciplinary context.  
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Figure 16: Design methodology of spacecraft and its launch vehicle by K.D. Wood 38 
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Figure 17: Hypersonic vehicle design methodology by Paul Czysz 39 
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Figure 18: Design methodology for space transportation systems by Walter E. Hammond 12 
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Figure 19: Hypersonic air-breathing vehicle design methodology by James L. Hunt 40 

 

These synthesis systems have been evaluated and as many key players in aerospace 

vehicle design organizations have been included as possible. It is inevitable to miss some 

synthesis systems not visible to the world (e.g. in-house synthesis systems at Gulfstream) 

and source codes not available for detailed evaluation. However, this unique and 

systematic assessment contains major synthesis systems and key design synthesis 

publications.36 Therefore, this systematic assessment is considered a comprehensive 

survey to provide an overall philosophy of synthesis systems and offer the basic 
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specifications of current synthesis systems. Some top level conclusions can be drawn 

from the assessment as follows: 

• Design synthesis systems are the heart of aerospace vehicle design organizations 

(Boeing, Lockheed Martin, Airbus, etc).13 The development of a synthesis system is a 

demanding task and requires large research activities. 

• Most of the synthesis systems are developed for aircraft design. Very few SAV 

design synthesis systems exist. Especially, there is a lack of efficient design synthesis 

systems for highly integrated SAV-type vehicles because the Cayley’s design paradigm is 

no longer valid. 

• Synthesis is the key to close (converge) the design through iterations. Major 

synthesis systems estimate design sensitivities and support optimizing flight vehicle 

configurations, but only a few synthesis systems are capable of delivering a proof of 

convergence. The main drawback of current synthesis systems, especially for SAVs, is 

that they are not able to efficiently define the design space and prove design convergence. 

• Many design synthesis systems tend to have a common structure with different 

computational procedures, see Chapter 2.4.1. However, the design methodologies of 

synthesis systems are not transparent. There is a lack of efficient computerized synthesis 

systems and multi-disciplinary interaction at the conceptual design level. 

• Current design synthesis systems tend to develop a new system for each new 

application. There is no generic synthesis system for the SAV conceptual design. 

• Some systems utilize design statistics (PIANO, AAA) but lack having available a 

dedicated CD-Knowledge-Based System for SAV design. 
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• Managerial decision-making power using a synthesis system is often 

underestimated and not understood. 

 

The following survey of synthesis systems is organized by the architecture and 

distinguishing features of the synthesis systems. Accordingly, it includes sections on the 

mathematical model, multidisciplinary analysis and optimization, underlying generic 

concept, and the availability of a knowledge-based system (KBS). 

 

2.4.1 Mathematical Modeling of a Synthesis System 

The aim of the design synthesis methodology is to visualize the available solution 

design space of feasible flight vehicle configuration concepts, to deliver a proof of 

convergence for these flight vehicles, to estimate design sensitivities and design trends, to 

optimize relevant configurations, and to finally define and assess the impact of 

technology in order to reach the design targets specified. The methodology first screens 

the available design space, generates and evaluates new configuration concepts, then 

selects promising candidates for further design work and optimization. A typical 

mathematical model of a design synthesis methodology and software consists of one 

central synthesis module and several disciplinary analysis sub modules which perform 

dependent multi-disciplinary design studies. For the development of a generic SAV 

synthesis system, it is critical to investigate and select basic modular structure and 

individual modules which have generic character. 
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Modular Structure: There are several synthesis systems that have followed the 

software development aim leading to a top down modular program structure. Examples 

are SSSP34 which consists of a synthesis driver providing the iteration logic and multi-

disciplinary analysis capability required to ensure consistency among the weight, volume, 

geometry, trajectory, and mission constraints. ODIN 41 has an executive program called 

DIALOG which controls the sequence and execution of independent programs 

representing various aerospace technology areas. ASSET13 is an analytical design 

program and data integration tool which analyses the vehicle configuration, weight, and 

cost implications through mission and performance analysis. MIDAS33 integrates 

individual modular computer programs for effective use during the conceptual design 

phase. The benefit of such a synthesis system structure is shown with PACELAB 42, since 

it is able to significantly reduce the design cycle time and cost, thus, improving design 

productivity and quality. 

 

Individual Modules: Each analysis module represents a design discipline relevant to 

the flight vehicle. In industry and research organizations, these disciplinary modules tend 

to be developed by its respective disciplinary specialists; they have to be updated 

accordingly as new technology becomes available. For example, FASTPASS 35 allows 

the user to easily update and modify analysis modules with analysis tools of increasing 

fidelity level. PACELAB 42 demonstrates user flexibility since it allows easy integration 

of customer-specific functionality. The modern concept of modular programming and the 

build-in tool-library avoids the primary drawback of some historically complex and aging 

codes like CADE 13 (initially hard-coded system for F-15 development), since they were 
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custom-tailored to a predetermined set of design problems and are difficult to expand, 

modify, and maintain. As a result, this difficulty has eliminated 80% of legacy computer 

synthesis programs. CASDAT 43 was carefully constructed from the best available 

analysis tools using a modular architecture. Modules should be integrated by task or 

functionality and not by programs. 

 

Data Management System: The efficient coupling of individual analysis modules in a 

synthesis system requires consistent and efficient data transfer among modules. 

Therefore, the availability of an efficient data management system is key to improving 

the design process, reducing design cycle time, and allowing the engineers to concentrate 

on engineering rather than data manipulation. For example: IDEAS 44 uses a central data 

bank to store all calculated data for more than seventy inter-related computer program 

modules. The database and file management system of RECIPE 45 can facilitate inter-

model and inter-platform communication and also widely distribute team analyses 

through the internet. 

 

2.4.2 Multidisciplinary Analysis and Optimization 

Multidisciplinary Design Optimization (MDO) is defined by the AIAA MDO 

Technical Committee (TC) as: “A methodology for the design of complex engineering 

systems and subsystems that coherently exploits the synergism of mutually interacting 

phenomena. Optimal design of complex engineering systems requires multidisciplinary 

analysis that accounts for interactions amongst the disciplines (or parts of the system) 

and seeks to synergistically exploit these interactions.” 46 Multidisciplinary design 
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capability is the key feature for the success of any complex product. In this context, the 

SAV is one of the most complicated engineering applications as the track-record of failed 

projects confirms. Today, vehicle design optimization concentrates predominantly on 

single disciplines or on coupling of a few disciplines like CFD and FEM at higher fidelity 

level; typically, trades studies are conducted on individual components or subsystems 

only due to the enhanced computing cost at preliminary to detail design level.47 

Unfortunately, this approach is only capable to locate local optima compared to global 

optimal solutions, which have to be explored during the conceptual design of the vehicle. 

 

Therefore, the synthesis analysis approach has to include not only disciplinary 

analysis and disciplinary sensitivity analysis, but also system level analysis to define a 

feasible design space and deliver a proof of design convergence. In contrast to 

disciplinary analysis, multidisciplinary analyses have the potential to evaluate the 

interactions between a multitude of disciplines and are capable of projecting the effects of 

important design parameters within the feasible design space, such as a complicated 

carpet-plot. Clearly, this coupling of analysis routines with multidisciplinary optimization 

will make the model more feasible, because any weakness of the model will be exploited. 

Six fundamental approaches to the problem of a system optimization are presented in 

Reference 48. 

 

However, during the multidisciplinary design optimization (MDO) process, the 

number of analysis variables and design variables will increase with the addition of 

analysis disciplines and with an increase of the overall fidelity level. This requires 
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intensive data transfer between the modules. Even if each discipline can be reduced to a 

linear optimization problem, it is still hard to simplify the MDO process which by its very 

nature is highly interconnected and nonlinear. Finally, there might be single or multiple 

objective functions characterizing the MDO problem.48 All of these factors dramatically 

increase the computational burden. 

 

The investigation of multidisciplinary optimization is a vast field which is beyond the 

scope of this paper. Sobieski and Haftka48 in 1996 provide a detailed survey and prospect 

of MDO techniques applied in aerospace design. The reference discusses several 

approaches valid for specific multidisciplinary optimization problems. One of these 

approaches is to use simple analysis tools at the conceptual design level. The simplicity 

of the analysis tools allows the integration of the various disciplinary analyses into a 

single, usually modular, computer program without increasing the computational burden. 

It uses less complex and less accurate models to reduce the computational cost. This 

‘simple analysis tool approach’ can be seen in ACYNT 49 and FLOPS.28 

 

The survey shows that until 1996, very few aerospace vehicle systems have been 

optimized for their flight performance and vehicle total cost by taking all relevant 

disciplines into account.48 However, there is a trend to continuously incorporate MDO 

techniques to couple legacy codes with new software integration tools. Several 

optimization methods are used to facilitate multidisciplinary design analysis and 

optimization at the conceptual level. The Response Surface Method (RSM) approach is 

used in IMAGE 50 and Gradient-Based Method (GBM) for PrADO 30 and SIEGERS 51. 
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An optimization tool library can provide practical optimization algorithms with view to 

computational time and cost involved. LAGRANGE52 has ten different optimization 

codes, and users can customize their optimization in HOLIST53. 

 

MDO is still a developing area. It needs to be rigorously made transparent to the 

engineer, showing how the variety of disciplines and their assumed level of technology 

actually influence the design. CADE13 uses design surfaces to make optimization results 

transparent. This capability is of paramount importance to ensure the underlying physics, 

to enable so-called sanity or reasonableness checks. Overall, the mathematical optimizer 

has to be robust, suitable for a high number of variables, and has to operate with noisy 

and rough objective functions of complicated topography. The incorporation of non-

linear optimization techniques into the design cycle realizes true multi-point design trade 

studies. 

 

2.4.3 Knowledge-Based System 

The conceptual design phase is an intense learning phase for the design team. As 

Hollowell and Bitten 54 comment: “The final quality of design is directly related to how 

much the design team can learn. It can help the designer to quickly and well explore the 

design space. This is an extremely important observation relative the application of 

optimization techniques”. 

 

The development and integration objective of a dedicated flight vehicle Conceptual 

Design Knowledge-Based System (CD-KBS) is to make relevant design knowledge 
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effortlessly available. The particular strength of the system manifests in enabling the user 

to gain fundamental understanding of solution concepts realized in the past. In general, 

the design knowledge is comprised of data (raw material without implying any judgment 

or interpretation), information (data with meaning and value in various ways), and 

knowledge (a mixture of experience, values, contextual information, and expert insight 

that provides a setting for evaluating and incorporating new experiences and 

information).19 Currently, only very few systems utilize knowledge-based techniques but 

lack the dedicated CD-KBS. Examples are: PIANO55, which is equipped with more than 

150 existing or projected aircraft data for competitive analysis and development 

purposes; PASS56, which is an aircraft synthesis code with an expert system to display 

warnings or provide design advice; AAA57, which incorporates and coordinates the 

methods, statistical databases, formulas, and relevant illustrations, and drawings based on 

Roskam’s Airplane Design book; and PACELAB42, which has the flexibility to integrate 

its KBS planform into new design applications. 

 

As the assessment of synthesis systems shows, it would be advantageous to have a 

library of design knowledge which may be shared among the designers. A dedicated 

aircraft Conceptual Design Knowledge-Based System contains design decisions which 

truly accelerate the learning process of the conceptual design team. The learning 

capability of the KBS provides a dynamic and intelligent design information source with 

growth potential, which supports decision making while having design information 

available at the fingertips. However, there is no dedicated space access vehicle CD-KBS 

in existence.  
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2.4.4 Generic Concepts 

The generic character of SAVs implies configuration independence. Until now, 

design synthesis systems have always been developed for specific design applications, 

and it is difficult to migrate them to other applications without major modifications. This 

fact prevents a more comprehensive exploration of the design space since it excludes a 

consistent comparison of conventional with unconventional design alternatives. 

Examples are: PIANO55, which focuses on conventional transonic commercial aircraft 

certificated to FAR/JAR-25 or equivalent civil standards. This is not suitable for military 

(other than some transport) or unconventional (e.g., canard or three-surface) 

configurations. Initial synthesis efforts of ASSET13 have been applied to a specific 

application (FX study). This approach was very cumbersome and did not evolve a generic 

modular structure. 

 

As shown in the section Mathematical Modeling of a Synthesis System, a synthesis 

system always includes all core disciplines required to represent the flight physics of the 

vehicle. However, there is not a consistent objective function common among different 

synthesis systems. For examples: FLOPS28 uses flight optimization as its figure of merit, 

whereby other systems might use aerodynamic performance or cost as the main driver. In 

order to provide consistent design analysis, such a system is required to 

• Avoid switching between different calculation routines to determine a parameter 

under different operating conditions (generic capability), 

• Use the same fidelity or calculation accuracy throughout all disciplines 

(consistency). Method consistency ensures reproducibility of estimation results. On the 
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other hand, using a consistent set of estimation tools enables true comparison of different 

ideas (aircraft configurations, wing concepts, etc.). 

 

Currently available software integration programs promise an open system 

architecture, e.g., PACELAB 42 or ModelCenter 58 for developing computerized synthesis 

programs with unprecedented flexibility (new product focus), modularity (new design 

modules), and standardized interfaces (open system). This architecture allows 

unconstrained integration of existing analysis, design and optimization codes in a 

modular format. It enables exploitation of company-specific knowledge through 

standardized interfaces, in particular the integration of proprietary methods into the 

methods library, and integration of proprietary data. Also, advanced computing hardware 

provides high speed and parallel computing capability. Although these integrated design 

framework packages surely help to organize company’s legacy codes, they can’t offer a 

proof of design convergence or automatically identify the solution space. There are NO 

systematic methodologies established to integrate all these advanced technologies. 

PIANO55 users requested to extend the program to unconventional and transonic, and 

supersonic aircraft. This was rejected by Dr. Simos, pointing out that Lissys neither has 

the resources nor the experience and methodologies for generic design. Due to the lack of 

modern conceptual design methods and tools applicable to the design of space access 

vehicles (SAV), high fidelity CFD and FEM tools are used instead during the conceptual 

design phase. Utilization of high fidelity tools increases design cycle time and cost. 

However, the main problem is that the input information required for those high fidelity 

tools is usually not available during the conceptual design phase, the design team is 
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loosing the opportunity to rapidly generate design trends, to visualize the multi-

disciplinary solution space, and to provide a proof of design convergence. 

 

Generic design capability is of particular importance for SAV design due to the lack 

of a comprehensive statistical database displaying real-life experience. A broad range of 

reusable SAV design configuration concepts have been discussed; none of those vehicles, 

varying from HTHL to VTVL, from winged vehicle to lifting body configurations, and 

others, have been tested in a real environment. As a result, it is mandatory to have a 

configuration independent, consistent, systematic, and physically correct design 

simulation system available for the top level assessment of prospective reusable and also 

expendable SAVs, enabling true technical comparisons at the conceptual design level. 

 

2.5 AVDS-SAV Development Requirements 

As the above survey indicates, there are only a few Class IV computer-integrated 

SAV synthesis systems in existence, such as PrADO-Hy,30 and there are only a few SAV 

design approaches of the manual methodology type known. Each particular design 

synthesis system is inclined to be applied to a specific product and not capable to 

systematically compare various SAV design alternatives. The survey clearly shows that 

the current conceptual design capabilities available for the design of SAVs are design 

method and software limited rather than computer limited.  

 

In general, a state of the art space access vehicle (SAV) design methodology requires 

a library of design methods, procedures, and standards that define an integrated synthesis 
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engineering approach for the multi-disciplinary design of SAVs. Consequently, the 

development of the dedicated generic SAV conceptual design synthesis methodology 

AVDS-PrADO SAV requires the adoption of the following standards: 

 

(1) Generic Design Capability: A generic design capability facilitates the initial 

configuration selection and definition phase during the conceptual design phase. 

Consequently, consistent SAV vehicle configuration comparisons are made possible for 

vehicles where the ultimate performance may hinge on numerical subtleties. It is required 

to consistently identify the convergence design space for total flight vehicles of different 

configuration concepts. 

 

(2) Multi-Disciplinary Design Capability:  Effective evaluation of a design at the 

conceptual level requires the integration of multiple disciplines. Each discipline has to be 

represented as a stand-alone module. Communication between modules (disciplines) has 

to be organized via the data management system (DMS). Multidisciplinary design plays a 

key role in the three main functions of design synthesis systems: (a) Arriving at a feasible 

design which means that a final design concept satisfies all the physical requirements in a 

multidisciplinary design context. The final design concept can be built and successfully 

fulfill the flight mission. (b) Identifying the boundaries of the feasible design solution 

space by multidisciplinary design space screening, and (c) Performing multidisciplinary 

design optimization (MDO) with objective functions such as a minimum direct operating 

cost (DOC). However, most of the current synthesis systems are not capable of defining 

feasible design space solutions by design space screening which is difficult and 
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challenging. In contrast, many designers start MDO before locating the feasible design 

space. 

 

(3) Dedicated SAV Conceptual Design Knowledge-Based System (SAV CD-KBS):  This 

dynamic design database contains the rationale and lessons learned from fundamental 

flight vehicle concepts realized in the past. The SAV CD-KBS provides, in particular, 

design lessons learned to accelerate the conceptual design learning process leading to 

informed decision making. 

 

(4) Multi-Disciplinary Design Optimization (MDO): Being able to converge a single 

design multi-disciplinary followed by the visualization of all feasible designs in the 

solution space, MDO needs to be utilized as a tool using global sensitivity analysis and 

other MDO methods to find the best design according to a pre-defined merit function in 

the solution space. It reduces the number of design cycles and allows the designers to 

evaluate more configurations in a given time. The real-time graphical representation of 

the numerical solution also provides great benefits to the decision maker. 

 

(5) Database Management System (DMS): The desired data management system not only 

stores and manipulates numerical data belonging to physical design parameters, but it 

also controls the utilization of the design methods library. Additionally, it is a 

communication platform for the inter-discipline modules. The availability of a robust 

DMS facilitates data transfer, reduces data transcription errors, and allows the designer to 

use different computing environments and widely distributed teams. 
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3. Design Knowledge, Primary Design Disciplines and 

Methods Library 

It has been shown that the final success of any aerospace product is directly related to 

how much the design team has learned during the design process.19 We have observed 

that how much the design team will learn is a strong function of how much the design 

space is being explored. In addition to the availability of an efficient design synthesis 

capability and proficiency, flight vehicle design evolution is otherwise primarily 

dependent on the design information and knowledge available to the design team. The 

importance of internalizing the anatomy of design successes and failures to a design 

engineer emphasizes the task of systematically organizing relevant design information 

and knowledge and making it available to him ‘at the fingertips’. SAV design 

information and knowledge are critical to the development of a HTHL SAV design 

synthesis methodology. 

 

3.1 Design Knowledge Base - KBSDESIGN 

Reference 19 presents an approach developed at the AVD laboratory at The 

University of Oklahoma and now adopted at the AVD Laboratory at The University of 

Texas at Arlington towards the development of this dedicated KBS which places strong 

emphasis on a systematic and thorough knowledge utilization process. Ideally, a 

combination of a Data-Base System containing information on existing designs, and a 

Knowledge-Based System with knowledge about the design process, coupled to CAD and 

analysis packages (Methods Library), should provide the designer with a great amount of 
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assistance at all stages. However, the elements usually missing in conceptual design  

methodologies are, in particular, an up-to-date DBS and KBS for making data, 

information, and knowledge readily available for design-decision making. 

As a consequence, a dedicated SAV design knowledge-based system KBSDESIGN 

(Data Domain, Engineering Domain, and Process Domain) is being developed, making 

relevant space access vehicle design knowledge effortlessly available to the design team. 

The workplace for the SAV designer needs to be organized to enable him here to learn 

from the past. Clearly, a synthesis work station (see Figure 20) has to consist of three 

separate computer screens next to each other organizing the (a) Data Domain (references, 

pictures, Jane’s information, etc.), (b) Engineering Domain (design experience, design 

knowledge, interpretations, etc.), and (c) Process Domain (synthesis system, design 

processes, method libraries, etc.). 

 
 

Figure 20: A ‘cockpit’ product development framework environment.7 

 

The three primary elements of KBSDESIGN are the DBS (data-base system – residing in 

the Data Domain), the information-base system (IBS – residing in the Engineering 

Domain), and the methods library (ML – residing in the Process Domain). A detailed 
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description of the SAV KBSDESIGN is beyond present scope and only a brief summary of 

the SAV KBSDESIGN development as related to the current development of a HTHL SAV 

design synthesis methodology is presented as follows: 

1. The Aerospace Flight Vehicle Conceptual Design Data-Base System: For efficient 

handling of design related data and information, a dedicated computer-based SAV 

conceptual design Data-Base System has been set up. This system handles disciplinary 

and inter-disciplinary literature relevant to conceptual design (methodologies, flight 

mechanics, aerodynamics, etc.), interview-protocols, SAV case study information 

(descriptive, historical, numerical information on conventional and unconventional 

aircraft configurations), simulation and flight test information, etc. The overall 

requirements for the creation of the DBS have been simplicity in construction, 

maintenance, operation, and access to comply with the requirement of keeping it 

dynamic. Figure 21 presents a snap-shot of a dynamic DBS system. 

 

Figure 21: DBS – a dedicated aerospace conceptual design dynamic data-base system.19 
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As discussed before, because of the comprehensive mission profile of HTHL, the 

HTHL SAV is considered as an underlying model for the development of a generic SAV 

design synthesis system. As a consequence, relevant HTHL SAV design concepts and 

information are assembled for the development of a HTHL SAV design synthesis 

methodology. Table 3 presents representative space access vehicle concepts selected 

from concepts in the SAV KBSDESIGN for this research.59, 60, 61, 62 

Table 3: Selected SAV concepts for the development of SAV HTHL design methodology  

SAVs Flight Mission Concept Engine Operation Stages 

HOTOL Orbital launch vehicle Winged  Airbreathing 
Rocket HTHL SSTO 

NASP Manned orbital vehicle Winged Scramjet 
rocket  HTHL SSTO 

Sänger/Horus 
Air-breathing hypersonic first 
stage and delta wing second 
stage, low Earth orbit 

Delta wing Ramjet 
Rocket HTHL TSTO 

SpaceShipOne Suborbital tourism Winged Rocket Air launch and 
horizontal landing TSTO 

Dyna-Soar Single-pilot manned reusable 
orbit vehicle Delta wing  Rocket VTHL MSTO 

HL-10 

Concept of safely 
maneuvering and landing a 
low L/D vehicle designed for 
reentry from space 

Lifting body Rocket Air launch and 
horizontal landing  

X-24A Titan III-launched manned 
orbital ferry vehicle Lifting body Rocket Air launch and 

horizontal landing MSTO 

X-24B 

Explore the supersonic and 
subsonic handling 
characteristics of the 
hypersonic configurations 

Lifting body Rocket Air launch and 
horizontal landing  

Space shuttle Low earth orbit  Delta wing Rocket VTHL TSTO 

DC-X Suborbital vehicle Circular Cone Rocket VTHL SSTO 

X-33 Suborbital vehicle Lifting body Rocket VTHL SSTO 

X-15 Experimental rocket plane  Winged Rocket Air launch and 
horizontal landing  

X-43 Hypersonic research plane Winged Scramjet Air launch and 
horizontal landing  

 

As can be seen in Table 3, the selected SAV concepts include various (a) mission 

profiles: suborbital tourism (SpaceShipOne), low earth orbit (Space Shuttle, HOTOL), 

and hypersonic cruiser (X-15, NASP). (b) operational modes: horizontal takeoff and 

horizontal landing (HOTOL, NASP, Sänger/Horus), vertical takeoff and horizontal 
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landing (Dyna-Soar, Space shuttle), air launch and vertical landing (SpaceShipOne, X-15, 

HL-10, X-24A/B,) and vertical takeoff and vertical landing (DC-X). (c) number of 

stages: single stage to orbit (HOTOL, NASP, DC-X), two stages to orbit (Space Shuttle, 

SpaceShipOne, Sänger/Horus), and multiple stages to orbit (Dyna-Soar, X-24A). (d) 

propulsion modes: ramjet (Sänger/Horus), scramjet (NASP, X-43), and rockets 

(SpaceShipOne, DC-X, X-15, Dyna-Soar, HL-10, X-24A/B, Space Shuttle). (e) 

configurations: winged (HOTOL, NASP, Sänger/Horus, X-15), lifting body (HL-10, X-

24A/B), and circular cone (DC-X). The survey shows that the SSTO design is the most 

complicated, and until today, no SSTO launch vehicles have ever been successfully 

constructed and flown. The main challenge is how to size the weight of the SSTO vehicle 

which can carry enough propellant and deliver payload to orbit. Recall that the 

development of a HTHL SAV design synthesis methodology should provide a generic 

design tool applicable to the conceptual design of all of the above SAV concepts. 

Therefore, the HTHL SAV design methodology will be initially developed based on a 

SSTO suborbital tourism vehicle (Rocketplane), and then extended to other applications 

(such as a TSTO vehicle - Sänger/Horus) in a follow-on step. The specifications, design 

related data, and information on all of these relevant SAV concepts will be used as key 

design points for the development and validation of the HTHL design synthesis 

methodology. 

 

2. The Aerospace Flight Vehicle Conceptual Design Information-Base System (IBS): 

The primary objective of developing the dedicated SAV conceptual design IBS has been 

to make relevant normal and radical design knowledge effortlessly available. The 
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particular strength of the system results from enabling the user to advance his/her 

understanding with respect to the variety of flight vehicle configuration concepts by 

identifying product configuration commonalties and peculiarities. A snap-shot of the 

dynamic IBS is presented in Figure 22. Currently, the SAV conceptual design IBS is 

being continuously updated and will be added to the existing aerospace conceptual design 

IBS system. 

 

Figure 22: IBS – a dedicated aerospace conceptual design dynamic information-base system. 19 

 

3. The Aerospace Flight Vehicle Conceptual Design Methods Library (ML): Various 

discipline design methods are available during the conceptual design of space access 

vehicles. These engineering design and analysis techniques are usually based on three 

different approaches: experiment, theory, and computation. Therefore, all existing 
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engineering methods can be categorized into the following distinct classes: (1) analytical 

methods, (2) semi-empirical methods, (3) numerical methods. 

 

(1) Analytical Methods: Classical analytical methods are based on physical modeling. 

Their predictable accuracy is determined by the theoretical analysis model. These 

methods can be used to make a first order estimation of design parameters during the 

conceptual design. Some methods are restricted in practice to specific geometries and 

operational applications.6 

 

(2) Semi-empirical and Empirical Methods: The empirical (database) method depends 

on historical data and practical experience to estimate design parameters. The semi-

empirical methods (engineering) empirically correct the first estimation of the analytical 

methods. However, both approaches are not sufficient to predict the design parameters 

involving new concepts and technologies. 

 

(3) Numerical Methods: Industry computational legacy codes were developed based 

on industrial best practice and knowledge. They have been developed and validated over 

the years. Therefore, they usually have high accuracy, and this type of code is the 

‘backbone’ of the industry design process.42 Therefore, these methods will be integrated 

into our generic design methodology in the best way possible. However, because of old 

architectures and user interfaces, some methods might not be well suited for today’s 

computer design environment. 
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Analysis modules (methods) have been documented thoroughly during the course of 

this research. These documentations describe the legitimacy of the underlying methods. 

In general, only validated stand-alone methods and tools are implemented in the 

development of the HTHL SAV synthesis methodology. Figure 23 shows an example of 

methods integration into the AVDS-PrADO synthesis system. 

 
 

Figure 23: ML – a dedicated aerospace methods library integrated into AVDS-PrADO.19 

 

It is a challenging task to develop a generic multi-disciplinary SAV design system. 

The development of a dedicated SAV conceptual design knowledge-based system is 

beyond the scope of the present research. As a consequence, the current research 

approach focuses on correctness in the context of ‘how to get started’ compared to the 

often seen focus on accuracy where preliminary/detail design tools are often embedded 

into conceptual design-level methodologies. The design data, information, and 
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knowledge of selected SAV concepts presented in Table 3 will be used below to identify 

key design disciplines and design parameters for the development of a HTHL SAV 

design methodology. 

 

3.2 Primary Design Disciplines 

As shown in Chapter 2, a typical design synthesis program consists of a synthesis 

module and several disciplinary sub-modules which perform the various dependent multi-

disciplinary studies required in the conceptual design of flight vehicles. Having passed 

the multidisciplinary analysis, these sub-modules pass primary design variable 

information to a system level module, the synthesis module for the further system level 

assessment. Overall, the integrity, consistency, and precision of data derived from these 

sub-modules is very important. In order to assemble the discipline modules for the 

development of the HTHL SAV design methodology, the present study will identify the 

gross design parameters followed by assembling a disciplinary methods library. 

 

Clearly, only key disciplines and methods related to the conceptual design level and 

relevant to the development of the prototype SAV design system are investigated and 

documented. This is made possible by consequently and systematically appreciating and 

integrating the lessons learned from previous project failures and successes, expert 

advice, and overall design experience. A summary of major disciplines involved in 

selected SAV design synthesis systems is presented in Table 4. 
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Table 4: Key disciplines involved in SAV design synthesis systems 

Disciplines SSSP PrADO-Hy K.D. Wood P.A. Czysz J.L. Hunt W.E. Hammond 

Geometry  ■   ■ ■ 

Aerodynamics ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Propulsion ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Performance ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Thermal Analysis ■    ■ ■ 

Weights ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ 

Stability and 
Control  ■     

Structures  ■  ■ ■ ■ 

Cost      ■ 

Noise       

KBS  ■     

 

The two existing and available computerized design synthesis systems SSSP (used for 

Space Shuttle Design) and PrADO-Hy (used for the Sänger project) are selected to 

visualize the multidisciplinary design characteristics driving the conceptual design of 

SAV configuration concepts of the HTHL and VTHL types. The Space Shuttle Synthesis 

Program (SSSP 63, 64, 65) was developed by General Dynamics Corporation in the 1970s 

and implemented in the conceptual design of the Space Shuttle. It is a highly useful tool 

in conceptual design studies, where the effects of various trajectory configurations and 

shuttle subsystem parameters can be evaluated relatively rapidly and economically. The 

space shuttle synthesis program automates the estimation of trajectories, weights, and 

performance computations essential to the predesign of the space shuttle system for earth-

to-orbit operations. The design synthesis process in PrADO–Hy66 simulates the sequential 

interdisciplinary design process with interactions between the involved disciplines, e.g., 

aerodynamics, flight performance, propulsion, structure mass, and thermal protection 

system (TPS) analysis as well as stability and control. 
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As seen in Table 4, the key conceptual design disciplines integrated in the design 

synthesis systems are weight/sizing, propulsion, aerodynamics, stability/control, 

aerothermodynamics, trajectory/performance, and cost. In the present study, only the key 

disciplines and methods related to the SAV conceptual design level and the development 

of the prototype design synthesis system are investigated and documented. The 

description of the primary design parameters, associated analysis disciplines, and the 

methods library are presented in the following sub-sections. 

 

3.2.1 Weight and Sizing 

With this discipline, the initial weight and volume of a baseline SAV is estimated to 

provide a necessary vehicle input for the continuous design analysis. The vehicle weights 

estimations are obtained from the statistical equations for the body, wing, tail, equipment, 

payload, propellant, and propulsion system. The sizing analysis determines SAV 

geometry (length and volume) which are consistent with the weight estimation of body, 

fuel, structures, and payload, etc. Initial size and weight of a SAV are important to ensure 

the success of the whole design process. Weight and size of the Space Shuttle were well 

predicted by SSSP.63 In contrast, the HOTOL67 airframe was initially sized from 

conventional vertical takeoff rockets with the engines mounted at the rear of a blunt 

based fuselage. However, the initial configuration suffered from a severe problem due to 

the movement of the aerodynamic center with respect to the center of gravity during the 

air breathing ascent. Various design changes were made to address these problems, all of 

which significantly reduced the payload margin. 
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A variety of weight and sizing methods have been used in SAV conceptual design and 

are summarized in Table 5. 

Table 5: Weight and sizing analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

WTVOL63 (SSSP) General Dynamics Space Shuttle Y Empirical 

SMART12 NASA Hypersonic Vehicle N Numerical 

WATTS68 NASA Subsonic and supersonic 
vehicle N Empirical 

VDK4 Jean Vandenkerckhove, 
Czysz 

Hypersonic, orbital 
vehicles Y Analytical 

HASA69 Sverdrup Technology SSTO, TSTO, hypersonic  
vehicle, SST, fighter,  Y Empirical 

 

Several weight prediction methods have been developed based on the statistical data 

of specific vehicles. The weight module (WTVOL) of SSSP 63 was developed explicitly 

for the Space Shuttle and is difficult to extend to other applications. WAATS only can 

predict the weight but no the size of subsonic and supersonic vehicles.68 Other weight 

prediction programs 4, 68 developed by industry and NASA require specific vehicle 

parameters and are usually integrated into vehicle synthesis programs. The unavailability 

and difficulty of decoupling weight/sizing modules from these synthesis programs 

exclude these weight prediction programs from the current study. In addition, because of 

the lack of historical statistical data about new vehicles and technologies as well as 

different geometries, these programs are not sufficient for the weight and volume 

estimation of SAV vehicles in a generic context. A review of the SAV weight/sizing 

methods indicated that the Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis (HASA) 69 is a general 

weight/sizing analysis tool which is capable of predicting the weight and size of 

hypersonic single-stage and two-stage-to-orbit vehicles and transports, and is also 

relevant for supersonic transports. Improvements in the technology of materials and 
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propulsion systems are also accounted for in the HASA program. Therefore, HASA is the 

best available weight/sizing tool for the development of the HTHL SAV design 

methodology. 

 

The WTVOL63 program uses existing weight data of the thermal protection system, 

propulsion, and other subsystems and inputs weight ratios (the ratio of the initial vehicle 

weight to the final weight) and other mission requirements derived from the trajectory 

subprogram. It can determine the stage gross weight and volume for a specified payload 

weight. The SMART12 program calculates the area, volume, c.g., and moments of inertia 

for any arbitrarily shaped component or group of components. PrADO-Hy66 uses a 

combination of analytical models for the main components, e.g., structure, tanks, and 

landing gear, and semi-empirical methods for components evolving from previous 

designs, e.g., systems. In the VDK 4 code (see Appendix E), the dry weight is determined 

by solving the weight and volume equations simultaneously. HASA predicts the weight 

of each component (body, wing, tail, TPS, and engines, etc.) and the total vehicle volume 

which includes empty body volume, fuel volume, payload volume, and air factory 

volume.69 Therefore, based on all the analysis methods above, the key design parameters 

involved in the conceptual design vehicle weight and sizing disciplines can be defined as: 

(1) weight and volume of each component; (2) dry operating weight; (3) moment of 

inertia; (4) center of gravity location; (5) weight ratio. 
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3.2.2 Propulsion 

There are different types of engines which derive their power form the combustion of 

fuel with oxidizer, which can be utilized for a SAV, such as rockets and airbreathing 

engines which can only be used in the first stage. The rocket is a self-contained engine, 

where the vehicle carries its own oxidizer; it functions independent of the atmosphere. 

The rocket engine has been extensively used in previous SAV concepts (Dyna-Soar, HL-

10, X-24A/B, Space Shuttle, X-15, etc), and especially for SSTO concepts 

(SpaceShipOne, DC-X, X-33). In contrast, airbreathing engine requires atmospheric 

oxygen in order to work. Examples are: the Sänger/Horus concept, which is a ramjet 

hypersonic first stage and a delta wing second stage, in a low earth orbit SAV. The NASP 

(X-30) is an air-breathing scramjet manned vehicle. The scramjet technology was 

successfully demonstrated by a small experimental research aircraft (X-43) in 2004.70 

 

Various propulsion analysis methods have been used in SAV conceptual design as 

shown in Table 6 and summarized below: 

Table 6: Propulsion analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

SIMPO63 General Dynamics Rocket Y Analytical 

SRGULL40 NASA air-breathing N Numerical 

DASA66 Daimler Benz Aerospace turbojet/ramjet Y Empirical 
Handbook Methods 4, 

71,72,73,74 Anderson, Czysz, etc Turbojet/ramjet 
scramjet/rocket Y Analytical 

 

(1) The SIMPO model of SSSP 63 is a propulsion model defined by three propulsion 

parameters from which the current propulsive thrust, propellant flow rate, and specific 

impulse can be obtained. There are 11 basic procedures by which thrust, propellant flow 
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rate, and engine specific impulse can be defined. For instance, given the vacuum thrust, 

the sea level thrust, and the propellant flow rate, the current thrust and specific impulse 

can be obtained by assuming that thrust and specific impulse are uniquely defined 

according to a linear dependence on atmospheric pressure.  

 
(2) For the group of air-breathing engines, cycle analysis (SRGULL) in J.L. Hunt’s 

methodology40can accurately resolve the net propulsive thrust of an air-breathing vehicle 

as a small difference between the combustor/nozzle thrust and the forebody/inlet drag.  

 

(3) A complete database of a turbojet/ramjet engine is available from the German 

aerospace company Daimler Benz Aerospace (DASA), Munich. This accurate model 

contains thrust, specific fuel consumption, as well as aerodynamic forces and moments 

for inlet and nozzles as a function of Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack, see 

PrADO-Hy.66 

 

(4) Handbook methods in the form of simplified first-order approximate estimations 

of a propulsion model can be derived with vacuum and sea-level-specific impulse as 

inputs, along with vacuum thrust. Altitude performance of the engine is computed using 

ambient pressure corrections to specific impulse and thrust. Anderson shows the basic 

relation in this approach as 71,72 ( )σSLTT = . P.A. Czysz is using a more precise 

approach4, 

( ) 6.0
SLTT σ=  

where  slppδ =  slTTθ =  slρρσ =   
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As can be seen in Table 6, only the analytical handbook methods are generic tools 

applicable to the design analysis of all types of engines (turbojet, ramjet, scramjet, and 

rocket). They are especially useful for the purpose of estimating SAV propulsion 

performance at the conceptual design level. They should not be taken too literally for any 

detailed analyses where more precise engine data are needed. Handbook methods have 

been successfully used for the conceptual design of the Space Shuttle (SSSP) and the 

Rockeplane OU XP project and, therefore, will be utilized in the development of the SAV 

design methodology. 

 

After careful investigation of the propulsion modules40,63,66 and engine design hand 

books4,71,72,73,74 available, it is concluded that, in the propulsion analysis, propulsive 

thrust, propellant flow rate, and specific impulse are the key design parameters for the 

design analysis of all different types of engines and sufficient for the conceptual design 

level. The specific impulse (thrust per pound of total engine airflow) is a measure of 

propulsive efficiency and also a useful parameter in determining engine noise.  

 

3.2.3 Aerodynamics 

The conceptual design of a SAV requires the capability to analyze the aerodynamic 

behavior of flight vehicle across the subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic 

speed regimes, e.g., Mach 20 for the Space Shuttle, Mach 6.7 for the hypersonic research 

vehicle X-15, and Mach 3.26 for the suborbital tourism vehicle - SpaceShipOne. 

Subsonic flow is normally characterized by steady streamlines. Transonic flow is defined 

between Mach 0.8 and Mach 1.2, where unsteady and weak shock waves create difficult-
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to-predict flow patterns. Supersonic flow always has shock waves across the surfaces of 

the vehicle. In this regime, Mach number increases, and the shock layer is reduced in 

thickness leading to an interaction between the shock wave and the viscous boundary 

layer on the surface. X-15 testing discovered75,76,77 that, in hypersonic flight, if the shock 

layer temperature grows high enough, chemical reactions start in the air and produce 

aerodynamic heating which can cause buckling of the wing skin. Therefore, viscous 

interaction, chemically reacting effects, and aerodynamic heating are important 

characteristics of hypersonic flow. 

 

Various engineering analytical, empirical, and numerical methods have been 

developed to determine the conceptual level aerodynamic characteristics of SAV 

vehicles, see Table 7. 

Table 7: Aerodynamic analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

DATCOM78 USAF Subsonic, transonic, 
supersonic, hypersonic Y Semi-empirical 

PANAIR 79 Douglas Corporation Subsonic, supersonic Y Numerical 

S/HABP 80 NASA Supersonic, hypersonic Y Numerical 

ASAP 81,82 Rockwell Subsonic, supersonic, 
transonic, hypersonic N Numerical 

GTSM 63 General Dynamics Subsonic, supersonic, 
hypersonic Y Numerical 

VLM 66 Technical University of 
Braunschweig 

Subsonic, supersonic, 
hypersonic Y Numerical 

Handbook Methods83,84,85,86 Prandtl-Meyer, Schlichting, 
Newton, Kucheman, etc 

Subsonic, supersonic, 
hypersonic Y Analytical 

Experimental data87,88 Horner, NASA, McDonnell 
Douglas 

Subsonic, transonic, 
supersonic, hypersonic Y Empirical 

 

(1) DATCOM 78 is a semi-empirical code that can determine the forces and moments 

on a cylindrical or nearly cylindrical body, with small protuberances and axisymmetric 

fin sets over a wide range of Mach numbers. Some errors will occur in using Missile 
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DATCOM to analyze hypersonic vehicle shapes. A simple, analytical aerodynamic 

model 89 has been developed at NASA Langley and is suitable for a winged-cone 

aerospace plane concept. It is based on DATCOM methods and supplemented by the 

current theoretical methods (see Appendix C). 

 

(2) PANAIR79 is a general-purpose aerodynamic code that uses a linear panel 

method. PANAIR is capable of determining the pressures on bodies and surfaces of 

arbitrary shape at subsonic and supersonic speeds. It calculates pressures, forces, and 

moments using a variety of pressure formulas (such as isentropic, linear, etc.), including 

the forces and moments due to flow through the surface. 

 

(3) S/HABP80 (Supersonic/Hypersonic Arbitrary Body Program) uses first order 

methods to calculate the pressures on arbitrarily shaped bodies and lifting surfaces at 

supersonic and hypersonic speeds. HABP can calculate surface pressure and skin-friction 

coefficients, radiation equilibrium wall temperatures or heat fluxes for a given wall 

temperature, for each surface element of an analysis model. HABP can also compute 

aerodynamic stability derivatives and predict pressure. 

 

(4) ASAP81,82 has been developed by Rockwell for NASA Langley. It calculates 

pressure distributions as well as force and moment coefficients laterally and 

longitudinally for the configuration in the total speed range from subsonic to hypersonic 

speeds. ASAP is used for engineering analysis and is suited for the conceptual design 

phase. It is an interactive code that features the United Distributed Panel (UDP) Method 
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for subsonic, transonic, and low supersonic analysis, and the Hypersonic Arbitrary Body 

Program (HABP) for hypersonic analysis. 

 

(5) The aerodynamic module in SSSP 63, GTSM, has a three-dimensional 

aerodynamic modeling capability which can be used to define the aerodynamic forces 

along the standard pitch axis, roll axis, and yaw axis. Each of these models is specified by 

defining the appropriate aerodynamic coefficients as a function of Mach number and the 

pitch angle of attack. This is accomplished by means of three-dimensional tables for each 

aerodynamic coefficient to be modeled. 

 

(6) For the determination of the aerodynamic load distribution on the aircraft surface, 

necessary for structural analysis, PrADO-Hy66 includes a vortex lattice method for 

subsonic design cases and a first-order shock expansion method for hypersonic design 

cases. The latter method also provides the radiation-adiabatic surface temperatures in 

hypersonic flight used for the TPS layout. 

 

(7) Analytical handbooks methods show that the subsonic and transonic aerodynamic 

characteristics are a function of flight Mach number, angle of attack, and gross geometric 

parameters of the flight vehicle geometry. In the supersonic/hypersonic speed range, the 

fuselage pressure and aerodynamic forces (lift and pressure drag) can be obtained by 

using real-gas tangent-wedge/tangent cone, independent-panel methods. In the higher 

hypersonic Mach number regime, Newtonian methods are used to estimate surface 
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pressure coefficients. Table 8 presents some basic methods and theories which are 

applied in NASA’s hypersonic aerospace vehicle design.90 

Table 8: Aerodynamic analysis methods for hypersonic aerospace vehicle design.90 

Parameters Subsonic Transonic Supersonic and Hypersonic 

Lift    

Body Empirical function (AR, Mach) Tangent wedge/Tangent cone Newtonian Mach >18 

Wing Low AR Theory Linearized supersonic 

Drag    

Induced Empirical function (AR) Tangent wedge/Tangent cone Newtonian Mach >18 

Skin friction Schlichting Reference enthalpy Eckert, Van Driest, Schlichting Re/M 
(transition criteria)  

Body wave No 
Empirical function 
(mean sweep, FR, 
Mach) 

Tangent wedge/Tangent cone Newtonian Mach >18 

Wing wave No Empirical function 
(sweep, t/c) Prandtl-Meyer Shock expansion 

Bluntness No No Leading –edge radius/Sweep and Newtonian 

Engine Base No Empirical function 
(Mach) 70% Vacuum 

 

As can be seen in Table 7, the handbook analytical methods, wind tunnel testing data, 

and the ASAP code show a capability for aerodynamic analysis in all the subsonic, 

transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic speed regimes. However, ASAP is not a public 

domain software and not available for the current study. Some subsonic and transonic 

handbook analytical methods shown in Table 8 are based on empirical functions (wind 

tunnel test result). As of today, various SAV concepts (winged vehicle, lifting body, 

circular cone, etc.) have been tested in low and high speed wind tunnels; these wind 

tunnel data are especially useful for estimating SAV aerodynamic characteristics at the 

conceptual design level.91,92 USAF DATCOM78 has been applied and validated for a long 

time in the conceptual design of subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic vehicles. 

Therefore, experimental data (Horner, NASA, MDC, etc.) will be mainly used in the 
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development of the SAV design methodology, and the semi-empirical method DATCOM 

will be used as a supplementary tool. 

 

Based on the survey of all above aerodynamic analysis modules in Tables 7 and 8, it 

is concluded that, in aerodynamic disciplinary analysis, key design parameters are lift 

coefficient, drag coefficient, and moment coefficient which are required to be estimated 

for all subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic regimes under a range of angles of 

attack. 

 

3.2.4 Stability and Control 

The stability and control design analysis of a SAV is highly challenging and 

complicated because it flies across broad altitude and speed ranges. Generally, SAVs 

(Space Shuttle, X-15, Dyna-soar, etc) use conventional aerodynamic control surfaces for 

pitch, yaw, and roll control in the dense atmosphere and reaction control systems (for 

example, hydrogen peroxide thruster systems in the X-15 and Dyna-soar) for flight 

outside the Earth's atmosphere. Supersonic and hypersonic flows have great effects on the 

stability and control characteristics of a SAV: (1) movement of aerodynamic center: In 

order to counteract the resulting nose-down pitching moment, the XB-70, Concorde, and 

SR-71 all use the fuel pump system to move the CG aft.93 (2) reduction of fin 

effectiveness at high Mach number: X-15 uses thick wedge-shaped tail fins to provide 

directional stability at high speeds where conventionally shaped airfoils were not 

efficient.77 In the Mod II configuration of the lifting body vehicle HL-10, the leading 

edge of the tip fins was modified due to problems involving a loss of roll effectiveness.94 
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(3) decrease in directional stability: Like many high-speed craft, SpaceShipOne loses its 

directional stability at high Mach numbers, and this effect is especially greater at low or 

negative angles of attack (AOA).95,96 

 

Therefore, in conceptual design, rapid and economical estimation of stability and 

control characteristics is important. The estimation results can provide a good measure to 

check whether enough stability and control power is available for maintaining static and 

dynamic stability and for maneuvering. Various engineering analytical, empirical, and 

numerical methods have been developed to determine the stability and control 

characteristics of SAV vehicles, see Table 9. 

Table 9: Stability and control analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

DATCOM 78 USAF Subsonic, transonic, 
supersonic, hypersonic Y Semi-empirical 

VORSTAB 97 University of Kansas Subsonic, supersonic, 
hypersonic Y Numerical 

PrADO-Hy 66 Technical University of 
Braunschweig 

Subsonic, supersonic, 
hypersonic Y Numerical 

Wind tunnel data 
Flight testing data 94,98,99 NASA  HL-10, X-15, Space 

Shuttle, X-24A/B Y Empirical 

 

(1) The fundamental purpose of the USAF Stability and Control DATCOM78 is to 

provide a systematic summary of methods for estimating stability and control 

characteristics in preliminary design applications. Consistent with this philosophy, the 

development of the Digital DATCOM computer program is an approach to provide rapid 

and economical estimation of aerodynamic stability and control characteristics. Digital 

DATCOM requires Mach number and Reynolds number to define a flight condition. This 

requirement can be satisfied by defining combinations of Mach number, velocity, 
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Reynolds number, altitude, and pressure and temperature. Aerodynamic stability methods 

are defined in Datcom as a function of vehicle configuration and Mach regime. 

 

(2) VORSTAB97 is a computer program developed at the University of Kansas for 

aircraft aerodynamic coefficient and stability derivative prediction for any aircraft 

configuration. The code behind the program is based on the vortex method which can 

predict derivatives at high angles of attack. VORSTAB is capable of calculating lift, drag, 

side force, pitching moment, rolling moment, yawing moment, hinge moment, torsional 

moment, bending moment, longitudinal stability derivatives, and lateral-directional 

stability derivatives. 

 

As seen in the design synthesis methodologies of Table 4, only PrADO-Hy66 analyzes 

the tailplane and rudder sizes and checks stability and control aspects. There are no 

stability and control analyse in other SAV design methodologies such as SSSP.63 

VORSTAB 97 requires a detailed geometry input of the airplane configuration (at least 6 

pages of input file for one SAV configuration) and is a tool desired for 

preliminary/detailed analysis. In contrast, the USAF DATCOM78 only requires a few 

geometry data as input (one page input for one SAV configuration) and provides a good 

estimation of aerodynamic stability and control characteristics. As a consequence, the 

USAF DATCOM is selected for the development of the current SAV design 

methodology, and flight test data/wind tunnel data will be used to provide additional 

design points for the study. 
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The stability and control characteristics of each component and the built-up 

configuration can be obtained from the DATCOM output file as: (1) longitudinal 

coefficients and lateral-directional stability characteristics: DC , LC , mC , nC , and AC , 

and the derivatives 
αLC , 

αmC , 
βYC , 

βnC , and 
βl

C . (2) dynamic derivative characteristics: 

pitch, acceleration, roll, and yaw derivatives of 
qLC ,

qmC ,
α&LC ,

α&mC ,
plC ,

rnC ,
pYC ,

rnC  and 

rl
C . Based on the stability and control analysis modules in Table 9 and in design 

books,100,101 the derivatives 
αLC (lift-curve slope), 

αmC (the longitudinal stability 

criterion), 
βnC (the direction stability criterion), 

βl
C (the dihedral effect), 

qmC (damping in 

pitch), 
plC (the resistance in roll), and 

rnC  (damping in yaw) are considered important 

design parameters and provide sufficient information for the stability and control analysis 

at the conceptual design level. 

 

3.2.5 Aerothermodynamics 

In subsonic flight, the heat produced from friction is very low and presents no 

problem. However, for supersonic/hypersonic flight, the heat produced at high Mach 

numbers is prominent and transferred from the flow to the space plane surface by 

convection through the boundary layer. The temperature of the SR-71 leading edges is 

approximately 800°F at Mach 3.102 For the X-15, the temperature of the wing leading 

edge is nearly 2400°F and the forward fuselage temperature is around 1600° to 1800°F at 

the 8000 ft/s, 100,000 ft altitude flight condition.77 Besides high temperature being caused 

by air-surface friction, there is even higher temperature produced at the stagnation point 

on a body where the air is brought to rest and all of the kinetic energy contained in the air 
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is converted to heat. When the Space Shuttle reenters at 400,000 ft altitude with 

approximately 25,000 ft/s velocity, the surface temperatures of the Space Shuttle may 

range from 3000°F at the stagnation points on the nose and leading edges of the wing and 

tail down to about 600°F on leeward surfaces.103 The maximum re-entry temperatures of 

Dyna-Soar could reach 3650°F at the nose-cap, 2822°F on the wing leading edge, and 

2400°F on the lower wing surface.104 It is obvious that the estimation of thermal 

conditions of a SAV is vital in conceptual design. 

 

A variety of engineering codes can be used to calculate the aeroheating of SAV 

vehicles as shown in Table 10. 

Table 10: Aerothermodynamics analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

MINIVER 12 NASA Hypersonic N Numerical 

S/HABP 80 NASA Supersonic, hypersonic N Numerical 

PrADO-Hy 66 Technical University of 
Braunschweig 

Subsonic, Supersonic, 
Hypersonic Y Numerical 

SSSP 63 General Dynamics  Y Analytical 

Handbook Methods 4,105 Bertin, Czysz Supersonic, hypersonic Y Analytical 

 

(1) MINIVER12 is a simple engineering code that employs a number of user 

selectable methods to compute post shock and local flow properties as well as heating 

rate values based on either a perfect gas or equilibrium air chemistry. 

 

(2) S/HABP 80 can calculate radiation-equilibrium wall temperatures or heat fluxes for 

a given wall temperature, for each surface element of an analysis model. 
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(3) PrADO-Hy66 includes a first-order shock expansion method for hypersonic design 

cases. The last method also provides the radiation-adiabatic surface temperatures in 

hypersonic flight used for the TPS layout. 

 

(4) SSSP63 has a General Trajectory Simulation Module (GTSM) program to define 

the time rate of change of the three-degree-of-freedom vehicle motion, the vehicle mass, 

the ideal velocity and velocity losses, and a heating parameter. The heating parameter 

equation is the product of the relative velocity and the dynamic pressure. 

 

The first two aerothermodynamics analysis modules (MINIVER, S/HABP) in Table 

10 are not available for the current study, and the VLM method used in PrADO-Hy 

usually requires detailed geometry data inputs. SSSP uses the same basic heating 

parameter equations as the handbook methods. Therefore, basic analytical handbook 

methods (heat equations) will be used for the development of the SAV design 

methodology.  

 

The thermal conditions are required to be considered in the early design phase to 

define the TPS system and the airframe materials. The study shows that the thermal 

conditions of a SAV depend on flight Mach number, altitude, and the leading-edge 

geometry.105 The magnitude and duration of the heat flux imposed on the space vehicle 

are key design parameters in the aerothermodynamics design analysis of SAV conceptual 

design. Therefore, two key design parameters are stagnation temperature (the maximum 

heat rate) and heat flux. The approximate stagnation point temperature limitation of the 
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vehicle is estimated as a function of free stream temperature ∞T  and flight Mach number 

M. The stagnation-point convective heat transfer is roughly proportional to 

( ) ( ) ( ) 5.035.0
NRU∞∞ρ 105 Thus, the blunter the body, the lower the convective heat-transfer 

rate of the stagnation point. The Blunt Body Theory was published by Allen and 

Eggers106 in 1958 and has been applied to the heat shield designs in the Mercury, Gemini, 

and Apollo capsules. 

 

3.2.6 Trajectory 

The SAV mission is to deliver payloads to certain altitudes: suborbital tourism (100 

km above the earth’s surface), low earth orbit (LEO, typically 200-1200 km), medium 

earth orbit (altitude between LEO and GEO), and geostationary orbit (GEO at altitude of 

36000 km). Table 3 shows that most SAV mission profiles are to an altitude of low earth 

orbit. The suborbital tourism vehicles (SpaceShipOne, DC-X) reach an altitude of 100 

km. The service ceiling of Dyna-soar is 160 km.104 Typical Space Shuttle flight altitudes 

range from 300 km to 600 km.103 The mission and design requirements determine the 

different operational modes of SAV concepts and also various SAV trajectories. The 

HTHL SSTO vehicle (NASP) 60 is designed to take off horizontally from a runway, 

accelerate up to twenty-five times the speed of sound, and go into LEO or travel over 

intercontinental ranges at hypersonic speeds. The VTHL vehicles (Space Shuttle, X-33) 

take off vertically and land on a runway. The VTVL vehicles (DC-X, Michelle-B) take 

off vertically from earth, achieve sub-orbit and return with a vertical landing. The air 

launch vehicles (X-15, SpaceShipOne, Sänger/Horus) are dropped from the first stage 

vehicles and then climb to a certain altitude. The trajectories of all SAVs are required to 
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provide efficient energy transfer for the vehicle to fulfill its intended mission. The 

objective of trajectory analysis in the conceptual design of a SAV is to provide a decision 

support tool that can help the conceptual designer to size, evaluate, and analyze SAV 

concepts throughout the flight envelope. 

 

Typical trajectory analysis is based on two analytical approaches. (1) A point mass 

approach: A three (or six) degree-of-freedom model can be built to compute a flight 

trajectory by using the equations of motion of a point mass aircraft moving relative to a 

rotating, spherical earth.107 Solutions can be found by using these complicated boundary 

condition trajectory equations. (2) An Energy-State Approximate (ESA): The ESA 

technique was first introduced by Rutowski in 1953.108 It uses total energy as a state 

variable, and optimal trajectories for a variety of performance objectives, such as 

minimum time and fuel-climb problems, can be defined. ESA techniques have been 

successfully applied to a wide variety of aircraft, providing a simple and fast graphical 

solution to the optimization problem.109 For conceptual design, it is desired to have a 

trajectory analysis tool to quickly obtain information about design feasibility, 

sensitivities, boundaries, and constraints from this top-level simulation process as 

valuable feedback to the designer. 

 

Currently, there are many well-developed numerical methods (such as POST, OTIS 

shown in Table 11) for trajectory optimization of point-mass vehicle models. 
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Table 11: Trajectory analysis modules for SAV conceptual design 

Analysis modules Developer Application Availability Description 

POST27 NASA 

launch, on-orbit, and reentry 
trajectories subject to a 
number of constraints, such as 
maximum acceleration, 
heating boundaries, and cross 
range requirements. 

N Numerical 

OTIS110  Boeing 

simulating and optimizing 
point mass trajectories of a 
wide variety of aerospace 
vehicles 

N Numerical 

PrADO-Hy 66 Technical University of 
Braunschweig 

a flight path simulation to 
estimate the necessary thrust 
and fuel mass of the aircraft. 
For every point of time during 
the flight simulation, Mach 
number and altitude are given. 

Y Numerical 

GTSM (SSSP) 63 General Dynamics 

a general purpose high speed, 
precision flight program 
which simulates the flight for 
an aerospace vehicle in the 
gravitational field of a central 
body. 

Y Numerical 

Handbook Methods 4,101,107,108 Rutowski,  Energy-State Approximate 
(ESA) Y Analytical 

 

Both the POST27 and OTIS110 programs were developed for simulating and 

optimizing point mass trajectories of a wide variety of aerospace vehicles and solving 

very complicated and highly constrained problems. However, these two programs are not 

available for the current study. Also, these higher-fidelity trajectory analysis programs 

(POST, OTIS, GTSM, and PrADO-Hy) are too expensive computationally and not robust 

enough to use at the conceptual design stage, in which many hundreds of vehicles must 

be evaluated and compared on a consistent basis. Thus, there is a clear demand for a CD-

level trajectory analysis approach, capable of bridging the gap between the high fidelity 

trajectory analyst and the conceptual designer. It is required to provide the SAV designer 

with a CD-level tool capable of synthesizing relevant launch vehicle design disciplines 

for top-level sensitivity and trade studies to be visualized throughout the trajectory. As a 

consequence, a trajectory synthesis simulation program (SAV_TSSP)111 has been 
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developed as a design decision support tool for the development of the HTHL SAV 

design methodology. Its synthesis capability provides quick design feedback to the 

conceptual designer. 

 

The POST27, and General Trajectory Simulation Module (GTSM) of SSSP63 can 

define the time rate of change of the three-degree-of-freedom vehicle motion, the vehicle 

mass, the ideal velocity and velocity losses, and a heating parameter. In PrADO-Hy,66 

Mach number and altitude for every point in time are given during the flight simulation. 

Therefore, primary design parameters like thrust, weight, velocity, altitude, dynamic 

pressure, and time at each flight interval are necessary to be estimated at the conceptual 

design level. As a consequence, the trajectory analysis supports the configuration concept 

selection process by quantifying design sensitivities of key design parameters as early as 

possible in the design process. 

 

3.2.7 Life-Cycle Cost 

During the past decades, launch vehicle design has switched from maximum 

performance and minimum weight to minimum cost design, especially for commercial 

launch vehicles. Clearly, cost issues play a decisive role today in designing commercially 

feasible space-access vehicles. The current launch cost to low earth orbit is 

approximately $10,000/lb for the Space Shuttle, $6,000/lb for the Pegasus (Orbital 

Sciences), $4,000/lb for the Delta and Atlas, and $2,500/lb for the Proton (Russian).112 

The main goal of NASA’s research development of next generation launch vehicles and 

technologies is to reduce launch cost.113 
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Cost estimation for a new SAV must be based on past experience. Cost models 

depend on the statistical cost data of realized projects, where SAV reusability, proven and 

existing technologies coupled with flight rate are all evaluated. The larger the number of 

reference projects, the better and more credible is the cost estimation. Many cost models 

have been developed by NASA, USAF, universities, and commercial entities. These cost 

models evolve and take into account lessons learned of early cost models. The key 

parameter for cost estimation is life cycle cost (LCC), based on airframe and engine 

development, vehicle acquisition, and operational costs. Generally, LLC includes the 

following key cost areas: 

 

• Development cost 

• Production cost 

• Direct and indirect operating cost 

 

The selection of the appropriate cost model to use for a SAV cost analysis is very 

important. It is a key consideration in the SAV conceptual design process. In order to 

provide a status of existing cost models, a literature review is performed to show the 

capability and limitations of these models.114 A list of these system level cost models is 

presented in Table 12. 
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Table 12: Comparison of cost models 115,116,117,118 

Cost Model Name Developer Availability Applicability 

Advance Missions Cost Model NASA JSC  N/A Launch vehicles, spacecraft 
Human explorations missions 

Aerospace Small Satellite Cost 
Model The Aerospace Corp. N/A N/A 

ALS/ADP Cost Model USAF Phillips Lab N/A N/A 

EHF/SHF Communications 
Cost Model USAF SMC/FMC N/A N/A 

Hypercost NASA JPL N/A N/A 

Launch Vehicle Cost Model TECOLOTE N/A Launch vehicle 

MicroFASTE Mainstay Software Corporation N/A N/A 

NAFCOM NASA MARSHALL Documentation launch vehicles, upper stages, 
engines, and spacecraft 

Non Nuclear Power NASA LeRC N/A N/A 

Nuclear Space Power NASA LeRC N/A N/A 

Parametric Cost Model Parametric Consultants/England  N/A N/A 

ParaModel Mainstay Software Corporation N/A N/A 

PRIZE LLC N/A Components, Boxes 

SCEEDOS USAF SMC N/A N/A 

SEER Galorath Inc. N/A Components, subsystems, and 
systems 

Sensat Owl Wise Laboratory N/A N/A 

Solid Rocket Motor Cost 
Model TECOLOTE N/A N/A 

SUBORB-TRANSCOST Dr.-Ing Robert A. Goehlich Documentation, 
Software Suborbital launch vehicle 

TRANSCOST Deutsche Aerospace, KOELLE Documentation Launch vehicle  

Unmanned Spacecraft Cost 
Model USAF SMC N/A N/A 

 

All cost models listed can be used as the primary cost estimation for space vehicles. 

However, among these, NAFCOM, Launch Vehicle Cost Model (LVCM) and other 

USAF and NASA cost models are partially or fully classified. The commercial PRICE-H 

Model and SEER cost models have confidential databases. Therefore, it is difficult to 

complete a full review of these cost models. Also, most of these models, such as 

NAFCOM, LVCM, are subsystem-based estimation. This means that a detailed design of 

the vehicle is required with definition of subsystems. In contrast, the TRANSCOST 

model 119 is a system-based model (subsystem data not required, except the engine data), 
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and the reference projects for each cost estimation relationship are well documented. The 

literature review114 of all cost models clearly shows the extraordinary capability of the 

TRANSCOST model for estimation of SAV system cost. 

 

The TRANSCOST Model and its modified model, SUBORB-TRANSCOST120 are 

described in more detail in Appendix D. The advantages of the TRANSCOST model 

compared to the other described cost models are summarized as follows: 

• It is based on a comprehensive and continuously updated vehicle and engine cost 

data collection from a period of over 43 years (1960 to 2002). 

• The cost model structure is associated with the development, manufacturing, and 

operation of SAVs (both ELVs and RLVs). The advantage of this model structure is the 

possibility of making a cost assessment in all of these areas separately and/or combining 

them as well, depending on the specific case of application. It is conceived such that it 

allows for cost-optimized vehicle designs. 

• It can estimate cost at the very beginning of a vehicle design process, and NOT 

after a detailed design has been established. It may lead to cost results which are not 

acceptable – and the complete design process must start again. 

• It has been validated with real cost data from existing launch vehicles, such as the 

Space Shuttle, Ssturn, ARIANE, etc. 

• A modified SUBORBIT-TRANSCOST120 has been developed by Goehlich and is 

available for the cost estimation of suborbital vehicles (SpaceShipOne, DC-X, 

RocketPlane). 
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4. A Generic Space Access Vehicle Design Methodology 

In Chapter 3, the input and output parameters and the methods library of each primary 

design discipline have been defined and assembled. With this information, key design 

disciplinary modules will be developed and integrated into the generic (configuration 

independent) SAV design methodology. 

 

When comparing the design of transonic transport aircraft with the design of SAVs, 

especially reusable launch vehicles (RLV), we quickly realize that the design of a SAV is 

far more complicated for two reasons: 

 

First, in comparison to aircraft design, the design of SAVs promises many more 

‘known-unknowns’ but in particularly ‘unknown-unknowns’ due to the lack of a 

statistical data base and the lack or even absence of adequate SAV design tools. Until 

today, it is not yet known which RLV configuration concept promises a feasible launch 

system complying with the metrics of cost effectiveness and reliability. As a 

consequence, we observe the exploration of radically different configuration concepts 

today, an exploration between the design extremes HTHL and VTVL. 

 

Secondly, the highly integrated nature of SAVs results in a much smaller payload 

margin compared to aircraft. To be precise, no truly reusable SAV has yet demonstrated a 

positive payload margin. As a consequence, the traditional handbook-method approach 

routinely used for the design of aircraft has to fail when applied to SAVs. Also, the 

development of future efficient SAVs requires dedicated systematically developed and 
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consistently applied design tools for the evaluation and comparison of competing SAV 

design alternatives, leading to a well explored design space. As discussed in Chapter 2, a 

generic Class V design synthesis system promises such potential. 

 

The generic methodology concept ultimately produces consistent, more accurate, and 

efficient SAV simulation model representations. In 2000, Diaz-Calderon, et. al., have 

shown that generic models can facilitate the simulation analysis process, reduce the 

monetary investment, and provide more accurate, reusable modules.121 In 2002, Steele, 

et. al., generate a generic simulation environment for modeling future launch operations 

(GEMFLO) to analyze the operations performance of several RLV architectures. It 

allows one model to be applied to multiple systems and provides feedback to system 

designers.122 In the design of the orbital space plane (OSP), Cope, et. al., in 2004 

presented a methodology of parametric estimation with generic modeling. This design 

assessment model provides a fast estimation capability of system performance for the 

designer.123 All of these studies clearly show that the generic model systematically 

organizes the design process and provides fast-pace design platforms for multiple 

systems like SAVs. However, the development of a generic model usually requires more 

time. 

 

A generic SAV design synthesis system is a design system capable of analyzing and 

comparing different SAV alternatives of either the reusable launch vehicle (RLV) or 

expendable launch vehicle (ELV) category. It is a stringent requirement that the generic 

design synthesis methodology has to be capable of evaluating the range of potential SAV 
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design alternatives at the conceptual design level with emphasis on correctness rather 

than accuracy. Clearly, a generic design capability implies greater complexity of the 

underlying model. Thus, it is required to find the level of model abstraction appropriate 

for a specific design application, but still have sufficient abstraction to be generic, thus, 

applicable to different design applications. 

 

4.1 Generic Methodology Development 

Generally, there are two principal alternatives leading to the development of a generic 

SAV design system: (1) Directly develop a generic model applicable to all SAV 

configuration concepts. This is similar to finding a universal formulation like Newton’s 

laws (e.g., amF ⋅= ), which can be applied to physical motions in general. (2) Starting a 

configuration-specific model and, subsequently, extending the model to cope with 

additional SAV configuration concepts (gradually developing the model into a generic 

formulation). Overall, it is a truly challenging task to develop a generic design synthesis 

system for future SAVs due to the limited statistical data base available, a fact especially 

valid for the class of reusable launch vehicles (RLV). Rather then waiting for the ‘lucky 

moment to find the formula for everything’ (option 1), the present research adopts the 

rather incremental approach (option 2) in order to arrive at a feasible generic design 

methodology in due time. 

 

Figure 24 outlines the second approach for developing a generic SAV design 

synthesis methodology. First, the investigation of physical SAV characteristics and 

available design methodologies leads to the definition of a generic SAV design system. A 
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baseline design system architecture is then selected capable of representing the basic 

characteristics of all SAVs. It includes a relatively complete operations process and 

design requirements involved. At some level of abstraction, this model has the potential 

to be generic and easily extended to other applications (VTHL, VTVL, and ELV, etc.). 

Therefore, based on the framework and on reusable modules (e.g., disciplinary analysis 

methods) of the representative design system, a generic model can be developed and 

applied to alternative SAVs. 

 

 
Figure 24: Methodology for developing a generic SAV design synthesis system 
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The development of a generic design synthesis methodology consists of four distinct 

stages: 

1) Identify physical characteristics of possible SAVs and methodology concepts 

leading to a generic SAV design system 

2) Develop and validate a generic SAV synthesis methodology starting with HTHL 

vehicles 

3) Extend the HTHL methodology and apply it to VTVL vehicles 

4) Integrate the algorithm of the baseline design system architecture into a 

computerized design synthesis environment – AVDS-PrADO. 

 

4.2 Alternative Methodology Concepts Towards a Generic SAV Synthesis 

System 

The process of evaluating existing space access vehicle design methodologies is 

essential to appreciating existing design approaches with associated trains of thoughts. 

Overall, it provides the developer the possibility to adopt already existing elements for 

the generic methodology since time is too short to reinvent the wheel. The synthesis 

review in Chapter 2 indicates that each particular design study and associated 

methodology are inclined to be applied to specific vehicle types. Hunt’s design 

methodology focused on hypersonic airbreathing vehicles (NASP, X-43, etc.) with 

emphasis on engine and airframe integration. Wood’s design methodology is applicable 

to launch vehicles (Atlas, Delta, etc.) using rocket propulsion. Heinze’s PrADO-Hy was 

developed to analyze waverider type TSTO vehicles (e.g., with air-breathing hypersonic 

first stage and winged second stage - Sänger/Horus). However, this application specific 
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approach contradicts the main research objective to develop a configuration independent 

(generic) design methodology. 

 

Currently, there are several manual SAV design methodologies in existence, where 

the task of converging (see definition in Chapter 4.3.5) the product is in the hand of the 

capable project manager. For example, Hammond’s methodology manually integrates 

existing higher-order analysis codes, such as ASAP, POST, SMART, etc., to arrive at a 

solution. However, the execution sequence of the manual approach very much depends 

on the project lead and team, thus, it includes an element of randomness. In contrast, a 

computer-integrated synthesis approach as seen in Heinze’s methodology shows an 

efficient multi-disciplinary process, an organized analysis, design and optimization 

capability leading to a converged SAV design, a design sequence which can easily be 

reproduced. Clearly, the discipline type approach, as seen in the manual design 

methodology, is faced with the challenge of synthesizing individual analysis disciplines 

into a coherent context. Overall, it is difficult to develop a generic methodology concept 

based on the discipline type approach since most available disciplinary tools are of non-

generic in character. 

 

For a given mission specification, there are many different SAV design alternatives. 

For each potential SAV candidate, the mission profile usually consists of combinations of 

the following flight phases: take-off, ascent, orbital operation, reentry, approach, and 

landing. In the present research investigation, the abstract mission profile shown in 

Figure 25 has been selected as the starting point for building the generic SAV 
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methodology. This mission type approach has shown to be very useful for the definition 

of a generic simulation tool for RLVs.122 It can be constructed through several iterations 

but requires some additional abstraction compared to a single system model. Based on the 

mission profile, it is possible to logically expand the methodology to a generic model 

applicable for any space access vehicle. The generic model is not derived from a single 

formula but rather implies an approach utilizing a methods library. If the underlying 

methodology architecture is expandable in its structure, then it is possible to derive any 

specific system model in case such system information is available. Such an approach 

will ultimately lead to the generic methodology concept. 

 

Figure 25: Generic SAV mission profile. 
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The design process of ELVs and RLVs can be included in this approach using a 

consistent level of abstraction. Taking the Ariane ELV as an example, its mission ends 

after the orbital operation. So, the mission segments reentry, decent, and landing provided 

with the generic methodology architecture are ignored, but they have to be activated for 

DC-X SSTO types. Overall, the mission type approach shows potential to extend either 

the manual or the computer integrated methodology to a generic system. For each 

potential SAV candidate, the mission profile always consists of either the complete set or 

a selection of the flight phases take-off, ascent, orbital operation, reentry, approach, and 

landing. 

 

4.3 Design Synthesis Methodology for Baseline Vehicle – HTHL 

The development of the generic SAV synthesis methodology is initiated by 

addressing first the HTHL type (e.g., Sänger TSTO) as the baseline concept because of 

its comprehensive mission profile. For this type of SAV, every flight phase in the abstract 

mission profile, see Figure 25, has to be modeled in the methodology concept. 

 

For each mission segment, see Figure 25, the synthesis system is employed to assess 

the feasibility of the SAV design configuration concept under investigation. Throughout 

each flight phase (e.g., ascent) it is required to consider the primary design disciplines: 

geometry, weight and balance, aerodynamics, stability and control, aerothermodynamics, 

propulsion, performance, cost, and others. For each mission segment, the results of the 

multidisciplinary design analysis are imported into the sub-synthesis module which 

determines and visualizes design constraints for this mission segment only. Clearly, sub-
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design spaces are defined for each individual mission segment (see Chapter 4.3.1 - 4.3.4). 

Then, the sub-synthesis constraints for each mission segment are input to the master 

synthesis level, which discusses the resulting design space for the entire mission profile 

by superposition of the sub-synthesis results. Vehicle design convergence (see hands-on 

convergence in Chapter 4.3.5) leading to a SAV design proposal is sought based on sub-

synthesis and master-synthesis design spaces. It should be noted that designing the SAV 

through distinct flight phases generates sub-synthesis level design space information 

which allows the design team to work on the configuration concept concurrently. Finally, 

at the master-synthesis level, each distinct flight phase is balanced and converged into a 

feasible SAV design which complies with the entire mission profile. 

 

However, like other methodologies pictured in the literature, the flow-chart shown in 

Figure 5 represents a top level process only and is not sufficient to describe the design 

process with sufficient detail. As described in Chapter 2, a traditional design synthesis 

program consists of a synthesis module and disciplinary sub-modules, which perform 

dependent multi-disciplinary studies required during the conceptual design (CD) phase of 

the flight vehicle. After the disciplinary analysis level, information related to primary 

design variables are passed by the sub modules to the system level module for further 

system level assessment. The integrity, consistency, and trend-accuracy of data derived 

from these sub modules is considered very important. 

 

In order to improve the overall transparency of our design synthesis methodology, we 

have developed a logical sequence of process visualizations. Figure 26 shows a detailed 
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level of the design methodology, which identifies key design parameters, disciplines, and 

interactions amongst relevant disciplines. 

 

 
 

Figure 26: Top level mission type approach design methodology for a HTHL SAV. 

 

The next level is shown in Figure 27, where the Take-Off mission phase is selected as 

an example. In this figure, the Take-Off input-analysis-output structure is detailed. The 

geometry parameters of interest (e.g., sweep of wing leading edge) are predefined. The 

input data (design variables) have been quantified in detail. Recommended design 

parameter variations are indicated, where the number of iterations involved has been 

quantified. The notes written in red usually refer to our DBS and KBS, where key 

references and selected design case studies support the decision making of the design 

engineer. Clearly, having historic design information available ‘at the fingertips’ helps to 

identify ‘design short-cuts’. 
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Figure 27: Detailed design methodology for each mission segment: take-off methodology. 

 

The implementation of knowledge-based techniques provides a dynamic and 

intelligent design information source supporting decision making. We have experienced 

that the availability of a dedicated DBS and KBS truly accelerates the conceptual design 

(CD) process by not ‘reinventing the wheel’. The disciplinary boxes in Figure 27 (e.g., 

Weight & Balance, Aerodynamics) refer to the analysis tools utilized in the input-

analysis-output sequence. Still, Figure 27 does not provide sufficient detail regarding the 

analysis methods actually utilized for a particular design study. In general, those boxes 

refer to a methods library, from which the design engineer selects one or a sequence of 

appropriate methods based on the design analysis requirements imposed. This remaining 
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information is disclosed in Figure 28, which documents not just all available tools in the 

engineer’s design toolbox, but documents the input-analysis-output sequence actually 

followed for the particular design study. 
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Figure 28: Detailed break-down of analysis methods utilized for the take-off mission segment 

example. 

In summary, the hands-on design methodology developed is able to execute, 

organize, and document any specific flight vehicle design evolution in fully transparent 

fashion. This helps the design team to structure the complicated design process leading to 
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a SAV or any other flight vehicle. Ultimately, this allows, for the first time, for the 

reproduction of results if desired. Our approach is in analogy to structured programming, 

where the logic of the software is developed in a structogram124 ahead of the actual 

programming task, using a programming language like Fortran, Matlab, or an Excel 

spreadsheet. 

 

Overall, the development of the SAV ‘hands-on’ methodology has two distinct 

advantages. First, the methodology helps the engineer to design flight vehicles using a 

highly structured and organized process without the need for a computer-integration 

framework. Second, with the AVD Lab’s intention to implement this ‘hands-on’ design 

methodology into a computer-based synthesis environment (AVDS-PrADO), it is now 

possible, before the actual integration, to test and iteratively refine the design logic, 

methods, and algorithms in a highly organized fashion. 

 

Before initiating the development of the SAV HTHL design methodology, various 

supersonic and hypersonic flight vehicles were been investigated in Chapter 3 and were 

selected as case studies to appropriately validate the design methods and tools. The SAV 

KBSDESIGN presented in Chapter 3 shows a survey of hypersonic research programs by 

NACA and NASA from the late 1950’s to the early 1990’s as documented in References 

59, 60, and 61. The actual vehicles developed from the X-15 through ASSET, and 

PRIME, along with the M2, HL-10, X-24A/B, and the Space Shuttle, provide an 

extensive technology knowledgebase for the design and development of future space 

access vehicles. The vehicle concepts developed can be categorized into three basic 
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types: ballistic capsule, lifting body, and winged body, as shown in Figure 29. The lifting 

body and winged body SAVs are both attractive configuration concepts for the launch 

vehicle designer because of their crossrange and downrange operational capability and 

their low-speed handling qualities. Also, because of the very low L/D ratio of ballistic 

capsules, only lifting-bodies and winged-bodies are capable of offering aircraft-type 

horizontal takeoff and horizontal landing capabilities. Examples for these two different 

trains of thought include the HL-10, X-24A, X-24B, X-15, Space Shuttle, and the X-prize 

winner SpaceShipOne. However, as shown in Reference 59, most of the above vehicles 

are either air-launched or vertical-launched like the Space Shuttle. Clearly, although there 

are some research SAV concepts (HOTOL, Sänger/Horus, NASP) for horizontal takeoff 

studies, there is a lack of available real flight test cases. 

 

Figure 29: SAV concepts from NASA hypersonic research programs. 

 

Because of the current research interest in developing a generic HTHL design 

methodology, the existing design case studies for the horizontal takeoff phase are critical. 
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As a consequence, several supersonic vehicles (B-58, F-106, Concorde, Tu-144, and XB-

70) of widely varying size and configuration have been selected to complete the case 

studies for the whole flight loop, especially for the takeoff and landing phase. Each of 

theses vehicles represents a key step in supersonic research and development. Concorde 

and Tu-144 are the only two supersonic commercial jets, illustrating the metrics of high-

speed commercial operation. The Convair B-58 was the first supersonic bomber built in 

the West. The XB-70 Valkyrie was designed to fly at Mach 3 at altitudes in excess of 

70,000 feet. This research aircraft has a delta-wing with a movable canard. The F-106 

supersonic interceptor was developed from the F-102 “Delta Dagger”. The XB-70, F-106, 

and the B-58 have highly swept wings and a blended Sears-Haack fuselage. Two bomber 

aircraft (the XB-70 and B-58 planes) show higher L/D ratios than the fighter aircraft F-

106.99 

 

In total, eleven high speed flight vehicles have been chosen for the current study. 

They consist of hypersonic vehicles (HL-10, X-24A, X-24B, X-15, Space Shuttle, and 

SpaceShipOne) and supersonic vehicles (B-58, F-106, Concorde, Tu-144, XB-70) as 

shown in Table 13. All of these vehicles not only have lifting shapes, but they were also 

all piloted and can perform either routine powered and unpowered horizontal takeoffs or 

landings. In terms of aerodynamic design, all of the vehicles have low aspect ratio wings 

varying from 0.6 to 2.5. The L/D ratio varies between 1 and 7. Most importantly, these 

vehicles are reasonably well documented, including available flight test data, wind tunnel 

data, and design data. In the present research context, emphasis has been placed on 

physically understanding those representative high speed vehicle designs, and also on 
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validating/calibrating the methods and tools that have been selected and integrated for the 

development of the HTHL design methodology. In addition, the conceptual design study 

of a HTHL tourist SAV vehicle, the Rocketplane Ltd. OU XP, made a solid contribution 

to arrive at a generic HTHL design methodology. References 125 to 129 provide more 

detailed information about this industry-funded conceptual design study towards a 

commercial tourist SAV, performed by the AVD Laboratory, at the University of 

Oklahoma. The OU XP study was initiated and funded by Oklahoma-based Rocketplane 

Ltd., which is a company at the forefront of the emerging tourist SAV industry. 
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Table 13: Selected supersonic, hypersonic and SAV vehicles.94,98,99 

 

SAVs Flight Mission Concept Max L/D AR Max Mach Weight (lb) 

HL-10 

Concept of safely 
maneuvering and 
landing a low L/D 
vehicle designed for 
reentry from space 

Lifting body 3.60 1.156 1.86 9,000 

X-24A 

Titan III-launched 
manned orbital ferry 
vehicle 

Lifting body 4.25 0.0617 1.62 11,450 

 
X-24B 

Explore the supersonic 
and subsonic handling 
characteristics of 
hypersonic 
configurations 

Lifting body 4.5 1.108 1.752 13,800 

 
X-15 

Experimental rocket 
plane Winged 4.2 2.5 6.7 31,000 

Space Shuttle 

Low earth orbit Delta wing  4.7 2.265 26 4,520,235 

SpaceShipOne 

Suborbital tourism Winged 7 1.67 3.26 6,800 

B-58 

First supersonic 
bomber Delta wing 4.84 2.09 2.1 160,000 

F-106 

Supersonic interceptor Delta wing 4.17 2.08 2.31 35,300 

 
Concorde 

Supersonic commercial 
jet Delta wing 7.7  

(Mach 2.2) 1.85 2.17 385,000 

 
Tu-144 

Supersonic commercial 
jet Delta wing 8.8  

(March 2.2) 1.89 2.4 396,830 

XB-70 

Supersonic bomber Canard 
delta wing 6.015 1.04 3 550,000 

 

The following sections summarize the development of the hands-on HTHL SAV design 

methodology throughout the flight loop. For each mission segment (take-off, ascent, 

orbital operation, reentry, approach, landing, etc.), a series of methodology flow charts 

has been prepared in analogy to Figures 27 and 28, detailing the step-by-step hands-on 

design processes.  
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4.3.1 Takeoff 

The horizontal takeoff procedure of a HTHL space access vehicle is similar to 

subsonic and supersonic aircraft. It includes the ground run, rotation, transition, and 

climb. Figure 30 shows the definition of takeoff field length. The takeoff field length is 

the total distance from rest to the point of clearance of a specified obstacle height (e.g., 

35 feet or 50 feet for FAR 25).130 A typical takeoff procedure of space vehicles includes 

ground roll to rotation velocity, rotation to liftoff attitude, liftoff, and climb to a specified 

obstacle height. There are two types of takeoff conditions: all engines operating (AEO) 

and one engine inoperative (OEI). At the all-engines-operating condition, the aircraft 

accelerates from a stop or taxi speed to the velocity of rotation (VR), rotates to the liftoff 

attitude with corresponding liftoff velocity (VLOF), and then climbs over a specified 

obstacle height. The velocity at the end of the specified obstacle height is usually called 

the takeoff safety speed (V2). At the one-engine-inoperative condition, the aircraft speed 

at engine failure is called critical engine failure speed. There is a slightly higher speed 

called the decision speed (V1) at which the pilot must decide to either continue takeoff or 

abort. The acceleration to stop distance is the distance from aircraft acceleration to V1 

and stop. This distance has to be balanced with the distance which the vehicle attains if it 

continues to accelerate with one failed engine and climbs to a specified height. The 

velocities (VR, VLOF, V1, V2) mentioned above are defined as important design velocities 

for the aircraft during takeoff. 
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Figure 30: Definition of takeoff field length. 

 

As can be seen in Table 13, a highly swept wing, low lift to drag ratio, low lift 

coefficient, and slender long fuselage are typical characteristics of high speed vehicles. 

The inherently poor low-speed performance of SAVs requires early consideration during 

the conceptual design phase. The takeoff field length is one of the key design 

requirements for the development of horizontal takeoff and horizontal landing (HTHL) 

space vehicle, which intend to use existing runways. The statistic data in Table 13 show 

that a HTHL SAV usually weights more than 12,500 lb. Therefore, if a SAV is required 

to be certified as a commercial vehicle (e.g., a space tourism vehicle - SpaceShipOne), it 

belongs to a category under FAR 25 certification requirements. 

 

A. Design Parameters and Design Constraints 

(1) Design Parameters: There are several design analysis methods for the horizontal 

takeoff analysis. The comparisons of these typical methods, relevant design parameters, 

and applications are summarized in Table 14. As shown in the Applications column of 

Table 14, most methods can be applied as well to subsonic vehicles, supersonic cruiser 

vehicles, and fighters. Therefore, the methods presented in Table 14 such as Roskam, 

Torenbeek, Shevell, and MDC are considered applicable for the takeoff analysis of 
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SAVs. Especially, the Roskam and Shevell methods are based on extensive previous 

aircraft design experience and have been validated by real flight test data. 

Table 14: Design analysis methods for takeoff study. 

Methods Description Design Parameters Applications 

Loftin 131 

 
Approximate empirical method. It is a 
quick, simple, physical interpretable 
method for roughly estimating the 
aircraft design parameters. It is evolved 
from extensive study of existing 
aircrafts with well-known design 
parameters.  
  

FAR Takeoff Filed Length 
Density Ratio 
Takeoff Weight 
Average Ground 
Acceleration 
Lift off Speed, 
Thrust to Weight Ratio 
Wing Loading, 
Lift off Lift Coefficient 
Climb Life Coefficient 
Aspect  Ratio 
Flight Path Angle,  
Lift to Drag Ratio, 
Engine Number  

Subsonic aircraft: 
jet-powered cruising 
aircraft 
propeller-driven 
aircraft  

Roskam 132 

Approximate empirical method. It is 
based on an extensive aircraft design 
database in 10 years effort. It allows the 
rapid estimation of airplane design 
parameters which have influence on the 
takeoff performance. The methods can 
determine a range of values of wing 
loading, thrust loading, and maximum 
lift coefficient to meet certain 
performance requirements.   

Airport Condition 
Gross Takeoff Weight 
Takeoff Thrust 
Wing Area 
Wing Aspect Ratio 
Wing Loading 
Maximum Takeoff Lift 
Coefficient 
FAR Takeoff filed length 
Takeoff Speed 
Aerodynamic drag 
coefficient 
Ground friction coefficient 
Stall Speed 
Engine number 

 
Propeller Driven 
Airplane 
Agricultural 
Airplanes 
Business Jet 
Transport Jet 
Military Trainers 
Fighters 
Military 
Patrol/Bomb/Transpo
rt 
supersonic cruise 
aircraft 
 

Torenbeek 18 

 

 
Simple analytical approach. The takeoff 
distance is comprised of two segments: 
a takeoff run and an airborne phase. The 
equations of motion for the landing are 
derived from basic physics. The 
approximations of some coefficients are 
provided.  
 

Airport Condition 
Gross Takeoff Weight 
Engine Thrust 
Drag coefficient 
Lift Coefficient  
Wing Area 
Climb gradient  
Stall Speed 
Mean Acceleration 
Engine out deceleration 
FAR Takeoff filed length 
Wing loading 
Thrust to Weight Ratio 

Propeller and Jet 
Aircraft 

Shevell 133, MDC 134 

 
Simple analytical approach. Equations 
of motion are derived from simple 
physics. Empirical charts are provided 
to reasonably estimate takeoff 
performance. 
 

FAR Takeoff Filed Length 
Density Ratio 
Takeoff Weight 
Wing Area 
Maximum Lift Coefficient 
Thrust 
Engine Number 
Drag 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
Decision Speed 
Rotation Speed 
Takeoff Safety Speed  
Minimum Control Speed 
 

Propeller and Jet 
Aircraft 
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Nguyen 135 

Mair and Birdsall 136 

 
Complex analytical equations with 
reasonable assumptions to simplify. The 
takeoff performance can be evaluated 
with good accuracy. 
 

Airport Condition 
Gross Takeoff Weight 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
Wing loading,  
Engine thrust,  
Lift coefficient 
Drag coefficient 
Angle of Attack 
Stall Speed 
Runway Slope 
Rotation Speed, 
Lift off Speed, 
Climb angle  
Thrust to Weight Ratio, 
Lift-drag ratio,  
Load factor, 
Wing Area 
FAR Takeoff filed length 

All types 

Miele 107 

 
Complex analytical equations. Solves 
detailed integration process, great 
accuracy, however the physical 
relationships of various parameters may 
sometimes tend to be obscured in the 
complex analysis process, also some 
design parameters input are not 
available at the conceptual design level. 
 
 

Airport Condition 
Gross Takeoff Weight 
Thrust 
Drag 
Lift 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
Angle of Attack 
Lift off Speed 
Stall Speed 
Stall Lift Coefficient  
Climb angle 
PDF Boundary Conditions  
FAR Takeoff filed length 

All types 

 

As can be seen in Table 14, there are two main categories used in the current takeoff 

analysis. One is based on empirical methods (Loftin, Roskam, etc) based on an extensive 

conventional aircraft database, the other on analytical methods (Torenbeek, Shevell, 

Nguyen, Miele, etc.), which analyze takeoff performance based on physical 

characteristics. The rather complex analytical equations of motion for this case are highly 

accurate and applicable to different types of aerospace vehicles including SAVs. 

However, complex equations require more input data (such as the detailed variation of 

engine thrust), which are usually not available at the conceptual design level. One has to 

recall that the knowledge database for space access vehicles is limited, making the use of 

complex formulations more difficult. Therefore, it is desirable to utilize reduced order 

models leading to approximate solutions. This provides physical transparency for the 
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major interacting design disciplines during the conceptual design phase. Thus, the 

available modeling techniques above have been reviewed critically in order to arrive at a 

balance between the data available and key design parameters. 

 

First, key design parameters for the development of a generic takeoff design 

methodology have been investigated. The takeoff design methodology has to find a 

balance between takeoff distance requirements and the takeoff capability of the vehicle 

for the purpose of sizing engine thrust and the wing. For this purpose, the takeoff airport 

conditions (altitude, takeoff balanced field length) are needed before any takeoff analysis 

can be performed. The takeoff field length is determined primarily by the thrust to weight 

(T/W) ratio, wing loading (W/S), which, in turn, is governed by various parameters, the 

wing area, gross takeoff weight, and maximum takeoff lift coefficient. Also, an increase 

in the lift to drag ratio (L/D) improves climb performance and increases the minimum 

thrust requirement. All of these key parameters are closely coupled with the aerodynamic 

characteristics, weight, and thrust available of the vehicle. Therefore, the aerodynamic 

estimation (lift coefficient and drag coefficient) and thrust range of SAV are required as 

input for the takeoff design study. 

 

Table 15 summarizes the key design parameters needed for the takeoff design 

analysis. Based on these parameters, the aim of the takeoff design methodology is to 

determine the thrust and wing loading necessary to meet required takeoff field length and 

one-engine-out performance for a given takeoff lift coefficient. These parameters, 

presented in Table 15, are the design drivers for the takeoff performance analysis. 
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Table 15: Design parameters required for reduced order model of takeoff design methodology. 

Parameters Notation Normal Value 
Airport Condition: Altitude  H 0 

Airport Condition: Density ρ  0.002377 slugs/ft3 

Takeoff Field Length SL 5000 – 8000 ft 

Takeoff Lift Coefficient CLO 0.4 – 0.8 

Ground Drag Coefficient CDG  

Lift to Drag ratio L/D 4 – 8 

Braking Coefficient µ  0.4 – 0.6 (Dry concrete) 

Stall Speed Vs  

Wing Area S  

Thrust  T  

Gross Takeoff Weight WGL  

Thrust to Weight T/WGL  

Wing Loading WGL/S  

 

(2) Design Constraints: Constraints placed on the vehicle design throughout the flight 

trajectory have to be addressed early during the conceptual design phase. The SAV 

takeoff is usually defined by to the takeoff-distance requirement for both, experimental 

and FAR 25 certified vehicles. For the present study, key CD design constraints defined 

by FAR 25 are summarized in Table 16. 
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Table 16: Design constraints imposed on vehicle takeoff requirements by FAR Part 25. 

 Constraint Parameters Notation Constraint Value 

 Decision Speed V1 V1 < VR 

 Rotation Speed VR ≈ (1.1 – 1.15 )Vs 

Velocity Lift off Speed VLOF ≈  (1.1 – 1.2 )Vs 

 Nose Wheel Rotation Speed VNWLO VR > VNWLO 

 Takeoff Safety Speed V2 > ≈ 1.2 Vs  (1.3Vs) 

Takeoff Field Length Definition Distance over 50 ft obstacle  SL 

5000 – 8000 ft or 

determined by the airport 

condition 

Two-engine aircraft γ  1.2 

Three-engine aircraft γ  1.5 
Initial Climb Segment Gradients  

for One Engine Out 
Four-engine aircraft γ  1.7 

Two-engine aircraft γ  2.4 

Three-engine aircraft γ  2.7 
Second Climb Segment Gradients  

for One Engine Out 
Four-engine aircraft γ  3.0 

 

B. Equations of Motion 

In order to arrive at a reduced order model or approximate solution for the takeoff 

sub-synthesis design methodology, the different takeoff analysis methods presented in 

Table 14 have been surveyed to select the most appropriate one for development. The 

reduced order models are based on classical complex analytical equations (e.g., 

Nguyen135, Mair and Birdsall136) with simplifying assumptions, such as steady climb, 

circular rotation and transition, etc. As a consequence, the equations of motion for the 

three separate takeoff phases (ground run, rotation, and transition/climb) of space 

vehicles are obtained as follows: 

 

(1) Ground Run: Figure 31 shows the forces acting on an a/c during the takeoff ground 

run. During the takeoff, the thrust line can be used as a reference line to measure the 
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angle of attack. T  is the thrust, W  the vehicle takeoff weight, D  the drag, L  the lift, f  

the friction force, α the angle of attack which is the angle between the thrust line and the 

velocity, φ the runway slope angle. X  is defined as the distance along the runway. 

L

D

T

α

f

W

φ

X

 
Figure 31: Ground run of aircraft takeoff phase. 

As shown in Figure 31, the equilibrium equation parallel to the flight path is, 

dt
dVmWfDT =−−− φα sincos  (4-1) 

and the forces perpendicular to the flight path are 

0cossin =−+ φα WTL   (4-2) 

In Eq. (4-1), the friction force f  is ( )α-L-TWµµRf sincosφ==  

The lift L and drag (D) forces are defined as 

LCρSVL 2

2
1

=  and DCρSVD 2

2
1

=  

where ρ is the density, S  is the wing area, DC  is the drag coefficient, LC  is the lift 

coefficient, andV  is the velocity. 

 

Let gX  be defined as the ground run distance from rest to the point of lift-off. It can be 

written as an integral function of velocity (V ) and acceleration ( a ). LOFV is the liftoff 

velocity.  
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∫=
LOFV

0
g dV

a
VX    (4-3) 

As can be seen from Eq. (4-3) and Eq. (4-1), the ground distance is a function of takeoff 

weight (W ) and LC , dynamic pressure, atmospheric density, airport altitude, thrust, 

rolling friction coefficient, and runway slope angle. The runway slope angle is usually 

very small and is negligible for the current study. The integral terms in Eq. (4-3) are very 

difficult to estimate since both the velocity and acceleration are continously changing 

throughout the takeoff flight phase. Therefore, a more practical method needs to be 

applied for the takeoff performance calculation. 

 

The equations of motion for different aircraft takeoff phases have been derived by 

Dwight Taylor, a former aerodynamicist at McDonnell Douglas Company (MDC) and 

validated against detailed performance analysis and flight test results.134 Most 

importantly, typical values of some coefficients inside the equations have been validated 

and provided in Reference 134. 

 

The ground run distance  gX is given by134, 

( )

eff
L

D
2

Lsl
1g

µ
C
C

K
W
T

C
sinαWT1

S
W

ρσ
1

KX

TO

G

TO

−⋅−

⋅−
⋅⋅

⋅⋅
⋅=

g
  (4-4) 

 

Reference 134 shows typical values of the above coefficients for high speed vehicles. 

1K is the correction factor for non-linear acceleration ( 1.04≈ ), 2K  is the correction factor 
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for average drag during ground roll, ( 0.5  to0.3≈ ), σ  is the ratio of atmospheric density 

at altitude to the density at sea level, slρ is the atmospheric density at sea level, g  is the 

sea level acceleration of gravity, 
TOLC is the lift coefficient at RV on the ground in ground 

effect, 
GDC is the drag coefficient at RV  on the ground in ground effect, and effµ is the 

effective rolling coefficient. Nominal values of the friction coefficients ( effµ ) are: 0.025 

for rolling without brakes, 0.68 for braking on a dry concrete surface, 0.46 for braking in 

light rain on a concrete surface, 0.32 for braking in the heavy rain on a concrete surface, 

and 0.20 for braking on a smooth surface with clear ice. 

 

(2) Rotation and Transition: Figure 32 presents the geometry of the takeoff rotation and 

transition period. 

RLOF tV ∆⋅ Rsinγ

( )cosγ-1R ⋅

( )
tanγ

cosγ-1RZOB ⋅−

OBZ

( )1-ng
VR

2
LOF

⋅
=

 

Figure 32: Takeoff rotation and transition.134 
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As the geometric relationship shows in Figure 32, the horizontal and vertical distance of 

the takeoff rotation and the transition can be obtained. The horizontal distance RTX  

parallel to the takeoff flight path is 

RLOFRT ∆tVX ⋅=   (4-5) 

 

where R∆t is the time to rotate the aircraft (usually 3 second for commercial aircraft) and 

LOFV is the liftoff speed, and given by 134 

( )[ ]
TOLsl

LOF CSρσ
sinαWT1W2V

⋅⋅⋅
⋅−⋅⋅

=  (4-6) 

The liftoff speed can also be estimated from FAR 25 requirements. It is approximated as 

1.15 to 1.2 Vstall. 

maxLsl
Stall CSρσ

W2V
⋅⋅⋅

⋅
=   (4-7) 

In Eq. (4-5), R is the rotation radius and is defined as 

( )1-ng
VR

2
LOF

⋅
=     (4-8) 

where n is the load factor and defined as  WL=n . 

 

(3) Nose Wheel Lift-off Speed: The decision velocity ( 1V ), rotation speed ( RV ), and 

liftoff speed ( LOFV ) are usually determined by a takeoff performance analysis. A highly 

swept wing vehicle with a relative slender fuselage especially requires sufficient control 

power to rotate the aircraft. This fact can become a critical design issue for a SAV; the 
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addition of an extra mechanical nose strut extensions or a canard can augment rotatation 

of the nose. Therefore, it is necessary to check the aerodynamic authority of the control 

surfaces to determine whether the nose can actually be rotated through the aerodynamic 

pitching moment at RV . Under certain conditions (nose wheel lift off speed NWLOV  < 

rotation speed RV ), the rotation speed ( RV ) can provide sufficient aerodynamic power to 

lift the nose wheel off the runway. Figure 33 shows takeoff geometry at vehicle rotation 

velocity. 
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Figure 33: Takeoff geometry at vehicle rotation velocity. 134 

 

X  is the distance from main wheel to c.g. parallel to aircraft water line. Z  is the distance 

of the c.g. from the main wheel axle. TZ  is the distance of the thrust position from the 

ground. T  is the thrust, D  is the drag, and µ is the rolling friction coefficient. The nose 

lift off speed is, 134 
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c is mean aerodynamic chord in ft, 
cgmC is the pitching moment about the c.g from the 

pitch control surfaces, LC is the lift coefficient at RV , T/W is the thrust to weight ratio at 

RV , and W/S is the wing loading. Geometry relationships are θαβ += , 

αα Zsin-Xcosξ = , and αα XsinZcosn += . 

 

(4) Initial Climb: After the rotation and transition period, the vehicle continues to steadily 

climb at a small flight path angle. During this steady climb, both speed and the flight path 

angle vary slowly. The equations of motion for a steady climb can be written as 107,135 

Vcosγ
dt
dX

=     (4-10) 

Vsinγ
dt
dH

=     (4-11) 

WsinγDTcosα
dt
dVm −−=   (4-12) 

WcosγLTsinα
dt
dγmV −+=   (4-13) 

Eq. (4-11) divided by Eq. (4-10) given  

γtan
dX
dH

=  
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From the takeoff geometry shown in Figure 32, the air distance OBX from nose liftoff to 

takeoff obstacle height OBZ  is given with 

( )
⎥
⎦

⎤
⎢
⎣

⎡ ⋅−
+⋅=

tanγ
cosγ-1RZsinγRX OB

OB  (4-14) 

Therefore, the total takeoff distance is the sum of ground run distance, rotation/transition 

distance, and air distance. 

 TOX =  gX + RTX + OBX . 

 

(5) Second Segment Climb: The FAR second-segment climb gradient requirement also 

needs to be considered in relation to the take-off maneuver. The second-segment climb is 

the flight path after takeoff safety speed ( 2V ), which starts from an altitude of 50 ft to 400 

ft. Under the Federal Air Regulations, sufficient thrust is required to maintain climb in 

the event of an engine failure. The requirements of the second-segment climb gradients 

are: 3 percent for four-engine aircraft, 2.7 percent for three-engine aircraft, and 2.4 

percent for two-engine aircraft. 130,131 During the second segment climb, the aircraft 

operates with flaps in the take-off position and the landing gear retracted. The climb 

angle depends on the installed thrust, drag, and takeoff weight at liftoff in the one-engine-

out condition. A minimum specified engine out rate of climb can be obtained as 

L/D
1

W
T

W
DTsinγ −=

−
=   (4-15) 
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C. Design Synthesis Process 

Figure 34 shows the design synthesis process for the conceptual design of a SAV 

during the takeoff phase. The aim of this process is to deliver proof of convergence, 

estimate design sensitivities, and optimize the configuration in order to reach the design 

targets specified. 

 

The design synthesis process starts with a baseline vehicle and SAV mission 

requirements (e.g., suborbital/orbital, payload, operational modes, etc). The mission 

profile provides the payload information for the mass properties module and airport 

information required by the performance module to define the takeoff mission. After 

obtaining geometry data from the baseline vehicle, the mass properties module inputs the 

takeoff weight obtained from initial weight estimation. Meanwhile, the design constraints 

are identified at the early design process and called into the optimization module. During 

the activity to synthesize the flight vehicle, the performance module communicates with 

the atmosphere module, aerodynamics module, propulsion modules, and optimization 

module to determine feasible takeoff performance under the specified design constraints. 

Finally, all the design requirements for the SAV mission are checked and, if necessary, 

the configuration can be iterated on to arrive at efficient aerodynamic characteristics, 

wing loading, thrust to weight ratio, and vehicle weight. At this point, the vehicle design 

space for the takeoff phase can be defined. It will provide design data for further studies. 
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Figure 34: Design synthesis process for takeoff phase of a HTHL SAV vehicle. 

 

(1) Program Organization: Two programs (SAV_BFL, SAV_CLM) have been 

developed, based on both empirical and analytical methods to implement the above 

synthesis takeoff design methodology, in an MS Excel PC environment (see Appendix 

G). These simple, integrated computer programs are capable of demonstrating the 

vehicle’s flight readiness through takeoff and initial climb. This allows for visualization 

of the coupling of the main design parameters (takeoff field length, T/W, W/S, L/D, 

maximum takeoff lift coefficient). In accordance with the particular characteristics of the 

CD phase, emphasis has been placed on overall simplicity and minimum data input 
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requirements. All basic equations used to mathematically model the atmosphere, 

aerodynamics, performance, and propulsion are kept as simple as possible to ensure that 

the key design parameters involved are evaluated quickly, offering physical transparency. 

 

(2) Takeoff Sub-Synthesis Design Study: Based on the sub-synthesis takeoff design 

methodology and computer programs, a conceptual design takeoff study of a suborbital 

HTHL vehicle, OU XP, has been performed to identify the design space of this vehicle. 

The geometric characteristics of the OU XP configuration are presented in Appendix A. 

In this study, four wings were selected with varying leading edge sweep angles: 78º, 70º, 

60º, and 45º. A comparative study of these four wings was performed to assess their 

aerodynamic and performance characteristics during the takeoff phase. At the design 

point, all four wings were sized to have the same induced drag. Thus, these wings were 

comparable at the same drag level. The aerodynamic characteristics of the four wings 

were determined using the MDC (McDonnell Douglas) method137, which has been 

applied in the aircraft design industry for 40 years. Apart from these MDC methods, 

DATCOM78 was used to serve as a validity check and for interpretation of the analytical 

results (see Reference 128 stems from a collaboration work with Gary Coleman). Figure 

35 shows the drag polars of four different wings with a NACA 64-206 airfoil section 

derived from MDC methods. With the results from the aerodynamic analysis, 

performance, thrust, and wing loading calculations were performed. 
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Figure 35: Drag polars of four wings from MDC methods. 

 

In order to demonstrate that the design methodology has generic design capability for 

various high speed vehicle configurations, the takeoff design methodology has also been 

applied to several selected supersonic vehicles. Table 17 presents a comparison of the 

takeoff performance of some selected high speed vehicles.138 – 153 
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Table 17: Takeoff performance data of some supersonic vehicles. 

Vehicle   
Parameters 

Concorde Tu -144  B-58 F-106 XB-70 

Takeoff Field Length  (ft) 10,950 9,842 7850  8,000 

Takeoff Weight  (lb) 385,000 396,830 160,000 35,300 550,000 

Lift to Drag ratio 4.35 (approach)  4.84 (max) 4.17 (max) 6.015 (max) 

Wing Area  (ft2) 3856 4716 1542 698 6297.8 

Takeoff Wing Loading  (lb/ft2) 100 84.17    103.8 50.57 80 

Aspect Ratio 1.85 1.89 2.09 2.08 1.04 

Wing Swept  (deg) 55 70 60 55 51.77 

WGT/WE 2.73 2.52 2.375 1.524 1.934 

Thrust  152000 176368  60000 24500 0.29 -0.38 

Thrust to Weight  0.395 0.44 0.375 0.694 0.29 -0.38 

V1                 (ft/s) 280 33 374 29    

Vr                  (ft/s) 307 491   329 

VLOF              (ft/s) 332.5 521   354 

V2                 (ft/s) 335.8 550    

Rate of Climb at Sea Level  
(ft/min) 5,000 13,780 17,830 13,054  

 

(a) Balanced Field Length: 

The determination of the takeoff balanced field length constraint is, at this point, 

independent of the particular aircraft type. The required takeoff field length with critical 

engine failure (OEI) is given as function of the generalized parameter W2/σSCLTO in 

Figure 36 for two jet engine aircraft, see Shevell133. It has been shown that this 

presentation applies well when correlating the required runway length results for several 

aircraft. There is a clear correlation between the required takeoff field length for certified 

aircraft and the generalized parameter W2/σSCLTO. As can be seen in Figure 36, if the OEI 

aircraft aims to take off from a 11,000 ft runway, it requires a takeoff field length of 

8,900 ft with both jet engines operating. 
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Figure 36: Two engine jet aircraft FAR25 takeoff field length with engine failure.133 

 

Figure 37 shows that the design for the single-engine-out (OEI) operation reduces the 

twin engine takeoff distance from 11,000 ft to 8,900 ft. Under this condition, Figure 38 

compares the thrust requirements with two trim mechanisms, canard and horizontal tail. It 

is obvious that the canard reduces the required thrust, while a horizontal tail increases the 

thrust requirement. In summary, the canard aircraft represents a lower-drag configuration 

requiring less thrust for the same runway length. 
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Figure 37: Variation of takeoff distance requirement with different wings. 
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Figure 38: Required takeoff thrust for different trim mechanisms. 
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A comparison study of the takeoff length requirement was performed. The result from 

Roskam’s AAA methodology is presented in Figure 39. Four maximum takeoff lift 

coefficients (0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.2) was selected to illustrate the FAA field performance 

requirements. The real design points of different high speed vehicles are also presented in 

the figure. As can be seen, the T/W requirements for different takeoff lift coefficients 

were: 

1. At CLTOmax = 0.6, the thrust to weight ratio needs to be longer than 0.3. 

2. At CLTOmax = 0.8, the thrust to weight ratio needs to be longer than 0.24. 

3. At CLTOmax = 1.2, the thrust to weight ratio needs to be longer than 0.12. 
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Figure 39: Takeoff length sizing of Supersonic Vehicles. 

 

(b) Takeoff Field Length: 

Figure 40 shows the analytical calculations (based on the equations of motion derived in 

Chapter 4.3.1-B) of the total takeoff distance for different wing planforms. The total 
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takeoff distance includes ground run distance, rotation distance, and air distance over 50 

feet. 
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Figure 40: Variation of takeoff field length with wing sweep angle. 

 

(c) Wing Loading: 

As mentioned before, four wings were sized to have the same induced drag instead of the 

same wing area. If the same wing area would be used instead, the wings would operate at 

a different lift coefficient, hence, the results would not be comparable. Figure 41 shows 

the variation of wing loading with varying sweep angles. It can be seen that the wing 

loading is increasing from 78o sweep angle to 45o sweep angle. 
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Figure 41: Variation of wing loading with sweep angles. 

 

(d) Takeoff Speed and Nose Wheel Lift off Speed: 

The center of gravity locations of four wing configurations were assumed to be the 

same for the comparison of longitudinal stability characteristics. Figure 42 shows the 

variation of the OU XP takeoff speed and nose wheel lift-off speed for different wing 

sweep angles. The nose wheel lift-off speed is the speed when the aircraft lifts its nose 

wheel off the ground. For lower swept wings, there is a problem to lift the nose wheel 

because the nose lift-off speed is higher than the takeoff speed. This requires additional 

control power to rotate the nose. For the 78º and 70º swept wings, the aircraft is able to 

lift the nose wheel at takeoff speed. 
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Figure 42: Takeoff speed and nose wheel lift-off speed for different swept wings. 

 

(e) Initial Climb gradient (Takeoff with One Engine out Study): 

Figure 43 shows the general takeoff climb gradient requirement applied to both the 

winged body and the lifting body configurations. Lifting body configurations require a 

larger T/W due to their lower L/D and takeoff lift coefficients. 
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Figure 43: Takeoff climb gradient requirement. 
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(f) Second Segment Climb gradient (Takeoff with One Engine out Study): 

For safety reasons, the FFA demands that commercial aircraft can take off with one 

engine out. The following study discusses the takeoff performance of the OU XP with the 

selected engines under the one-engine-inoperative (OEI) condition. The variation of the 

angle of climb γ  with altitude for a Learjet engine (GE CJ-610) is shown in Figure 44. 

Figure 45 shows the variation of rate of climb with altitude. As can be seen from these 

two figures, with one GE CJ-610 engine out, angle of climb and rate of climb are both 

negative during takeoff. 
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Figure 44: Angle of climb with altitude for OU XP Jet and Rocket Engines (GE engine). 
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Figure 45: Rate of climb with altitude for OU XP Jet and Rocket Engines (GE engine). 

 

 

4.3.2 Ascent 

A space access mission requires the selection of an ascent trajectory that efficiently 

delivers a given payload mass or volume to orbit. Usually, the ascent trajectory of a SAV 

into suborbital/orbital space is confined to a restrictive ascent corridor determined by 

thermal, structural, aerodynamic, and acceleration constraints. Any multi-disciplinary 

design synthesis methodology for the design of a SAV requires a trajectory analysis tool 

capable of sizing fuel weight and also visualizing mission performance throughout the 

ascent profile. During the conceptual design level, the designer is challenged to explore 

the maximum mission performance for a baseline vehicle configuration. This 

performance maximum can be obtained by defining a minimum-fuel trajectory, which 

ultimately leads to the maximum orbital mass fraction. 
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A. Design Parameters and Design Constraints 

(1) Design Parameters: 

A multitude of higher-fidelity trajectory analysis software27,110 is available for the 

detail design phase. Table 18 summarizes trajectory analysis tools for some key design 

methodologies and multiple versions of equations of motion developed to described the 

ascent trajectory.155,156,157 

Table 18: Design analysis methods for ascent study. 

Methods Description Design Parameters Applications 

Czysz 39 

It is assumed that data sets have been generated, 
based on past experience and extensions as well 
as on predictions from sizing programs, on 
capabilities in propulsion, fuels, materials, and 
industrial manufacturing. A series of design 
spaces are constructed with respect to various 
parameters. A vehicle design convergence is 
sought based on the influence of various 
parameters on the vehicle performance as 
depicted by the design spaces. The design spaces 
are generated staring with data on various 
aspects of vehicle design. The construction of 
design spaces this becomes the most significant 
part of realizing vehicle convergence. Visibility, 
comprehensiveness, clarify, rationality and ease 
of interpretation are the main desired 
characteristics of design spaces. 

Propulsion 
Fuel Mass 
Material Index 
Industry Index 

Empirical method 
Rocket equation 
Not applicable for 
the reentry analysis 

Hammond 12,27 

Once the aerodynamic characteristic have been 
determined and weights for the vehicle 
components are assumed for the initially 
trajectory analysis (POST). POST is a 
generalized point mass, discrete parameter 
targeting and optimization program capable of 
analyzing trajectories for powered or unpowered 
vehicles operating near a rotating oblate planet. 
In launch vehicle design POST is used to 
analyze launch, on-orbit, and reentry trajectories 
subject to a number of constraints, such as 
maximum acceleration, heating boundaries, and 
cross range requirements. The principal results 
from the performance analysis include propellant 
requirements for input to weights and sizing 
calculations and in-flight conditions used by 
aeroheating analysts. 

Maximum Acceleration 
Heating 
Propellant Mass 
Weight 
Geometry 

Launch, on-orbit, 
and reentry 
trajectories analysis 
 

Hunt 40  

Performance/Trajectory: the performance routine 
is a trajectory code, whether a simple energy-
state integration approach or a three-degree of 
freedom dynamic version. Aerodynamic and 
propulsion performance are the required inputs. 
Aerodynamic matrix (lift and drag coefficient, 
CL and CD  as a function of Mach number, angle 
of attack and altitude) is calculated for an 
assumed trajectory bandwidth on dynamic 
pressure. 
(1) The net engine performance matrix (thrust 

Lift Coefficient 
Drag Coefficient 
Mach Number 
Angle of Attack 
Altitude 
Dynamic Pressure 
Thrust  
Specific Impulse 
Fuel Fraction Ratio 
Weight  
Geometry 

Ascent, orbital 
insertion and 
deorbit trajectory 
analysis 
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coefficient and specific impulse as a function of 
Mach number, angle of attack and fuel 
equivalence ratio) is then assembled, with the 
thrust coefficients vectored along the vehicle 
wind axis and referenced to free stream static in 
the same manner as the aero coefficients. With 
this aero/propulsion performance set, the fuel 
fraction required to perform the ascent (98 
percent of fuel requirement), orbital 
insertion/circularization, and deorbit is 
determined from the trajectory analysis. 
(2) Iterations are now required in the synthesis 
process to adjust the structures/insulation for the 
optimum (off-nominal) ascent and descent 
trajectory and vice versa and to perform an 
iteration on size/weight in the performance 
routine. 
 

SSSP 63 

The General Trajectory Simulation Module 
(GTSM) program is a general purpose high 
speed, precision flight program which simulates 
the flight for an aerospace vehicle in the 
gravitational field of a central body. It utilizes 
the efficient Kutta-Merson variable stepsize 
numerical integration technique to integrate with 
respect to time the twelve state equations. These 
equation define the time rate of change of the 
three degree of freedom vehicle motion, the 
vehicle mass, the ideal velocity and velocity 
losses, and a heating parameter. The vehicle 
motion equations consist of three kinematic and 
three kinetic equations and are expressed in a 
natural applied force coordinate system which 
minimizes the extend of matrix coordinate 
transformations common to other simulations. 

Velocity 
Vehicle Mass 
Velocity Loss (∆V) 
Time 

Ascent Analysis 

PrADO 66 

The flight performance module includes a flight 
path simulation to estimate the necessary thrust 
and fuel mass of the aircraft. For every point of 
time during the flight simulation, Mach number 
and altitude are given. From this information the 
time-dependent derivatives result from a 
numerical differentiation. It is now possible to 
fulfill the flight-mechanic differential equations 
in the flight direction and normal to it by an 
iteration over the angle of attack. The use of a 
fixed flight path provides the advantage of 
saving time during the iteration. 

Thrust 
Fuel Mass 
Mach Number 
Altitude 
Time 
Angle of Attack 
Flight Path Angle 

Two Stage to Orbit 
 

Allen, Eggers, 
Chapman, and  
Woods 155,156,157,38 

The nonlinear equations of motion are derived 
for entry into an exponential planetary 
atmosphere. By disregarding some relatively 
small terms such as gravity force, the centrifugal 
acceleration and lift force, a single, ordinary, 
nonlinear differential equation of second order is 
reduced to be a linear differential equation of 
Allen and Eggers applicable to ballistic entry 
vehicle. If the vertical acceleration and vertical 
component of drag force are negligible, the 
resulting truncated differential equations are 
applicable for the equilibrium glide vehicle 
(Space Shuttle). 

Velocity 
Deceleration 
Gravity Force 
Aerodynamic Drag 
Density 
Altitude 
Vehicle Mass, Size 
Flight Path Angle 
Aerodynamic Heating 
Total Heat Transfer 
Maximum Heat 
Lift to Drag Ratio 
Maximum Range 

Ballistic, Skip and 
Glide Vehicles with 
High Entry Speed 
 

Aachen 158 

Performance requirements, mission constraints, 
vehicle design and trajectory selection of typical 
reentry vehicles are briefly described. Some 
semi-empirical estimations of the lift-to-drag 
ratio and ballistic parameter of a reentry vehicle 
with cross range and heating constraints are 
presented.  

Load Factor 
Dynamic Pressure 
Heat Flux 
Integral Heat Load 
Surface Temperature 
Atmosphere (density, 
temperature) 
Flight State Condition 

Atmosphere 
Reentry of Capsules 
and Winged 
Vehicle 
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(velocity, angle of 
attack) 
Vehicle Properties 
(geometry, weight and 
aerodynamics) 
Wing Loading 
Ballistic Coefficient 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 

Rutowski 108 

Energy-State Approximation (ESA) technology, 
The key idea of the ESA technique is, to 
introduce the total mechanical energy as a state 
variable and then to neglect all other dynamics. 
By using ESA techniques, optimal trajectories 
for a variety of performance objectives, such as 
minimum time and fuel-climb problems, can be 
obtained. 

 
potential energy 
kinetic energy 
Velocity 
Thrust 
Weight 
Drag 
Engine Impulse 
 

Subsonic, 
supersonic and 
hypersonic vehicles 

 

In this context, it should be emphasized that it is of utmost importance to use CD 

tools during the CD phase. An unfortunate trend can be observed in many aerospace 

design environments that PD tools or even DD tools are utilized during the CD phase due 

to a lack of appropriate CD tools. In the context of trajectory analysis, utilization of a 

higher-fidelity trajectory program (POST,27 OTIS,110 GTSM63) or of complex analysis 

equations (Allen,155 Eggers,156 Chapman,157 Aachen,158 etc) during the CD phase usually 

requests input data not available or even relevant during this phase. Also, these high-

fidelity disciplinary analysis programs usually lack the most important design capability: 

being able to identify the convergence design space for the integrated flight vehicle. 

Therefore, although there are a multitude of higher-fidelity trajectory analysis programs 

available, there is a clear demand for a CD level trajectory analysis approach, capable of 

bridging the gap between the high fidelity trajectory analyst and the conceptual designer. 

 

As a consequence, a CD level trajectory program (SAV_TSSP) was developed based 

on the ESA technique108. The aim was to preserve the physical transparency of the major 

design disciplines interacting during the ascent phase. The program does not intend to 

compute the detailed ascent trajectory in three DOFs as traditional higher-fidelity 
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trajectory tools do. Instead, this method aims to identify and define the feasible design 

space for the vehicle ascent phase while respecting and visualizing key design 

constraints. It provides a decision support tool that can help the conceptual designer size, 

evaluate, and analyze HTHL SAVs, ultimately supporting the configuration concept 

selection process by quantifying design sensitivities of key design parameters. 

 

Key design parameters for the development of a generic ascent design methodology 

were investigated. The ascent design methodology aims to create a balance between 

ascent mission requirements and the design of the vehicle performance capability. The 

methodology should couple key design disciplines such as trajectory, propulsion, 

aerodynamics, weight, thermal, and performance. The interrelations between the primary 

design parameters thrust, weight, velocity, altitude, dynamic pressure, and others at each 

flight interval were estimated. For this purpose, the ascent atmospheric conditions 

(altitude, density and temperature) were required for the ascent analysis. The acceleration 

of a SAV is usually determined by thrust, vehicle weight, aerodynamic characteristics 

(lift and drag), and flight path angle. The aerothermodynamics analysis depends on 

vehicle velocity and geometry of the vehicle such as nose radius. The flight velocity, in 

turn, is governed by various key design parameters, vehicle weight, aerodynamic 

characteristics, engine thrust, and impulse. All of these parameters are interrelated; thus, 

the estimation of these key parameters was required for the ascent reduced-model 

performance study. 
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Table 19 summarizes these key design parameters, which allow the ascent design 

methodology to trade vehicle geometry characteristics (nose radius, wing loading), 

weight, and propulsion (engine thrust and impulse) in order to meet mission constraints 

(acceleration and heat loads). The key design parameters also allow the designer to 

understand the design drivers during the ascent performance analysis. 

 

Table 19: Design parameters required for reduced order model of ascent design methodology. 

Parameters Notation 
Atmospheric Environment Density (ρ ), Temperature (T∞) 

Velocity V 
Flight Path Angle γ  

Load Factor nd 

Dynamic Pressure q 
Acceleration a 
Stagnation Temperature T0 

Heat Flux Q&  

Vehicle Weight W0 

Geometry  NR  (nose radius), S (wing area)  

Drag D 
Lift  L 
Engine Impulse  Isp 

Engine Thrust T 

Fuel Weight Wfuel 

 

(2) Design Constraints: 

In the present study, only key design constraints relevant for the CD phase were 

considered. Generally, the ascent of an orbital/suborbital vehicle is primarily constrained 

by maximum dynamic pressure ( q ), maximum deceleration ( dtdV ), and stagnation 

temperature and heat flux limitations (Q& ). Each constraint along with its design 

limitations is presented as follows. 
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(1) The dynamic pressure limitation is defined as 

max
2

2
1 qVq ≤= ρ    (4-16) 

(2) For the safety of the passengers of a manned ascent vehicle, the maximum 

acceleration should not exceed the forbearances of commercial passengers. The typical 

maximum acceleration rates159 for manned flight are presented in Figure 44. The current 

recommended acceleration levels for aerospace vehicles by FAA-CAMI160 are: 

gz: +4 to –2  (positive direction is from head to toe) 

gx: ±4   (positive direction is from front to back) 

gy: ±1   (positive direction is from left to right) 

 

Figure 46: Typical human tolerance to directions of acceleration 159 

 

Therefore, for the current design case study of a suborbital tourism passenger vehicle, the 

load factor limit was selected not larger than 4g. The load factor limitation constrains the 

acceleration of the vehicle in flight direction: 

4g n a ≤=
Maxdt

dV    (4-17) 
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(3) During orbital/suborbital flight, the space vehicle endures high temperatures T and 

convective heat rates Q&  due to its high level of kinetic energy. The magnitude and 

duration of the heat flux imposed on the space vehicle determine the limitations of the 

thermal protection system (TPS) and airframe materials. These thermal constraints have 

to be considered in the early design phase. The approximate stagnation point temperature 

limitation of the vehicle is estimated as a function of free stream temperature ∞T and 

flight Mach number M as 

max
2

0 2
1 TMTrTT ≤⋅⋅

−
+= ∞∞  (4-18) 

The heat transfer rate at the stagnation region is approximately estimated161,162 by  

max

2

0

1

4
2/1
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865 QVRQ
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n
&& ≤⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
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⎝

⎛
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛= −

ρ
ρ  (4-19) 

where NR is a function of the vehicle’s fineness ratio. For winged vehicles, empirical 

estimations of coefficients k1 and k2 are taken to be 2.65 and 0.5, respectively. The 

heating rates at other locations of the vehicle are proportional to the heating rate at the 

stagnation point. Figure 47 shows structural materials for high speed aircraft with their 

temperature constraints. As can be seen in Figure 47, if the stagnation temperature is over 

500° F, composite materials such as metal matrix and carbon fiber are required. 
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Figure 47: Structural materials for high speed aircraft 163 

 

The aim of the trajectory analysis in the sub-ascent design methodology is to 

determine a trajectory that minimizes the fuel mass required to achieve orbital/suborbital 

altitude while, at the same time, not violating vehicle dynamic pressure, acceleration, and 

heating constraints. A summary of conceptual design level design constraints applicable 

to a HTHL suborbital tourism vehicle is presented in Table 20. These design values will 

be used for the design case study in the following sections. 

 

Table 20: Design constraints imposed on suborbital tourism vehicle ascent flight. 

 Constraint Parameters Notation Constraint Value 
Suborbital Mission Final Altitude Hf 100 km 

 Final Speed Vf 0 m/s 

Weight and Sizing Payload Wpay 2- 3 passengers 

Structure Dynamic Pressure q 500 psf 

Aerothermodynamics Stagnation Temperature Tstag 600 F - 1500 F 

 Heat Rate Q&  < 400 BTU/ft2/sec 

Performance Acceleration   nd 5g 
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Figure 48 shows all of the above design constraints, which were accounted for in the 

ascent trajectory analysis of SAV_TSSP. As can be seen, the red lines represent the 

dynamic pressure constraints, 500 psf, 1000 psf, and 2000 psf, respectively. The 

stagnation temperature constraints (600° F, 700° F, and 1000° F) are indicated with green 

lines. The convective heat rates, 50 Btu/ft2/s and 100 Btu/ft2/s, are shown in the lower 

right hand corner. 

 

Figure 48: Energy height contour and design constraints 

 

B. Equations of Motion 

The SAV mission is to carry a passenger payload to a specified altitude (for example 

100 kilometers for the suborbital tourism mission). For the low earth orbit mission, the 

equations of motion for a generic space access vehicle are governed by the dynamic 

equations for flight over a spherical, homogeneous non-rotating earth107: 
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γα sincos mgDTVm −−=&   (4-20) 

γαγ cossin mgLTmV −+=&  (4-21) 

γsinVh =&     (4-22) 

spgI
Tfm −=−=&    (4-23) 

where ) ,( hVTT = is the thrust, ),,( αhVDD = is the drag, ),,( αhVLL = is the lift, g is 

the acceleration of gravity, ),( hVff = is the fuel flow rate, and α is the angle of attack. 

The initial and final conditions of a suborbital tourism mission are 

0)( 0 =th   ftth f 000,35)( =  

0)( 0 =tM   0)( =ftM  

Although there are well-developed numerical methods for trajectory optimization of 

point-mass vehicle models, these methods are computationally too expensive and often 

lack robustness to be used during the CD stage where many vehicles must be evaluated 

and compared to a consistent basis. The approach selected in this dissertation was to 

avoid solving the complicated boundary condition trajectory equations. As a substitute, 

an Energy-State Approximation (ESA) technology was adopted to find the minimum-fuel 

trajectory. 

 

The ESA technique was first introduced by Rutowski in 1953108. By using ESA 

techniques, optimal trajectories for a variety of performance objectives, such as minimum 

time and fuel-climb problems can be obtained. ESA techniques have been successfully 

applied for a wide variety of aircraft109, providing a simple and fast graphical solution to 

the optimization problem. Recently (References 164 and 165), it has been shown that the 
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ESA technique is also valid for the suborbital and orbital class of vehicles and missions. 

The application of ESA techniques compares well with more accurate and 

computationally expensive numerical solutions.108,109 This qualifies the approach 

particularly for the CD context, enabling rapid turn-around design sensitivity studies 

ultimately supporting the identification process of the correct convergence design space. 

In the current study, the ESA technique was implemented to determine minimum-fuel 

trajectories. The key idea of the ESA technique is to introduce the total mechanical 

energy as a state variable and, then, to neglect all other dynamics. The total mechanical 

energy of a suborbital vehicle is the sum of potential energy and kinetic energy. The ESA 

approach formulates the total energy E per unit weight of the vehicle as follows: 

2

2
1 V
ghR

hRE
e

e +
+

=   (4-24) 

The time rate of change of E is given by 

W
DTV

dt
dE )( −

=    (4-25) 

The ESA approach defines the optimal trajectory as the flight path, which requires 

minimum fuel to ascend from an initial energy height to a final energy height (at least 

100 km for the suborbital tourism mission). Therefore, the total vehicle weight W is 

defined as 

dE
DTV

W
I
TdE

DTV
WWdtWW fff E

E
sp

E

E

t

t ∫∫∫ −
=

−
==

000 )()(
&&  (4-26) 

Clearly, we need to minimize the integrand in order to achieve minimum fuel 

consumption at each energy level. The key result from the energy-state analysis is that 
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the minimum-fuel trajectory can be obtained if the vehicle is operated at each energy 

level E such that 
W

DTV
T
Isp )( −  is maximized. Therefore, locally maximizing this term leads  

to the most efficient trajectory for the suborbital tourism vehicle mission. 

 

Here, an energy height was defined as gE . Figure 49 shows an example of the 

energy height contours for a suborbital space tourism vehicle mission. The vehicle 

transfers from its initial energy level (ground takeoff or air launch like SpaceShipOne) to 

an altitude of at least 100 km (328,083 ft). In Figure 49, two red points at the lower left 

corner represent two different initial energy positions related to the ground launch and air 

launch methods. The energy height at least 100km required for suborbital space tourism 

is shown by the red graph in Figure 49. During the rocket burn, the energy height is 

constantly increasing until the gE / level for suborbital flight (red line) is achieved. 

 

 

Figure 49: Energy height contour for suborbital space tourism mission. 

Trajectory 
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C. Design Synthesis Process 

Figure 50 shows the sub-synthesis conceptual design process for a HTHL SAV 

during the ascent phase. The design synthesis process starts with a baseline vehicle and 

the orbital/suborbital space mission requirement. The mission profile provides the 

payload information for the mass properties module and the altitude information required 

by the performance module in order to calculate the overall fuel requirement. After 

obtaining the geometry data from the baseline vehicle, the mass properties module 

estimates initial vehicle takeoff gross weight for the performance module. Meanwhile, 

the design constraints are identified early in the design process and forwarded to the 

optimization module. During the activity to synthesize the flight vehicle, the performance 

module communicates with the atmosphere module, aerodynamics module, propulsion 

module, and optimization module to define a minimum fuel weight trajectory under the 

specified design constraints. Finally, the fuel weight requirement and fuel volume 

available are compared. If the fuel volume available does not satisfy the fuel weight 

requirement for the space tourism mission, the configuration concept iterates until fuel 

volume available and fuel weight requirements converge. At this point, the initial 

baseline vehicle concept is closed and provides performance data for further design 

studies. As can be seen in Figure 50, the performance module (trajectory analysis) is the 

center of the overall design synthesis process. 
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Figure 50: CD design synthesis process for sizing of suborbital space tourism vehicle 

 

(1) Program Organization: 

A trajectory synthesis simulation program (SAV_TSSP)111 was developed to 

implement the above described design synthesis methodology. This simple, integrated, 

and modular computer program for the design of HTHL-class vehicles is capable of 

demonstrating the vehicle’s flight potential through suborbital trajectory simulation. The 
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variation of the main design parameters throughout the trajectory flight path is visualized. 

The synthesis simulation program has both decomposition and integration capabilities. It 

reduces the complex engineering problem to the individual pertinent objects. The 

program is decomposed into a hierarchical network of systems and attributes. It has one 

synthesis main program with several sub-modules including propulsion, aerodynamics, 

performance, and thermal analysis, etc. Also, the framework of this program enables 

rapid modeling and the integration of modular analysis tools so it can be easily extended 

due to the software’s modular structure. The concept of objects in this approach has 

shown the potential to provide a robust modeling and simulation environment. 

 

The source code was written in Matlab166, utilizing the powerful Matlab graphic 

functions to visualize the design space and find a graphic solution for the minimum fuel 

trajectories. The program was developed in the MS Windows PC environment. In 

accordance with the particular characteristics of the CD phase, emphasis was placed on 

overall simplicity and minimum data input requirements. All basic equations used to 

mathematically model the atmosphere, aerodynamics, propulsion, and performance, were 

kept as simple as possible to ensure that the key design parameters are evaluated quickly 

and efficiently. For detailed information about program organization and modules, please 

refer to Reference 111. Some analysis results of this software implementation are 

presented in the following. 
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(2) Ascent Sub-Synthesis Design Study: 

The main synthesis logic was integrated into the performance module and the 

optimization module. Its primary task is to communicate with the other modules, thereby 

deriving the variations of vehicle performance with key design parameters, such as gross 

weight and vehicle geometry. As a consequence, a minimum fuel ascent trajectory can be 

iterated on, using this multi-disciplinary process. The following describes how the 

synthesis process arrives at a minimum fuel trajectory. 

(a) Minimum Fuel Ascent Trajectory: 

As can be seen from the ESA trajectory analysis presented in Section B, in order to 

find a minimum fuel trajectory for a suborbital tourism mission, the expression 

WT
DTVISP

⋅
−⋅⋅ )(  

needs to be maximized at every energy level. Contours of constant energy increase per 

pound of fuel consumption for the above parameter are shown in Figures 51 and 52. 

Figure 51 shows the energy contours for the OU XP using rocket power only. Figure 52 

shows the energy contours for the OU XP using jet power only. Based on these energy 

contours from the ESA technique, the minimum fuel trajectory path can be determined 

and illustrated by the red dotted lines in Figure 51 and Figure 52, respectively. 
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Figure 51: Contours of minimum fuel energy climb trajectory for OU XP utilizing rocket power 

 

 

Figure 52: Contours of minimum fuel energy climb trajectory for OU XP utilizing jet power 
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A comparative study was conducted where in a maximum dynamic pressure ascent 

trajectory was selected. Figure 53 shows the two different trajectories: (a) optimal 

minimum fuel trajectory and (b) maximum dynamic pressure trajectory. Clearly, for the 

maximum dynamic pressure trajectory, the vehicle ascent path is constrained by the 

maximum permissible dynamic pressure. This is illustrated in Figure 54 where the 

vehicle climbs shortly after takeoff at its maximum dynamic pressure (500 psf) until it 

reaches the cutoff point. In comparison, the minimum fuel trajectory estimated using the 

ESA technique led to smaller accelerations avoiding the maximum dynamic pressure 

peak (see Figure 54). Figure 55 shows the variation of flight speed with altitude for the 

minimum fuel trajectory and the maximum q trajectory. To compare both cases, the 

rocket only OU XP propulsion mode was selected for the baseline vehicle. 

 

Figure 53: Comparison of minimum fuel trajectory and maximum q trajectory. 
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Figure 54: Variation of dynamic pressure with altitude for minimum fuel trajectory  

and maximum q trajectory. 
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Figure 55: Variation of flight speed with altitude for minimum fuel trajectory 

and maximum q trajectory. 
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(b) Fuel Weight Convergence: 

The design synthesis process, see Figure 50, indicates that, after having determined 

the initial trajectory (Mach number vs. altitude diagram), the total fuel weight can be 

estimated utilizing the synthesis iteration process. It can be seen in Figure 56 that the 

trajectory synthesis simulation program took 30 to 40 iterations to converge to the 

propellant weight required for the suborbital mission. The propellant weight of the 

maximum q trajectory was around 15,000 lb. This was 3,000 lb more than the minimum 

fuel trajectory determined using the ESA technique. 
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Figure 56: Iterations of propellant weight. 

 

Figure 57 compares the variation of weight and flight speed for both trajectories. 
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Figure 57: Variation of weight with flight speed for minimum fuel trajectory  

and maximum q trajectory. 

The variation of fuel consumption and altitude is shown in Figure 58. The advantage 

of the minimum fuel trajectory with respect to fuel weight and fuel volume is obvious. 
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Figure 58: Variation of fuel consumption with altitude for minimum fuel trajectory 

and maximum q trajectory. 
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(c) Performance Results: 

The systematic and consistent modeling approach underlying this trajectory synthesis 

simulation program (SAV_TSSP) finally results in a variety of performance maps 

(dynamic pressure vs. altitude; speed vs. time; thrust vs. speed; altitude vs. time; 

drag/weight vs. altitude; weight vs. speed; specific impulse vs. speed; etc.) for a first 

order converged vehicle. As a demonstration, Figure 59, 60 and 61 are assembled below 

to illustrate the variation of several key design parameters (flight speed, acceleration, 

altitude, and time) throughout the flight trajectory. This information helps the flight 

vehicle designer to understand the sensitivities of key design parameters. 
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Figure 59: Variation of altitude with time for minimum fuel trajectory and maximum q trajectory. 
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 Acceleration vs Time
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Figure 60: Variation of axial acceleration with time for minimum fuel trajectory 

and maximum q trajectory. 
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Figure 61: Variation of flight speed with time for minimum fuel trajectory 

and maximum q trajectory. 
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4.3.3 Reentry 

After the orbital/suborbital space vehicle completes its missions in low-Earth orbit, 

the vehicle will carry the passengers or cargo back into the atmosphere and land at the 

designated terminal area. As the suborbital tourism vehicle enters the atmosphere, it is 

subjected to some extreme operational variables like high deceleration rate, aerodynamic 

heating, rapidly changing stability and control characteristics, etc. Figure 62 shows that a 

typical return trajectory of the suborbital tourism vehicle (SpaceShipOne) starts with 

ballistic reentry and continuous with a glide back to the terminal area. 

 

 

 

Figure 62: SpaceShipOne flight trajectory.167 
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This return is quite different from the ballistic reentry of capsules (Apollo, Gemini) 

and the equilibrium reentry of the Space Shuttle. The reentry of these capsules and the 

Space Shuttle involves very high entry speeds. In contrast, the reentry speed of a space 

tourism vehicle is comparable low since it is falling from only 100 km altitude at an 

initial zero velocity. Also, throughout the equilibrium glide trajectory of the Space 

Shuttle, the lift and centrifugal forces balance the mass force (weight). Therefore, the 

equilibrium glide trajectory has adequate lift to provide low decelerations and is desirably 

implemented for manned vehicles that are returning with high entry speed from near 

earth orbit. During the reentry, a combination of bank angle and angle-of-attack can be 

chosen as the primary trajectory control parameters to achieve the required down range 

while the vehicle is still able to satisfy limitations such as aerodynamic heating, heat rate, 

deceleration rate, and dynamic pressure. 

 

A. Design Parameters and Design Constraints 

(1) Design Parameters: 

There is a multitude of higher-fidelity trajectory analysis software27,110 available for 

the detailed design analysis of the reentry phase. Table 21 summarizes some trajectory 

modules of key design methodologies and multiple versions of equations of motion 

developed for high speed reentry. 155,156,157, 168,169,170 
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Table 21: Design analysis methods for reentry study. 

Methods Description Design Parameters Applications 

Czysz 39 

 
It is assumed that data sets have been generated, 
based on past experience and extensions as well 
as on predictions from sizing programs, on 
capabilities in propulsion, fuels, materials, and 
industrial manufacturing. A series of design 
spaces are constructed with respect to various 
parameters. A vehicle design convergence is 
sought based on the influence of various 
parameters on the vehicle performance as 
depicted by the design spaces. The design spaces 
are generated staring with data on various 
aspects of vehicle design. The construction of 
design spaces this becomes the most significant 
part of realizing vehicle convergence. Visibility, 
comprehensiveness, clarify, rationality and ease 
of interpretation are the main desired 
characteristics of design spaces. 
 

Propulsion 
Fuel Mass 
Material Index 
Industry Index 

Empirical method 
Not applicable for 
the reentry analysis 

Hammond 12,27 

 
Once the aerodynamic characteristic have been 
determined and weights for the vehicle 
components are assumed for the initially 
trajectory analysis (POST). POST is a 
generalized point mass, discrete parameter 
targeting and optimization program capable of 
analyzing trajectories for powered or unpowered 
vehicles operating near a rotating oblate planet. 
In launch vehicle design POST is used to 
analyze launch, on-orbit, and reentry trajectories 
subject to a number of constraints, such as 
maximum acceleration, heating boundaries, and 
cross range requirements. The principal results 
from the performance analysis include propellant 
requirements for input to weights and sizing 
calculations and in-flight conditions used by 
aeroheating analysts. 
 

Maximum Acceleration 
Heating 
Propellant Mass 
Weight 
Geometry 

Launch, on-orbit, 
and reentry 
trajectories analysis 

Hunt 40  

 
Performance/Trajectory: the performance routine 
is a trajectory code, whether a simple energy-
state integration approach or a three-degree of 
freedom dynamic version. Aerodynamic and 
propulsion performance are the required inputs.  
(1) Aerodynamic matrix (lift and drag 
coefficient, CL and CD  as a function of Mach 
number, angle of attack and altitude) is 
calculated for an assumed trajectory bandwidth 
on dynamic pressure.  
(2) The net engine performance matrix (thrust 
coefficient and specific impulse as a function of 
Mach number, angle of attack and fuel 
equivalence ratio) is then assembled, with the 
thrust coefficients vectored along the vehicle 
wind axis and referenced to free stream static in 
the same manner as the aero coefficients. With 
this aero/propulsion performance set, the fuel 
fraction required to perform the ascent (98 
percent of fuel requirement), orbital 
insertion/circularization, and deorbit is 
determined from the trajectory analysis. 
(3) Iterations are now required in the synthesis 
process to adjust the structures/insulation for the 
optimum (off-nominal) ascent and descent 

Lift Coefficient 
Drag Coefficient 
Mach Number 
Angle of Attack 
Altitude 
Dynamic Pressure 
Thrust  
Specific Impulse 
Fuel Fraction Ratio 
Weight  
Geometry 

Ascent, orbital 
insertion and 
deorbit trajectory 
analysis 
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trajectory and vice versa and to perform an 
iteration on size/weight in the performance 
routine. 
 

SSSP 63 

The General Trajectory Simulation Module 
(GTSM) program is a general purpose high 
speed, precision flight program which simulates 
the flight for an aerospace vehicle in the 
gravitational field of a central body. It utilizes 
the efficient Kutta-Merson variable stepsize 
numerical integration technique to integrate with 
respect to time the twelve state equations. These 
equation define the time rate of change of the 
three degree of freedom vehicle motion, the 
vehicle mass, the ideal velocity and velocity 
losses, and a heating parameter. The vehicle 
motion equations consist of three kinematic and 
three kinetic equations and are expressed in a 
natural applied force coordinate system which 
minimizes the extend of matrix coordinate 
transformations common to other simulations. 

Velocity 
Vehicle Mass 
Velocity Loss (∆V) 
Time 

Ascent Analysis 

PrADO 66 

 
The flight performance module includes a flight 
path simulation to estimate the necessary thrust 
and fuel mass of the aircraft. For every point of 
time during the flight simulation, Mach number 
and altitude are given. From this information the 
time-dependent derivatives result from a 
numerical differentiation. It is now possible to 
fulfill the flight-mechanic differential equations 
in the flight direction and normal to it by an 
iteration over the angle of attack. The use of a 
fixed flight path provides the advantage of 
saving time during the iteration. 
 

Thrust 
Fuel Mass 
Mach Number 
Altitude 
Time 
Angle of Attack 
Flight Path Angle 
 

Two Stage to Orbit 
 

Allen, Eggers, 
Chapman, and  
Woods 155,156,157,38 

The nonlinear equations of motion are derived 
for entry into an exponential planetary 
atmosphere. By disregarding some relatively 
small terms such as gravity force, the centrifugal 
acceleration and lift force, a single, ordinary, 
nonlinear differential equation of second order is 
reduced to be a linear differential equation of 
Allen and Eggers applicable to ballistic entry 
vehicle. If the vertical acceleration and vertical 
component of drag force are negligible, the 
resulting truncated differential equations are 
applicable for the equilibrium glide vehicle 
(Space Shuttle). 

Velocity 
Deceleration 
Gravity Force 
Aerodynamic Drag 
Density 
Altitude 
Vehicle Mass, Size 
Flight Path Angle 
Aerodynamic Heating 
Total Heat Transfer 
Maximum Heat 
Lift to Drag Ratio 
Maximum Range 
 

Ballistic, Skip and 
Glide Vehicles with 
High Entry Speed 
 

Aachen 158 

Performance requirements, mission constraints, 
vehicle design and trajectory selection of typical 
reentry vehicles are briefly described. Some 
semi-empirical estimations of the lift-to-drag 
ratio and ballistic parameter of a reentry vehicle 
with cross range and heating constraints are 
presented. 
  

 
Load Factor 
Dynamic Pressure 
Heat Flux 
Integral Heat Load 
Surface Temperature 
Atmosphere (density, 
temperature) 
Flight State Condition 
(velocity, angle of 
attack) 
Vehicle Properties 
(geometry, weight and 
aerodynamics) 
Wing Loading 
Ballistic Coefficient 
Lift-to-Drag Ratio 
 

Atmosphere 
Reentry of Capsules 
and Winged 
Vehicle 
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Although some higher-fidelity trajectory programs (POST,27 OTIS,110 GTSM63) or 

complex analytical equations (Allen,155 Eggers,156 Chapman,157 Aachen,158 etc) are 

available, there is no efficient design methodology available for the conceptual design 

(CD) of the entry phase of either high speed entry vehicles or the suborbital tourism 

vehicle class. For instance, current conceptual design studies of TSTO vehicles171,172 do 

not compute the return trajectory of different entry vehicle configurations, but only 

approximate it by assuming the same reentry profile used in the detailed reentry analysis 

of the Space Shuttle Orbiter173. As a result, there is a clear demand for a reentry design 

synthesis module capable of supporting the configuration concept selection process by 

quantifying design sensitivities of key design parameters. 

 

It is desirable to have reduced order models or approximate solutions to show 

physical transparency of major disciplines interacting with each other during the reentry 

phase. Such reduced order models are generally derived based on complex analytical 

equations with reasonable simplifying assumptions. Therefore, the modeling techniques 

above (Allen,155 Eggers,156 Chapman,157 Aachen,158 etc) were reviewed in Section B to 

locate a balance among physical characteristics, data available, and key design 

parameters. 

 

In the following, the key design parameters for use in the generic reentry design 

methodology are investigated. This methodology has to find a balance between reentry 

mission requirements and overall design performance capabilities of the vehicle. For this 

purpose, the atmospheric reentry conditions (altitude, density, and temperature) are 
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required for the analysis. The equations of motion derived by Allen155, Eggers,156 

Chapman,157 Aachen,158 show that the maximum deceleration of the reentry vehicle is 

determined by vehicle velocity and flight path angle, down range is determined by lift-to-

drag ratio, and stagnation temperature depends on vehicle velocity and vehicle geometry 

such as nose radius. The flight velocity, in turn, is governed by various key design 

parameters, the ballistic parameter, wing area, aerodynamic characteristics, and weight of 

the vehicle. All of these parameters are closely coupled, and estimations of these 

parameters are required for the reentry reduced-order model performance design study. 

 

Table 22 summarizes these parameters. They allow the reentry design methodology to 

determine how the vehicle characteristics (wing loading, lift-to-drag ratio, and ballistic 

parameter) meet the mission constraints (deceleration and heat loads). Also, they allow 

the designer to understand the design drivers for the reentry performance analysis. 

Table 22: Design parameters required for reduced order model of reentry design methodology 

Parameters Notation 
Atmospheric Environment Density (ρ ), Temperature (T∞) 

Velocity V 

Flight Path Angle γ  

Load Factor nd 

Dynamic Pressure q 

Deceleration a 

Stagnation Temperature T0 

Heat Flux Q&  

Vehicle Weight W0 

Geometry  NR  (nose radius), S (wing area)  

Drag D 

Lift  L 

Wing Loading W/S 

Ballistic Coefficient m/(CD*S) 

Lift to Drag ratio L/D 
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(2) Design Constraints: 

In the present study, only key design constraints relevant to the CD phase were 

considered. Generally, the reentry of SAVs is constrained by maximum dynamic pressure 

( q ), maximum deceleration ( dtdV ), and stagnation temperature and heat flux 

limitations (Q& ). Each constraint along with its design limitations is presented as follows: 

(1) The dynamic pressure limitation is defined as 

max
2

2
1 qVq ≤= ρ    (4-16) 

(2) For the safety of the passengers of a manned descent vehicle, the maximum 

deceleration should not exceed the forbearances of commercial passengers. The typical 

maximum deceleration rates159 for manned flight are presented in Figure 63. The current 

recommended deceleration levels for aerospace vehicles by FAA-CAMI160 are 

gz: +4 to –2  (positive direction is from head to toe) 

gx: ±4   (positive direction is from front to back) 

gy: ±1   (positive direction is from left to right) 

 

Figure 63: Typical human tolerance to directions of accelerations159 
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Therefore, for the current design study of a suborbital tourism passenger vehicle, the load 

factor limit was selected to be no more than 4g. It constrains the deceleration of the 

vehicle in flight direction: 

4g n d ≤=
Maxdt

dV    (4-17) 

 

(3) During suborbital flight, the space tourism vehicle endures high temperatures T and 

convective heat rates Q&  due to its high level of kinetic energy. The magnitude and 

duration of the heat flux imposed on the space vehicle determines the limitations of the 

thermal protection system (TPS) and airframe materials. These thermal constraints have 

to be considered in the early design phase. The approximate stagnation point temperature 

limitation of the vehicle is estimated as a function of free stream temperature ∞T  and 

flight Mach number M 

max
2

0 2
1 TMTrTT ≤⋅⋅

−
+= ∞∞   (4-18) 

and the heat transfer rate at the stagnation region is approximately estimated161,162 by 

max

2

0

1

4
2/1

10
865 QVRQ

kk

n
&& ≤⎟⎟

⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛= −

ρ
ρ  (4-19) 

where NR is a function of the vehicle’s fineness ratio. For winged high-speed vehicles, 

empirical estimates of the coefficients k1 and k2 are 2.65 and 0.5, respectively. The 

heating rates at the other locations of the vehicle are proportional to the heating rate at the 

stagnation point. 
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(4) Downrange requirement: The suborbital tourism vehicle should have the capability to 

fly back to the designated terminal area. Thus, a down range constraint also has to be 

addressed in the early conceptual design. For the first flight of SpaceShipOne, the down 

range requirement was set to around 25 miles.95,96 

 

A summary of conceptual design (CD) level design constraints applicable to HTHL 

suborbital tourism vehicles is presented in Table 23. These design values will be used for 

the design case study in the following sections. 

Table 23: Design constraints imposed on suborbital tourism vehicle reentry flight 

 Constraint Parameters Notation Constraint Value 

Suborbital Mission Final Altitude Hf 100 km 

 Final Speed Vf 0 m/s 

Weight and Sizing Payload Wpay 2- 3 passengers 

Structure Dynamic Pressure q 500 psf 

Aerothermodynamics Stagnation Temperature Tstag 600 F - 1500 F 

 Heat Rate Q&  < 400 BTU/ft2/sec 

Performance Deceleration   nd 5g 

 Down range  25 miles -  40 miles 

 Angle of attack  α  -4 <α  < 12 deg 

 

B. Equations of Motion 

The classical equations of motion for capsule (ballistic flight) and Space Shuttle 

(equilibrium flight) reentry have been derived by Allen155, Eggers156, and Chapman.157 

However, no general equations of motion have ever been derived for the suborbital 

tourism SAV class like SpaceShipOne or OU XP. A suborbital tourism SAV (OU XP) 

was selected as a design case study here. Therefore, the current study was focused on the 

derivation of reentry equations for this type of SAV. The reduced order models for 
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capsule (ballistic flight) and Space Shuttle (equilibrium flight) reentry will be considered 

in the process. 

 

As mentioned before, the return of a suborbital tourism vehicle includes two distinct 

flight phases: ballistic entry and glide back. The equations of motion for both cases were 

derived to show the basic physical phenomena the vehicle experiences during the reentry 

flight phase. Emphasis was placed on obtaining a relatively simple analytic framework 

and solutions. This approach reduced computing time and permitted the methodology to 

be applied to tasks like parametric studies during the CD phase. The derivation of the 

equations of motion for the ballistic entry and glide back are presented as follows. 

 

(1) Ballistic Entry: Figure 64 shows aerodynamic forces and thrust components in an 

inertial coordinate system. Oxyz is the planet-fixed system. M is the vehicle position, x’, 

y’, and z’ are the axes from the position M of the vehicle, parallel to the axes x, y, and z. 

Let x1, y1, and z1 be the axes from point M along the directions of lift component (L 

σsin ), V, and drag (D). L is the lift, T is the thrust, m is the vehicle mass, V is the 

velocity, σ  is the bank angle, γ  is the flight path angle, ψ  is the heading angle, φ  is the 

rotation angle about the y axis, and r is the distance between the vehicle position and the 

origin of the inertial system. FT is the component of the aerodynamic and propulsive 

forces along the velocity vector, FN is the component orthogonal to it in the lift-drag 

plane, ε  is the angle between the velocity and the thrust, g is the gravitational force, 

andω  is the angular velocity. The general equations of motion of a vehicle flying over a 

spherical planet can then be written as135,168 
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Figure 64: Aerodynamic forces and thrust in inertial frame. 168 

 

The term ω  stems from the rotation of the planet. In general, the atmosphere has the 

same rotation as the planet. Hence, ω  is small, and r2ω  is considered to be negligible. In 

the case of a non-power ballistic reentry, thrust T = 0 FT = -D, and FN = L. The above 

equations then are reduced to 
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γsing
m
D

dt
dV

+−=    (4-27) 

γγσγ coscoscos
2

r
Vg

m
L

dt
dV +−=   (4-28) 

φψγ
γ
σψ tancoscos

cos
sin 2

r
V

m
L

dt
dV −=  (4-29) 

Considering that the altitude range for a space tourism vehicle is 100 km, less than 

2% of Earths radius, and the altitude which aerodynamic force starts to affect is less than 

1% of earth radius, the flat Earth assumption can be used in this analysis. In addition, 

during the reentry of the space tourism vehicle, the deceleration forces and heating 

constraints are dominating. Thus, the motion may be considered planar without rolling 

moment. Therefore, the bank angle σ  can be considered small, leading to 1cos ≈σ . The 

ballistic entry of a suborbital tourism vehicle in a two dimensional coordinate system is 

shown in Figure 65. The equations of motion in the directions perpendicular and parallel 

to the flight path are169,170 

γsing
m
D

dt
dV

+−=    (4-30) 

γγγ coscos
2

r
Vg

m
L

dt
dV +−=  (4-31) 

For approximate solutions for a suborbital vehicle, the following assumptions can be 

made to simplify Eq. (4-30) and Eq. (4-31): 

• The vehicle descends vertically. By definition, if the descent phase of the 

suborbital vehicle is purely ballistic, lift L is zero. This is called steep reentry without 

lift.170 Under these circumstances, the ballistic flight path γ  is close to 90 degrees, with 

axes X perpendicular to the flight path. 
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• The acceleration of gravity is constant, and decreases by only 1 percent for every 

100,000-foot increase in altitude. 

 

Figure 65: Ballistic entry of space tourism vehicle 

 

As can be seen from Eq. (4-31), the centrifugal force is always less than the vehicle 

weight since the lift force is close to zero during ballistic entry. Therefore, na  is smaller 

than 1 g during the ballistic descent, satisfying the normal direction satisfies the manned 

flight vehicle limitation (smaller than 4g). In contrast, the deceleration in the direction 

parallel to the flight path is considered as follows: 

 

Substitute 
2

2 SCV
D Dρ

=  into Eq. (4-30), 

γρ sin
2

2

mgSCV
dt
dVm D +−=  

γρ sin
2

2

g
m

SCV
dt
dV D +−=   (4-32) 
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Substitute γρ sin
2

2

g
m

SCV
dt
dV D +−= into Eq. (4-33), then 
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Setting Eq. (4-34) equal to zero to find the flight condition at maximum 

deceleration dtdV : 

0sin
2

2
2

2
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dt
dVg

m
SCVV D ργρρ   (4-35) 

Recall that the exponential model atmosphere equation 38,86,174 is 

ZhRThg ee −− == /

0

0

ρ
ρ     (4-36) 

where RTgz /0= . This atmosphere model is reasonably accurate compared to the actual 

atmosphere data and was used in early NASA studies of reentry vehicles155,160. The time 

rate change of density is 

dt
dhZ

dt
dhZe

dt
d Zh ρρρ

−=⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛−= −

0
   (4-37) 

From the geometric diagram shown in the Figure below, we obtain 

 

γγ sinsin V
dt
ds

dt
dh

−=−=  

Therefore, we have γρρ sinVZ
dt
d

=  and substituting into Eq. (4-35): 
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The above equation shows the value of the atmospheric density at the point of 

maximum deceleration. Substituting into Eq. (4-34): 

γγγ sinsinsin2
2 2

2

gZ
V

g
SC

m
m

SCV
dt
dV

D

D
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+⎟
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⎞

⎜
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γsin
2
1 2ZV

dt
dV

Max

−=     (4-39) 

 

(2) Gliding Back: 

Based on several entry performance studies in References 175, 176, 177, and 178, a 

typical ground path of the entry vehicle’ flight profile can be drawn, see Figure 66. Two 

design parameters (cross range and down range) of the space access vehicle can be 

obtained in this ground plane coordinate. Three orthogonal axes (X, Y, H) were chosen 

along the vehicle body axes at the designed maneuver point. The origin was at the mass 

center of the vehicle. 

• X is the down range in the ground plane along the vehicle flight direction 

• Y is the cross range in the ground plane and it is normal to the vehicle flight 

direction 

• H is the vertical axis normal to the ground plane. 
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Figure 66: Ground flight path of space tourism vehicle 

 

Figure 67 shows a suborbital tourism vehicle steadily gliding at a small flight path 

angle in the vertical plane. X is the down range and H is the altitude. 

 

 

Figure 67: Gliding of space tourism vehicle. 
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The general equations of motion for the glide are: 

γcosV
dt
dx

=      

γsinV
dt

dH
=      

γsinWD
dt
dVm +−=     

γγ cosWL
dt
dmV −=     

In the steady glide back phase, the flight path angle is small, so that 

0.1cos =γ  and γγ =sin     

Also, during the steady glide flight, both speed and flight path angle vary slowly. The 

vehicle glides at low angle of attack. Hence, the inertial terms dtdV and dtdγ  are 

negligible. Therefore, the general equations are reduced to: 

V
dt
dx

=    (4-40) 

γV
dt

dH
=    (4-41) 

γWD −=    (4-42) 

WL =     (4-43) 

Dividing Eq. (4-42) by Eq. (4-43), we have  

L
D

=−γ       

Dividing Eq. (4-40) by Eq. (4-41), we have  

D
L

dH
dx

−==
γ
1    (4-44) 
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As can be seen in Eq. (4-44), the down range of the suborbital vehicle is determined 

by the glide ratio (L/D). As shown in References 105 and 161, the generic winged orbital 

vehicle L/D is approximately 4 to 7 during the glide phase. In order to obtain the same 

down range (40 miles), the vehicle is required to glide from an altitude of at least 10 

miles above the ground. There is usually a distance between the vehicle launch point and 

the return terminal (e.g., SpaceShipOne’s was around 25 nm), and this constraint needs to 

be considered in defining the vehicle’s design space. Up to this point, the major equations 

of motion have been derived and will be used for the development of the reentry sub-

synthesis design methodology and computer programs. 

 

C. Design Synthesis Process 

Figure 68 shows the sub-synthesis design process for the conceptual design of 

suborbital space tourism vehicles during the reentry phase. The process starts with a 

baseline vehicle and suborbital space tourism mission requirements. The mission profile 

provides the payload information for the mass properties module, the altitude, and down 

range information required by the performance module. After obtaining the geometry 

data from the baseline vehicle, the mass properties module inputs the vehicle takeoff 

gross weight obtained from the sub-synthesis design analysis in the ascent phase. 

Meanwhile, design constraints are identified at the early design process and entered into 

the optimization module. During the activity to synthesize the flight vehicle, the 

performance module communicates with the atmosphere module, aerodynamics module, 

and optimization module to locate a feasible descent path under the specified design 

constraints. Finally, all the design requirements for the space tourism mission are checked 
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and, if necessary, iterated to arrive at efficient aerodynamic characteristics and a 

minimum vehicle weight. At this point, the vehicle design space for the reentry phase can 

be defined. It provides performance data for further design studies. 
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Figure 68: Design synthesis process for re-entry phase of suborbital space tourism vehicle 

 

(1) Program Organization: A program SAV_REENTRY (see appendix G) was 

developed to implement the above design synthesis methodology. The program was 

developed in the MS Excel PC environment. This simple, integrated computer program is 

capable of demonstrating the vehicle’s flight readiness through suborbital reentry. The 
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variation of the main design parameters throughout the trajectory flight path was 

visualized. In accordance with the particular characteristics of the CD phase, emphasis 

was placed on overall simplicity and minimum data input requirements. All basic 

equations used to mathematically model the atmosphere, aerodynamics, and performance, 

were kept as simple as possible to ensure that the key design parameters involved are 

evaluated quickly and efficiently. 

 

(2) Reentry Sub-Synthesis Design Study: 

Based on the sub-synthesis design methodology and computer program, a conceptual 

design study for typical ballistic entry of a suborbital HTHL vehicle was been performed 

to identify the design space of the vehicle. The variation of vehicle deceleration with 

altitude is shown in Figure 69. In the early portion of ballistic reentry, the atmospheric 

density is very low and the vehicle is constantly accelerated by gravity g. The speed 

increases. As the density increases rapidly, drag becomes significant, and the vehicle 

starts to decelerate. Although, the velocity decreases, at this stage, from Eq. (4-32), the 

increase in density is much larger than the decrease in velocity. The vehicle continues to 

decelerate until it achieves its maximum deceleration value. Then, the decrease of 

velocity overcomes the increase in density. As a consequence, the deceleration decreases 

in magnitude. Figure 70 shows the variation of velocity with altitude for ballistic entry. 
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Figure 69: Variation of deceleration with altitude for ballistic entry of suborbital vehicle 
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Figure 70: Variation of velocity with altitude for ballistic entry of suborbital vehicle 
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As can be seen in Eq. (4-32), the vehicle deceleration rate is determined by the flight 

path, dynamic pressure, altitude and a term m/(CD*S), called ballistic parameter. Among 

these, the ballistic parameter shows several important design aspects for the suborbital 

entry vehicle. It includes the conceptual design information related to vehicle weight, 

cross sectional area, and aerodynamic characteristics. Figure 71 presents a typical L/D 

and ballistic parameter for a range of generic configurations. As can be seen in this 

figure, a winged glider configuration (like SpaceShipOne) has a higher L/D ratio and a 

higher ballistic coefficient based on cross sectional area. Note that the angle of attack 

during suborbital vehicle reentry also changes the value of CD*S in the ballistic 

coefficient. 

 

 

Figure 71: Lift/drag ratios and ballistic coefficient values for typical lifting vehicles 179 

 

Figure 72 shows the variation of deceleration with altitude for different flight path 

angles. As can be seen, the magnitude of maximum deceleration increases as the flight 
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path angle increases. Note that the effect of the angle of attack is difficult to quantify 

individually; in our study its effect was considered and included in the generic ballistic 

parameter. Therefore, the maximum deceleration of the suborbital vehicle can be adjusted 

by the flight path angle. 
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Figure 72: Variation of deceleration with altitude for different flight paths 

 

In Figure 73, the variation of deceleration with altitude for different values of the 

ballistic parameter m/(CD*S) is presented. As can be seen, the lower the ballistic 

parameter, the higher the altitude where the vehicle obtains its maximum deceleration. 

The maximum deceleration of SAVs with lower ballistic parameter is less than that of 

SAVs with higher ballistic parameter. Figure 74 shows the variation of velocity with 

altitude for different values of the ballistic parameters m/(CD*S). 
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Figure 73: Variation of deceleration with altitude for different ballistic parameter m/(CD*S) 
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Figure 74: Variation of velocity with altitude for different ballistic parameter m/(CD*S) 
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The design constraints described in Chapter 4.3.3.A were accounted for in the sub-

synthesis computer program and are shown in Figure 75. As can be seen, the brown lines 

represent the dynamic pressure constraints, 500 psf, 1000 psf, and 2000 psf, respectively. 

The stagnation temperature constraints (600° F and 800° F) are indicated with orange 

lines. The convective heat rates, 50 Btu/ft2/s and 100 Btu/ft2/s, are shown in the lower 

right hand corner. 

 

Based on the information provided in Figure 75, the design analysis of the reentry 

path of a suborbital vehicle can be performed. As shown in Appendix F, the ballistic 

parameter for SpaceShipOne is estimated around 1040 kg/m2. The value of m/(CD*S) for 

the Shuttle Orbiter is around 700 kg/m2 at high speeds.180 Based on Figure 75, an entry 

flight path can be determined with the consideration of related design constraints. The 

suborbital vehicle initially enters the atmosphere at relatively high angle of attack with 

relatively high ballistic coefficient until it reaches a design constraint (for example, 

stagnation temperature is 600° F). Then, it starts to rotate its nose down to decrease the 

angle of attack and glides back to the terminal area. It can be seen that this transition 

altitude for a SpaceShipOne type vehicle is around 10 miles. Data from the first flight of 

SpaceShipOne show that the altitude at which SpaceShipOne started to glide was around 

57,000 ft (10 miles). 95,96 Also, since the glide ratio (L/D) of SpaceShipOne is around 7, 

from Eq. (4-44), the cross range (25 miles in its first flight) can easily be achieved from 

an altitude of above 4 miles. This design analysis matched well with the flight data of 

SpaceShipOne. 
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Figure 75: Design space for ballistic entry of suborbital vehicle 
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4.3.4 Approach and Landing 

The SAV can return to the terminal area via various approach and landing 

alternatives: horizontal landing, vertical landing, and parachute landing at different 

designed landing sites. Recall that the horizontal takeoff and horizontal landing (HTHL) 

space access vehicle (SAV) has the most comprehensive mission profile, thus, it has been 

selected as the baseline model for the current HTHL design methodology. Also, since the 

operational mode of future SAVs requires to take off and landing at existing conventional 

airports, the development of a sub-synthesis approach and landing design module should 

focus on the horizontal landing. 

 

During the approach and landing phase, the SAV initially glides at a certain flight 

path angle straight toward the landing site. For example, the Space Shuttle Orbiter154 

starts to glide at 10,000-ft altitude with a 17 degree flight path angle. Usually, at this 

moment, the space vehicle has a relative high sink rate (166 ft/s for the Shuttle Orbiter). 

If the vehicle carries this high sink rate all the way to the landing site, the impact force 

will be unacceptable to the vehicle’s landing gear and structure. Therefore, the flight path 

needs to curve upward, “flare”, to reduce the vertical component of velocity to a 

reasonable level. Generally, it is desirable for commercial aircraft to have a vertical 

component of velocity less than 0.5 m/s when the main landing gear wheels touch the 

ground.131 The final phase of the landing is the ground deceleration run of the vehicle 

from touch down to a complete stop. The ground run distance is constrained by the 

runway length. 
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In general, space vehicles are typified by high approach and landing speeds, low lift-

to-drag ratios, and highly swept wings. All of these characteristics depreciate their 

approach and landing qualities. There are factors which determine the landing 

performance of space vehicle, such as 18,131,132,133 

• Landing weight 

• Approach speed, touchdown speed 

• Deceleration method (brakes, thrust reversers, drag chutes, wheel brakes, 

arresting system, crash barriers, etc.) 

• Flying qualities of aircraft (lift to drag ratio, etc.) 

• Pilot technique 

• Ground conditions. 

Since the landing speed of a space vehicle is usually much higher than that of commercial 

aircraft (e.g., the landing speed of the Space Shuttle Orbiter is around 23.7% higher 

compared to the supersonic commercial aircraft Concorde), a longer runway is required 

or other deceleration devices are required (drag chutes). Here, two categories of landing 

performance were investigated to show the different landing requirements during the 

conceptual design phase of space vehicles. One landing performance analysis was based 

on experimental space vehicles, the other was for FAR certified space vehicles. 

 

(1) Experimental Vehicle Landing: Most SAVs are currently and have been designed and 

operated under the category of experimental vehicles, such as the Space Shuttle, X-15, X-

24, etc. The landing distance requirement of experimental vehicles is that the vehicle has 
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to land (from touch down to stop) within the available runway length. Figure 76 shows a 

typical landing of the Space Shuttle Orbiter.154 

 

 

Figure 76: Approach and landing of the Space Shuttle. 

 

(2) FAR Certified Vehicle Landing: Most space vehicles usually weight more than 12,500 

lb; thus, they are categorized according to FAR rules as large transports. Therefore, future 

space commercial tourism SAVs may have to comply with airworthiness certification 

regulations like FAR 25 or to the reference landing distance specified by the Joint 

Airworthiness Authority in JAR (BB)-25.125. Figure 77 shows the FAR landing 

requirement, which is comprised of two segments: (a) the air-run from a height of 50 ft to 

the surface, and (b) the ground deceleration from touchdown speed to a stop. The FAR 

landing field length is defined as the actual distance of vehicle approaching from a 50-ft 

height to a full stop increased by the factor 67%.133 This safety factor is included to 

account for variations in pilot technique and other conditions beyond the control of the 

FAA.130,132 Also, according to FAR Part 25, the velocity at a height of 50 ft (V50) must be 

at least 1.3 times the stall speed (Vs). VL is the landing or touchdown speed and is usually 

about 1.25 times Vs or 1.15 times Vs.133 
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If the space vehicle performs a powered landing, the FAR ‘missed approach’ 

requirement was to be considered. The missed approach is a special circumstance for an 

aircraft landing. At this stage, the aircraft is on its final approach but can’t land for 

whatever reasons. Instead, engine thrust is increased, and the aircraft climbs to prepare 

for the next landing approach. Federal Air Regulations for transport-category aircraft 

require that the aircraft has sufficient thrust to climb under this missed approach 

condition. The specified climb gradients are 2.7 percent for four-engine aircraft, 2.4 

percent for three-engine aircraft, and 2.1 percent for two-engine aircraft. 130 

 

 

Figure 77: FAR landing field length requirements 

 

A. Design Parameters and Design Constraints 

(1) Design Parameters: There are several design methods for the landing performance 

analysis. Comparisons of typical methods and related design parameters are summarized 

in Table 24. As shown in the “Applications” column of Table 24, most methods can be 

applied to subsonic vehicles, supersonic cruiser vehicles and fighters. 
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Table 24: Design analysis methods for landing performance study 

Methods Description Design Parameters Applications 

Loftin 131 

 
Approximate Empirical method. It is a 
quick, simple, physical interpretable 
method for roughly estimating the 
aircraft design parameters. It is evolved 
from extensive study of existing 
aircrafts with well-known design 
parameters. 
 

 
Approach speed 
wing loading 
density ratio 
approach lift coefficient 
engine thrust 
aircraft drag 
aircraft landing weight 
flight path angle 
lift-drag ratio 
FAR landing filed length 

Subsonic aircraft: 
jet-powered cruising 
aircraft 
propeller-driven aircraft  

Roskam 132 

Approximate Empirical method. It is 
based on an extensive aircraft design 
database in 10 years effort. It allows the 
rapid estimation of airplane design 
parameters which have influence on the 
landing performance. The methods can 
determine a range of values of wing 
loading, thrust loading, and maximum 
lift coefficient to meet certain 
performance requirements.   

 
Landing Weight 
Thrust loading 
Approach Speed 
Wing Area 
Wing Aspect Ratio 
Wing Loading 
Stall Speed 
Maximum Required Lift 
Coefficient 
FAR landing filed length 

 
Propeller Driven 
Airplane 
Agricultural Airplanes 
Business Jet 
Transport Jet 
Military Trainers 
Fighters 
Military 
Patrol/Bomb/Transport 
supersonic cruise 
aircraft 

Torenbeek 18 

 
Simply Analytical Approach. The 
landing distance is comprised of three 
segments: glide, flare and ground run. 
The equations of motion for the landing 
are derived from basic physics. The 
approximations of some coefficients are 
provided. 
 

 
Thrust 
Drag 
Mean Deceleration 
Wing Loading 
Density  
Maximum Lift Coefficient 
Landing Weight 
Approach Speed 
Stall Speed 
Touchdown Speed 
Load Factor 
FAR landing filed length 
 

Low Altitude Approach  
FAR certified aircraft, 

Shevell 133 

 
Simply Analytical Approach. Equations 
of motion are derived from simple 
physics. Empirical charts are provided 
to reasonably estimate landing 
performance. 
 

 
Thrust 
Drag 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
Approach Speed 
Landing Speed 
Lift to Drag Ratio 
Flight path angle 
Landing Weight 
FAR landing filed length 
 

Low Altitude Approach  
FAR certified aircraft, 

Nguyen 135 

Mair and Birdsall 
136 

 
Complex analytical equations with 
reasonable assumptions to simplify. The 
landing performance can be evaluated 
with great accuracy. 
 

 
Approach speed 
wing loading 
density ratio 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
approach lift coefficient 
engine thrust 
aircraft drag 
aircraft landing weight 
flight path angle 
lift-drag ratio 
Wing Area 
FAR landing filed length 
 

All types 
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Miele 107 

 
Complex analytical equations, Solve 
with detail integration process, great 
accuracy, however the physical 
relationships of various parameters may 
sometimes tend to obscured in the 
complex analysis process, also some 
design parameters input are not 
available at the conceptual design level. 
   

 
Thrust 
Drag 
Landing Weight 
Braking coefficient of 
friction 
Angle of Attack 
Lift off Speed 
Landing Speed 
Deceleration 
Stall Lift Coefficient  
flight path angle 
Stall Speed 
Touchdown speed 
Touchdown Lift Coefficient 
Boundary condition 
FAR landing filed length 
 

All types 

 
 

Table 24 shows that there are two main categories used in current landing 

performance analyses. One category consist of empirical methods (Loftin131, Roskam132, 

etc.) based on available extensive conventional aircraft databases. The other category 

includes analytical methods (Torenbeek18, Shevell133, Nguyen135, Miele107, etc.) which 

analyze the landing performance via physically robust characterization. There is a trend 

that only complex analytical equations of motion are thought to be capable of addressing 

different types of vehicles including SAVs and aircraft. However, these complex 

formulations require input data, which are usually not available during the conceptual 

design (CD) phase. 

 

Clearly, the existing limited knowledge database for SAVs makes it difficutl to arrive 

at meaningful empirical estimations. Therefore, it is desirable to have reduced order 

analytical models to retain as much physical transparency of the major interacting 

disciplines as possible. The available modeling techniques (Torenbeek18, Shevell133, 

Nguyen135, Miele107, etc.) have been reviewed to arrive at reduced order analytical 

formulations balancing between the available data and key design parameters. Overall, 
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the reduced order models for the approach and landing phase were based on complex 

analytical equations with simplifying assumptions, such as steady glide or a circular flare. 

 

The following investigates the key design parameters for use in the generic landing 

design methodology. Any landing design methodology should strike a balance between 

landing distance requirements and landing capability of the vehicle. For this purpose, the 

landing airport conditions (altitude, landing field length) are required before any landing 

analysis can be performed. The analytical equations (Torenbeek18, Shevell133, Nguyen135, 

Miele107, etc.) show that the landing field length is determined primarily by the approach 

velocity, which, in turn, is governed by various design parameters: wing area, landing 

weight, and maximum landing lift coefficient. All of these parameters are closely coupled 

with the aerodynamic characteristics and thrust available of the vehicle. Therefore, the 

aerodynamic characteristics (lift coefficient and drag coefficient) and thrust range of the 

SAV are required as input for the landing performance methodology. Table 25 

summarizes the key design parameters needed for the reduced order model. Based on 

these key design parameters, the landing design methodology is capable of determining 

the output wing loading necessary to meet the required landing field length for a given 

approach lift coefficient. These key design parameters are presented in Table 25; they 

allow the designer to understand the key design drivers during the landing performance 

analysis. 
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Table 25: Design parameters required for reduced order model of landing design methodology 

Parameters Notation Value Input/Output 

Airport Condition: Altitude  H 0 Input 

Airport Condition: Density ρ  0.002377 slugs/ft3 Input 

Landing Field Length SL 5000 – 8000 ft Input  

Landing Lift Coefficient CL, A 1.2 – 1.8 Input variable 

Landing AOA α 15 deg Input variable 

Lift to Drag ratio L/D 4 – 8 Input variable 

Drag D  Input 

Braking Coefficient µ  0.4 – 0.6 (Dry concrete) Input 

Stall Speed Vs  Output 

Wing Area S  Output 

Thrust  T 0 Input 

Landing Weight WL 8000 lb Output 

Thrust to Weight T0/WL  Output 

Wing Loading WL/S  Output 

 

 

(2) Design Constraints: Operational constraints imposed onto the vehicle design 

throughout the flight trajectory have to be addressed early during the conceptual design 

phase. The landing of a suborbital space vehicle is usually confined to the landing 

distance requirement for both, experimental and FAR 25 vehicles, in case they require 

FAA certification. For experimental SAVs, the landing distance is the only relevant 

constraint. In the present study, key FAR25 design constraints relevant to the CD phase 

are summarized in Table 26. 

Table 26: Design constraints imposed on vehicle landing requirements by FAR Part 25 

Constraint Parameters  Notation Constraint Value 

Velocity Approach Speed VA > 1.3 Vs 

 Touchdown Speed VTD > 1.15 Vs 

Field Length Definition Landing Distance over 50 ft 
obstacle divided by 0.6 SL 

5000 – 8000 ft or 
defined by the airport 
condition 

Two-engine aircraft γ  2.1 

Three-engine aircraft γ  2.4 Climb gradients for Missed Approach  

Four-engine aircraft γ  2.7 
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B. Equations of Motion 

A typical power-off approach and landing trajectory of a space vehicle is presented in 

Figure 78. It includes three flight phases: glide, flare, and ground run. The equations of 

motion for the SAV landing performance are derived in the following sections. 

 

Figure 78: Typical landing trajectory of space vehicles. 

 

(1) Glide: The general equations of motion of the gliding vehicle were derived in 

Reference 107 and 135. They are 

γcosV
dt
dx

=    (4-45) 

γsinV
dt

dH
=    (4-46) 

γsinWD
dt
dVm +−=   (4-47) 

γγ cosWL
dt
dmV −=   (4-48) 

where X denotes the longitudinal distance, H the altitude, V the speed, γ  the flight path 

angle, W the weight, D the drag, L the lift, and m the mass. 
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(2) Flare: In the flaring phase, the space vehicle is steadily gliding at a small flight path 

angle. As shown in Reference 154, the flaring path angle of the Space Shuttle Orbiter is 

1.5 degrees, and commercial aircrafts glide at less than 3 degrees. Since the flight path 

angle is small.  

0.1cos =γ  

γγ =sin  

and both speed and flight path angle vary slowly during the steady glide flight. 

Hence, the time derivative terms dtdV  and dtdγ  are negligible. Therefore, the general 

equations for the glide phase are reduced to 

V
dt
dx

=    (4-49) 

γV
dt

dH
=    (4-50) 

γWD −=    (4-51) 

WL =     (4-52) 

 

Dividing Eq. (4-51) by Eq. (4-52), we have 

L
D

=− γ      

Dividing Eq. (4-49) by Eq. (4-50), we have 

D
L

dH
dx

−==
γ
1    (4-53) 

Therefore, the flare distance SF is determined by the lift-to-drag ratio and the altitude 

where the flare starts. 

F
FF D

LHS ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛⋅=    (4-54) 
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(3) Ground Run: The equations of motion parallel to the flight path direction are: 

Gaf ⋅=− /gWD- L     

Ga⋅=−− /gWDL)µ(W- LL  (4-55) 

where f is the friction force on the runway, µ  is the friction coefficient, WL is the landing 

weight, D is the drag force, L is the lift force, m the mass, and Ga is the average 

deceleration. The ground deceleration distance is 

Ga2
VS

2
L

G =      

/gW
DL)µ(W

L

L +−
=Ga   (4-56) 

 

At this point, the generic equations of motion applicable for both experimental and 

FAR certified vehicle have been derived and ready for the development of the sub-

synthesis design methodology for the approach and landing phase. As shown in Figure 

77, the FAR landing field length considers the actual landing distance from a 50-ft height. 

It is reasonable to make some assumptions to simplify the approach and landing 

equations applicable to FAR-certified space vehicles. The glide from 50 ft can be 

approximate as a steady-state glide distance with small glide angle. The landing flare may 

be approximately as a circular arc as shown in Figure 79. The vehicle is flown with a 

constant incremental load factor n∆ . 
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Figure 79: Landing flare approximation as circular arc 

 

The first order approximation for the landing flare distance is derived as 

R
VW

WL
2

AL
L g

=−  

where VA is the approach speed, usually about 1.3 times Vs.18,132 

Substituting LnWL = , 

R
V

g
WWnW

2
AL

LL =−  

ng
V

1)-g(n
V

R
2

A
2

A

∆
==  

Then, the landing flare distance is obtained as 

L

2
A

L
F W

D
ng

V
W
DRRsinγS

∆
===   (4-57) 

Some coefficients presented in the above equations of motion have been estimated by 

Torenbeek18 and Roskam.132 They are: 

05.0
W
D

L

=⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛  

0.1n =∆  

5.04.0 −=Ga  
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(4) Missed Approach: An equation of motion is needed to estimate the thrust required to 

meet the FAR climb gradient requirement. This is a simple equation for the forces along 

the flight path: 

WsinγDT +=  

γ
DL

1
W
T

+=  

 

C. Design Synthesis Process 

Figure 80 shows the sub-synthesis design process for the conceptual design of a 

HTHL SAV during the landing phase. This process starts with a baseline vehicle and 

suborbital space tourism mission requirement. The mission profile provides the payload 

information for the mass properties module, the altitude, and airport landing information 

required by the performance module. After obtaining the geometry data from the baseline 

vehicle, the mass properties module inputs the landing weight obtained from the sub-

synthesis design analysis for the reentry phase. Meanwhile, design constraints are 

identified early on in the design process and called into the optimization module. During 

the flight vehicle synthesis, the performance module communicates with the atmosphere 

module, aerodynamics module, propulsion (if landing with power) module, and 

optimization module to determine a feasible landing flight path under the specified design 

constraints. Finally, all the design requirements for the space tourism mission are checked 

and if necessary, the configuration concept can be iterated to arrive at efficient 

aerodynamic characteristics, wing loading, thrust to weight ratio, and a minimum vehicle 

weight. At this point, the vehicle design space for the landing phase can be defined. It 

will provide performance data for further design studies. 
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Figure 80: Design synthesis process for landing phase of a HTHL SAV. 

 

(1) Program Organization: Two programs SAV_LANDE and SAV_LANDA (see 

Appendix G) were developed based on empirical and analytical methods to implement 

the above design synthesis methodology. The programs were developed in the MS Excel 

PC environment. These simple integrated computer programs are capable of 

demonstrating the vehicle’s flight readiness throughout the approach and landing phases. 

The variation of the main design parameters throughout the landing flight path is 
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visualized. In accordance with the particular characteristics of the CD phase, emphasis 

were placed on overall simplicity and minimum data input requirements. All basic 

equations used to mathematically model the atmosphere, aerodynamics, performance, and 

propulsion, were kept as simple as possible to ensure that the key design parameters 

involved can be evaluated quickly and efficiently. 

 

(2) Landing Sub-Synthesis Design Study: Based on the sub-synthesis design 

methodology and computer program, a conceptual design study representing the typical 

landing of a suborbital HTHL vehicle was been performed to identify the design space of 

the vehicle during this mission phase. Table 27 and Table 28 compare the landing 

performance of some selected supersonic and space access vehicles. Lifting body and 

winged vehicles were both included to show that the current design methodology has 

generic design capabilities for different SAV configurations. 

Table 27: Landing performance data of some space access vehicles 181,182,183,184 

Vehicle    
Parameters 

Space shuttle 
Orbiter 

Winged Vehicle 
(X-15) 

Lifting body 
(HL-10) 

Lifting body 
(X-24A) 

Lifting body 
(X-24B) 

Landing Field Length  (ft) 10,000   Like SST < 5000 ft 

Landing Speed (knot) 171 (touchdown) 
184 - 196  

200 knots (Design) 
200 mph –  
160 mph 

  189.6 

Landing Weight  (lb) 187,000 14,600 6,000 6,360 8,500 

Takeoff Weight  (lb) 240,000 31,000  11,450 13,800 

Landing Lift Coefficient 0.669      

Lift to Drag ratio 4.7  4.05 3.60 4.25  4.5 

Wing Area  (ft2) 2690 200 160 162 330.5 

Landing Wing Loading  (lb/ft2) 69.5 73 37.5 39.26 25.72 

Wing Loading  (lb/ft2)  73 -170    

Lift Curve Slope  (deg -1) 0.0446 0.0649 0.023 0.0239 0.0217 

Aspect Ratio 2.265 2.5 1.156 0.617 1.108 

Wing Swept  (deg) 45 (36?) 25.6    

Landing AOA  (deg) 15     
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Table 28: Landing performance data of some supersonic vehicles 138 -153 

Vehicle    
Parameters 

Concorde Tu -144 B-58 F-106 XB-70 

Landing Field Length  (ft) 8,800 8,530 4420  
2615 (drag chute)    

Landing Speed (knot) 163 151   
199 (Approach) 
189 (Flare) 
173 (Touchdown) 

Landing Weight  (lb) 245,000 250,000 63,100 26,250 290,000 

Takeoff Weight  (lb) 408,000 396,830 160,000 35,300 550,000 

Lift to Drag ratio 4.35 (approach)  4.84 (max) 4.17 (max) 6.015 (max) 

Wing Area  (ft2) 3856 4716 1364 698 6297.8 

Landing Wing Loading  (lb/ft2) 63.57 53.01    

Wing Loading  (lb/ft2) 100 (max) 84.17 (max)    58.3 38.7 57.2 

Approach Lift Coefficient 0.6     

Aspect Ratio 1.85 1.89 2.09 2.08 1.04 

Wing Swept  (deg)  76 60  51.77 

WGT/WE 2.73 2.52 2.375 1.524 1.934 

Landing AOA  (deg) 14    7.5 

 

The program SAV_LANDE (empirical method approach) was used to estimate the 

landing performance of different supersonic vehicles and the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The 

variation of wing loading (W/S) with maximum lift coefficient at different landing field 

length requirements is shown in Figure 81. The red points represent real data for the 

Space Shuttle Orbiter, Concorde, and Tu-144. It can be clearly seen that the Shuttle 

Orbiter requires a longer landing field length compared to both, Concorde and Tu-144 

due to its high approach speed and low landing lift coefficient. 
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Figure 81: Wing loading vs. maximum lift coefficient 

 

Figure 82 and Figure 83 present wing loading variation with aspect ratio based on two 

methods by Peckham at RAE and NASA without consideration of leading edge vortex 

lift. The Peckham method 98 was developed by the Royal Aeronautical Establishment 

(RAE), where as the Krienes Method 98 is applied at NASA. As seen in these two figures, 

without additional leading edge vortex lift, the Concorde and Tu-144 may not land at a 

8000-ft runway. In comparison, Figure 84 shows the landing performance of Concorde 

and Tu-144 with the addition of leading edge vortex lift. It is clearly shown that vortex 

lift (as a high lift device) will greatly improve the landing performance of high speed 

vehicles. 
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Figure 82: Wing loading vs. aspect ratio based on Peckham method 
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Figure 83: Wing loading vs. aspect ratio based on Krienes method 
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Figure 84: Wing loading vs. aspect ratio with consideration of leading edge vortex lift 

 

Figure 85 shows the thrust to weight ratio of a SAV landing with power-on under the 

FAR missed approach climb gradient requirement. The lifting body requires a higher T/W 

due to its lower L/D. 
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Figure 85: Thrust to weight ratio vs. wing loading 
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The program SAV_LANDA was developed based on reduced order analytical 

methods. It is capable of accurately estimating SAV landing performance at various flight 

conditions. Based on the geometry and aerodynamic data presented in Table 27, this 

program was applied to the design case study of the Space Shuttle Orbiter landing. Some 

reasonable assumptions were required for this particular case study. For example, the 

Space Shuttle is assumed to be initially steadily gliding at a large flight path angle back to 

the landing site. During the flare phase, the Space Shuttle glides at a very small flight 

path angle. Table 29 shows a comparison of the analytical results obtained from 

SAV_LANDA and Space Shuttle Orbiter real flight data.154 The glide distance, flare 

distance, and ground run predicted by the program compare well with the flight test data 

for the Space Shuttle Orbiter. The percentage differences are -2.16% for the glide 

distance, 0.32% for the flare distance, and 7.07% for the ground run, respectively. For the 

ground run, the comparison is not as accurate due to the modeling of the ground 

deceleration used in this program based on empirical data for commercial aircraft. The 

ground deceleration coefficient can be refined if more detailed deceleration methods and 

experimental data for a specific vehicle are obtained. 

Table 29: A comparison study of analysis results with flight data of the Space Shuttle 
 

Space Shuttle Data    
Parameters 

Analytical Analysis Flight Data %    Difference 

Landing Speed                             (knot) 190 190 Input  

Landing Weight                           (lb) 187,000 187,000 Input 

Wing Area                                   (ft2) 3856 3856 Input 

Lift to Drag ratio 4.35 (approach) 4.35 (approach) Input 

Landing flight path angle          (deg) 17 17 Input 

Program Output    

Gliding Distance                        (ft) 34939 34199 -2.16 

Flaring Distance                         (ft) 7700 7725 0.32 

Ground Run                                (ft) 8271 8900 7.07 

Landing Field Length from 10000 ft (ft) 50910 50825 -0.17 
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4.3.5 Design Space Screening and Design Convergence 

As discussed in Chapter 1, flight vehicles are usually designed by bringing the 

respective disciplines together, each optimized to their own accord, and subsequently 

compromising individual disciplines as needed to ensure a converged vehicle. However, 

this does not ensure an optimized total vehicle—and, especially in the case of high-speed 

flight, many times not even a feasible vehicle.20 Therefore, a system needs to be 

developed that brings these disciplines together and subsequently converges the entire 

vehicle according to its performance and overall design requirements. The lack of the 

ability to ensure convergence is the precise reason there are not many new design 

concepts carried to completion, as Torenbeek states: “Design concepts are therefore 

being developed continuously, while only very few actually result in a preliminary design 

and subsequent development program.” 18 This section presents the development of the 

design convergence process capable of identifying the possible design solution space 

which will assure the design engineer that the final concept will meet the design 

requirements. 

 

A. Design Convergence 

The mathematical definition of convergence implies that the terminal value of a series 

approaches some limit as the number of terms increases.185 In aircraft design, design 

convergence is a design process, which can define the needed boundaries within which a 

feasible design will reset in a multidisciplinary context for a given mission and flight 

regime. As a consequence, a converged vehicle configuration can be obtained in the 

conceptual design phase. 
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The famous aerodynamicist and aircraft designer, Dietrich Küchemann, considered 

design convergence as resulting in a final aircraft design solution to accomplish the 

mission within specified design constraints. Such design space contours for transonic, 

supersonic, and hypersonic configuration concepts are presented in Figure 86. He 

emphasizes that each specific parameter should not lead to an optimum at a single design 

point, but rather that all subsystems and systems should interact together to result in 

harmony, “not in conflict for a set of design points and off-design conditions, and the 

final solution is sound and healthy.” 83 

 

Figure 86: Design space contours of transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic  

configuration concepts by D Kϋcheman 4,83 

 

In describing the design process as an iterative process, Torenbeek implies that 

convergence result in an aircraft that satisfies all of its design requirements 
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simultaneously. It is the most efficient design that could be obtained with the starting 

configuration selected. Torenbeek states that the iterative process of design “starts with a 

trial configuration which will then be analyzed and altered after comparison with the 

requirements. The entire cycle will then start afresh, until the result shows either that the 

design is not feasible or that it is reasonably well defined and may in fact be further 

developed with some confidence.”18 Figure 87 illustrates this design process devised by 

Torenbeek. Note the ‘convergence test’ built into the process, able to flag a scenario in 

which no improvements of the design will result in a converged vehicle, that is, one that 

cannot meet all the requirements simultaneously.18 This ‘convergence test’ works by 

indicating whether or not the improvements have moved the design closer to the required 

design constraints.18 

 

Figure 87: Torenbeek’s general design procedure 18 
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The definitions above show the true meaning of convergence: to achieve union 

between all systems to ensure that a fully efficient and working vehicle will emerge as the 

final result. Though there are various methods that seek to accomplish this, no clear 

procedures yet exist by which the design of a vehicle is guaranteed to converge.18 This is 

precisely the aim of developing a generic SAV design methodology: to provide a 

transparent design procedure that will ensure solution space convergence during the 

conceptual design phase. The ultimate aim is to arrive at a design standard in SAV design 

evolution. 

 

B. Design Space Screening 

The key in developing a generic SAV methodology that will guarantee convergence 

during the conceptual design phase lies in the ability to define the boundaries within 

which the vehicle will be able to converge. In other words, the conceptual designer must 

have the ability to identify the boundaries within which a vehicle can succeed. This can 

be accomplished by design space screening as shown in Reference 20, which forms the 

foundation for the three-tiered generic CD methodology. This process of screening the 

available design space results not only in a fully converged vehicle, but a range of 

vehicles which populate the solution space. The final step is to identify the particular 

converged design which complies with the pre-defined figure-of-merit most efficiently. 

 

The process of design space screening incorporates the KBSDESIGN system, historical 

and empirical information, and current technology limitations to narrow the design 

space.19 It narrows the design space by evaluating the past, but it also has the unique 
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capability of evaluating the present state of the industry, an ability to ‘zone in’ on the 

design space that is possible for the given design requirements. This approach ultimately 

eliminates many design permutations, which possess no potential to converge at all, 

ultimately saving R&D time and cost. 

A technique for identifying the solution design space, based on historical experience, 

key design parameters, and available industrial capability is presented in Reference 4. It 

is used to assess the realm of possible solutions for an initial input configuration. In this 

way, the design space for a particular configuration may be mapped, identifying the 

‘ballpark’ design space. 

 

One key result of the ‘Hypersonic Convergence’ work4 is the definition of a primary 

structure and propulsion interaction that controls the size and weight of the aircraft, an 

interrelation expressed with the Industrial Capability Index (ICI). Although ICI was the 

original emphasis for space launchers, the approach presented IS NOT limited to 

hypersonic aircraft only. The mass and volume relationships developed in Hypersonic 

Convergence have been successfully applied to aircraft that include the MD-80, DC-10, 

F-15, and to over thirty High Speed Civil Transports Phase I/II concepts. The design 

parameters of some configuration concepts of the HSCT Phase I/II work are presented in 

Table 30. ICI is a measure of the practicality of the vehicle under consideration, in terms 

of the industrial materials/fabrication/propulsion capability available. With the 

development of the Industrial Capability Index (ICI), overall technical maturity can be 

represented for a number of disciplines, starting with propulsion through aerodynamics, 

materials, manufacturing, and vehicle integration, as well as others. As a consequence, 
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the regions of possible design convergence will be identified prior to an extensive 

computational investigation. That is “locating the possible oil field before a lot of 

expensive, random dry holes are drilled”.4 The ability to locate the solution design space 

where convergence can occur is the essence of the SAV CD design methodology. 

Table 30: Geometry, mass, and propulsion parameters of six reference aircraft configurations4 

Parameters 
Configurations 

Concepts τ  Ip Istr ICI Splan 

 
Tactical Fighter 0.080 100 lb/ft3 3.56 lb/ft2 22.5 825 ft2 

 

Supersonic Cruise  
Fighter 0.070 75.0 lb/ft3 3.50 lb/ft2 18.8 1000 ft2 

 

Supersonic Cruise 
Reconnaissance 0.044 56.0 lb/ft3 3.53 lb/ft2 15.5 2200 ft2 

 

Mach 6 Interceptor 0.054 30.0 lb/ft3 3.62 lb/ft2 8.46 2200 ft2 

 

Mach 12 Strike- 
Reconnaissance 
 

0.091 11.0 lb/ft3 3.65 lb/ft2 3.16 2200 ft2 

 

Boost-Glide Strike-
Reconnaissance 
 

0.195 4.00 lb/ft3 3.70 lb/ft2 1.27 2300 ft2 

 

The Industry Capability Index (ICI), seen in Eq. (4-58), makes it possible to 

incorporate a specific industry standard and production capability into a new design4 

str

p

I
I

ICI =    (4-58) 

As the availability of advanced propulsion and structural material technologies proves 

to be limiting in the design of space access vehicles, the ICI represents a ratio of the 

indexes of these two parameters. These indexes are based on current technology in each 

of these two disciplines, as seen in Eq. (4-59) and Eq. (4-60).4 Therefore, the higher the 

ICI—the ratio of the parameters for structural and propulsion technology—the higher the 

technical challenge associated.4 
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WI =    (4-60) 

This, of course, implies that there exists a certain ICI for a certain point in time, based 

on the available technology available during this era. The higher the ICI, the longer it will 

take for technology to be readily available or economically feasible. This is clearly 

illustrated in Figure 88. Referring to this figure, the vertical line represents the ICI for a 

specific technology point. To the right of this line are vehicles which must wait on 

technology to catch up in order to be produced, whereas to the left of this line are 

vehicles which, could, technologically, be readily produced.4 

 

 

Figure 88: Feasible design space example.4  
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The volume characteristics of space access vehicle can be characterized by a non-

dimensional volume index, Küchemann tau. 

5.1
plan

total

S
V

=τ    (4-61) 

where totalV  is the vehicle total volume and planS  is the planform area. 

 

As the general design parameters are defined from flight loop analysis, various 

configurations are analyzed at the master synthesis level for their feasible design space 

with the given design requirements. This is illustrated in Figure 89, as it shows the 

corresponding design convergence space of various configurations that can be located by 

their technology indices (Ip and Istr). The shaded area above the horizontal is where 

available capability in propulsion, material, and fabrication exceeds the minimum 

required. It is clearly seen that the circular cone requires the least demanding technology, 

whereas the waverider requires the most advancement, as seen in current hypersonic 

vehicles.4 
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Figure 89: Overall design space possibilities of SAV concepts4 

 

Figure 90 illustrates a design space plot for an individual configuration (blended wing 

body). The design convergence space, in Figure 90, is dictated by the design 

requirements and available technology (industrial capability to manufacture).4 The arched 

line of the upper left portion represents the reference value of the propulsion Index, Ip 

(4.2) compared with the maximum structural index, Istr, determined for which 

convergence is possible. The upper left portion of the graph represents an area where 

propulsion performance required is less than the judged Industrial Capability, and the 

specific structural weight (Istr) is greater than the minimum capability for manufacturing. 

Ip Ip 
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So, in this area, there are margins in both propulsion and structural weight. In fact, the 

difference between the horizontal curve and the arched curve is the specific structural 

margin. 

 
Figure 90: Design space for specific configuration example4 

 

The lower right portion of the graph represents an area where propulsion performance 

required is too great with respect to the judged Industrial Capability, and the specific 

structural weight (Istr) is too low. 

 

Each value of tau has a different industrial margin, that is, if the design will converge 

at Istr = 4.2 lbm/ft2, then there is a 0.7 lbm/ft2 margin over the assumed Industrial 

Capability of 3.5 lbm/ft2. Thus, in design and manufacturing there is a built-in margin that 

will permit design convergence at the specified performance even at the heavier specific 

structural weight. For example, for a tau of 0.11 and for the actual structural specific 

weight, as built, of 3.9 lbm/ft2, there is no penalty providing the design was converged for 
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a structural specific weight greater than 3.9 lbm/ft2 and less than 4.2 lbm/ft2. The result is a 

larger vehicle, but one with greater margin for both payload and structural weight. 

Clearly, each configuration concept have its own unique margin representation. 

 

4.4 Extension of the HTHL Methodology to VTVL Vehicles 

Based on a given abstract mission profile, the HTHL SAV design methodology was 

derived in Chapter 4.3. The design methodology and design analyses at each mission 

segment are both based on generic key design parameters such as the ballistic parameter 

and L/D ratio during the reentry phase. As shown in Figure 71, the ballistic parameter and 

typical L/D can represent a range of generic configurations. For instance, the ballistic 

parameter for the Apollo reentry capsule is about 500 kg/m2, for a lifting body 

configuration it is about 1250 kg/m2, and for a winged glider with sharp leading edge it is 

about 2000 kg/m2. By varying these key design parameters, the design methodology and 

computers programs can be easily applied to different design concepts. Therefore, this 

design synthesis methodology has a generic character and can consistently compare all 

design alternatives of interest. 

 

In order to further show the generic design character of the overall methodology 

concept, we investigated the possibility to extend the HTHL design methodology to any 

other extreme vehicle, the VTHL (vertical take-off and horizontal landing) Space Shuttle 

and X-33 launch vehicles, and especially to the VTVL (vertical take-off vertical landing) 

DC-X type launch vehicle185, see Figure 91. The Delta Clipper family concept attempted 

to achieve a prototype reusable single-stage to orbit capability with the vertical 
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takeoff/vertical landing operational mode. The DC-X was first built as an experimental 

vehicle, 1/3 the size of a planned DC-Y vertical-takeoff/vertical-landing, single stage to 

orbit prototype. The flight tests of the DC-X and DC-XA demonstrated technology 

readiness for the vertical takeoff and vertical landing operation scheme. 

 

Figure 91: Capability extension of HTHL methodology to combined HTHL/VTVL 

 and HTHL/VTVL/VTHL methodologies. 
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As indicated in Figure 92, the VTVL vehicle in particular has a similar mission 

profile to the HTHL vehicle. The VTVL vehicle takeoff phase is basically an initial 

ascent phase. When applying the generic design model applicable to HTHL designs to the 

VTVL vehicle, the takeoff segment is not required per se. During the ascent, the generic 

model and computer programs developed in Chapter 4.3.2 are still applicable. The 

minimum-fuel trajectory can be obtained to maximize 
W

DTV
T
Isp )( −  at each energy level E. 

Only the aerodynamic characteristics (drag and lift) and the propulsion module (T, Isp) 

have to be adjusted for this new VTVL model. Then, the program can still be executed in 

the same way to estimate the propellant weight and the performance of the flight mission. 

As discussed before, the reentry segment of the generic HTHL design methodology is 

characterized by key design parameters (ballistic parameter and L/D) which can represent 

a range of SAV configurations varying from capsule, lifting body, to winged body. The 

same framework of design analysis is also applicable for VTVL vehicles. The only 

significant difference between VTVL and HTHL vehicles is their approach and landing 

phases. The approach and landing segment of the HTHL design methodology is not 

longer applicable for the VTVL vehicles. Instead of a glide approach, VTVL vehicles use 

rocket power with small moveable flaps to land. Therefore, a new approach and landing 

segment is required to be developed for the VTVL vehicle. This development is beyond 

the scope of the current study and can be considered for a follow-on study. As can be 

seen from above, the HTHL design methodology has the potential to be readily extended 

into a generic model by adding the logic and analysis modules for VTVL and others. 
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Figure 92: Comparison of analysis complexity throughout the abstract mission profile for HTHL 

and VTVL space access vehicle configuration concepts. 
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5. Application of HTHL Design Methodology 

A HTHL suborbital space tourism vehicle was selected to be designed using the 

‘hands-on’ methodology. This baseline vehicle concept was derived during a conceptual 

design study of a low-cost suborbital space tourist vehicle, which was based on an 

adaptation of a Learjet 24/25/35/45 series aircraft. References 125 to 129 summarize the 

conceptual design (CD) study of a tourist SAV, performed by the AVD Laboratory at 

The University of Oklahoma, funded by Oklahoma-based Rocketplane Ltd. Rocketplane 

Ltd. is one of the companies at the forefront of the emerging tourist SAV industry. In the 

AVD Laboratory, a family of feasible OU XP space tourism vehicles was derived. Here, 

the rocket OU XP HTHL concept is used as a design case study. Some geometric 

characteristics of the OU XP tourist SAV configuration concept are presented in 

Appendix A. 

 

The following summarizes the general design guidelines for OU XP.186 Program 

focus is that OU XP earns revenue transporting 3-4 paying participants to space. The XP 

aims for aircraft-like operations to support the space segment, see Figure 93. 
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Figure 93: Nominal trajectory with 3 minutes micro-gravity at 100 km apogee186 

 

The operational mission starts with jet engine take-off from the runway.129 The climb 

to the launch point takes place under jet power. The rocket powered suborbital trajectory 

requires a 3g aerodynamic pull up to ascent angle. The non-lifting ascent will be flown at 

around 70°. The thrust-to-weight ratio increases throughout the powered ascent. The 

rocket cuts off at approximately 48 km altitude, leading to a 3.2 minute coast to an 102 

km altitude apogee while providing a space perspective of earth. During the parabolic fall 

back to atmospheric conditions the aircraft decelerates. Minding the maximum dynamic 

pressure, a pull-up maneuver is initiated, leading to leveling out. The aircraft decelerates 

while descending to approximately 6 km altitude for restarting the jet, followed by a 

powered approach and landing or alternatively a dead stick landing. It is planned to 

operate the XP from a single site, the certified launch site a Burns Flat, OK, having a 4.1 

km (13,500 ft) long runway for takeoff and landing. Rocketplane plans to built and 

exclusively operate at most 3 vehicles since the available market limits fleet size and 

service. The initial XP vehicles will retire after a 3 to 5 year service, accumulating fewer 

than 1000 ops cycles or 750 hr for each vehicle.125 
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Development aim is to use the Learjet 24 airframe and convert it into OU XP. This 

approach is thought to minimize cost and time to flight. The following modifications are 

considered necessary: add rocket engine, replace wing, add LOX and compressed air 

tanks, add aerodynamic and reaction flight control system, add crew systems for brief 

flight to space, select and integrate jet and rocket propulsion systems. The development 

effort targets to make Rocketplane OU XP a practical concept by utilizing the Learjet 

hull, integration of reusable rockets by ORBITEC, thermal protection from Space Shuttle 

and commercial sources, flight control concepts and systems using proven hardware and 

software. In short, a ‘minimum-change configuration’ is envisioned. 

 

The following figure has been provided by Rocketplane (RLI); it shows the baseline 

OU XP which was the starting point for the AVD Lab conceptual design (CD) study. 

 

 

Figure 94: Baseline OU XP based on Learjet 24. Status: March 2004 186 
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Figure 95 shows the design process of the ‘hands-on’ methodology applied to the OU 

XP HTHL tourist SAV. At first, the mission and design requirements were defined for the 

suborbital tourism. The mission was to deliver at least 1200 lb payload to an altitude of 

100 km. The baseline vehicle was derived based on the Learjet 24 aircraft. The design 

process started with the definition of the initial geometry and a first weight estimation. 

Based on these initial inputs, the disciplinary analyses were performed. For each mission 

segment, the results of the multidisciplinary design analysis were imported into the sub-

synthesis module which determines and visualizes design constraints in a 

multidisciplinary context. The sub-synthesis constraints for each mission segment were 

then input into the master synthesis level, which discussed the resulting solution design 

space for the entire mission profile. Finally, at the master-synthesis level each distinct 

flight phase was converged (check physical feasibility in the design space) into a feasible 

SAV design, which complied with the entire mission profile. 
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Figure 95: Design process of hands-on methodology. 
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5.1 HTHL Baseline Vehicle Description 

Table 31 presents the mission and design requirements for this suborbital tourism 

vehicle concept. 

Table 31: Mission requirements and design requirements. 
 

Mission Requirements Altitude > 100 km 
 Payload: 3 passengers 
 Use Learjet 24 as baseline vehicle 
Design Requirements Maximum dynamic pressure 500 psi 
 g load is less than 4 
 Certified by FAR Part 25 

 

5.1.1 Geometry Estimation 

Based on the mission requirements and baseline vehicle Learjet 24, the initial 

geometry of the OU XP concept was derived and documented in the main data sheet, see 

Table 32. Main features were the pointed nose, simple area-ruled fuselage, 70° dry delta 

wing with subsonic leading edge, delta wing leading-edge extension (LEX), 0° trailing 

edge, original pressurized fuselage section from Learjet 24, wing tip controls, elevons 

and wing-mounted verticals with side-area below the lifting surface, and finally 

utilization of the original Learjet 24 wing attachments. Note that this chapter only 

discusses one configuration concept of OU XP in order to illustrate the capability of the 

HTHL design methodology. The same principal design process would be applied to other 

HTHL configurations like Hotol, Sänger, X-15, SpaceShipOne, etc. 
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Table 32: Geometry characteristics of OUXP 
 

GEOMETRY 
Vehicle Length, Forward Cone  (ft) 9 
Vehicle Length, Cylinder (ft)  32 
Vehicle Length, Aft Cone (ft) 0 
Total Vehicle Length (ft) 41 
  
Fuselage diameter (ft) 5.25 
Equivalent Body Diameter (ft) 3.8 
Length/Diameter  15.94 
Body Wetted Area (ft2) 500 
  
Wing Area, Sref, (ft2) 344 
Wing Span, b (ft) 22 
Wing taper ratio 0 
Wing sweep angle 70° 
Wing thickness ratio  0.06 
Aspect Ratio, AR 1.44 
Wing Loading (lb/ft2) 80 
  
Vertical Tail Area (ft2) 30 
  
Volume Required (ft3) 600 

 

5.1.2 Weight Estimation 

To design a successful space access vehicle (SAV), the designer is required to clearly 

define the mission of the vehicle, which includes the definitions of payload, orbit, and 

operation. The payload is the most significant driver of SAV design. Its parameters, such 

as weight, size, etc, dominate the physical parameters of the vehicle. Therefore, the initial 

sizing of the vehicle aims to arrive at a configuration concept capable of meeting the 

mission requirements, especially the payload demand. In this study, the mission of the 

space tourism vehicle OU XP was to carry a payload of 1200 lb to an altitude of 100 km. 
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Based on the mission requirements, vertical trajectory equations were used to find the 

necessary velocity change ∆V to approach the altitude of 100 km. Then, the propulsion 

mass can be estimated using the rocket equation, which converts velocity change ∆V to 

propellant mass. Three vertical trajectory Equations (5-1, 5-2, 5-3) obtained from the 

1954 Bell Aircraft Handbook, “Pocket Data for Engines”38, are presented below and were 

applied to determine an important sizing parameter - weight ratio (WR). Weight ratio is 

the ratio of the initial vehicle weight to final weight (the difference is the fuel weight). 
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where ia is the initial thrust to weight ratio, cV  is the cutoff velocity, cZ  is the cutoff 

altitude, pZ  is the peak altitude, g  is the average earth acceleration, WR  is the weight 

ratio (typical values: 2.0 - 2.4 for a suborbital mission), SPEI  is the effective ISP (vacuum 

ISP), and T/D  is the thrust to drag ratio (usually taken to be 5 from the Bell Aircraft 

Handbook).4 

 

These three equations were programmed in an Excel Spreadsheet as shown in Figure 

96. The weight ratio and initial acceleration can be obtained by simultaneously solving 

these vertical trajectory equations. The results of the equations for each propellant 
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combination are presented in Table 33. The design data (Isp, density, etc.) of each 

propellant combination were again obtained from the Bell Aircraft Handbook. 4 

 

Table 33: Weight ratio of different propellant combinations 4 
 
 

Propellant Combinations WR ai ISP ISPE 
Density  
(lbm/ft3) 

Hydrogen Peroxide 
Monopropellant 2.3735 1.5812 288 230.4 86.86 

Hydrazine Monopropellant 3.0395 1.3327 236 188.8 63.02 
Hydrogen Peroxide + Hydrazine 2.9639 1.3568 240 192.0 76.13 
Nitrogen Tetroxide +Hydrazine 2.8140 1.4070 249 199.2 74.44 
LOX + Kerosene 2.8140 1.4070 249 199.2 63.65 
LOX + Ethanol 2.9280 1.3684 242 193.6 60.53 
LOX + Ammonia 3.0103 1.3419 237.5 190.0 72.07 
LOX + Methane 2.625 1.4763 263 210.4 46.61 
LOX + Hydrogen (O/F = 2.98) 2.0183 1.7629 345 276.0 14.35 
LOX + Hydrogen (O/F = 6.00) 1.7869 1.9115 410 328 23.00 
White Fuming Nitric Acid + JP4 3.1901 1.2870 229 183.2 81.12 
WFNA + Hydrazine 2.8609 1.3909 246 196.8 76.75 
Fluorine + Hydrazine 2.2792 1.6251 300 240.0 66.77 

 

As can be seen in Table 33, it is a challenging task to size the weight and geometry of 

a SAV because the weight ratio (WR) to orbital speed is directly related to the oxidizer 

carried on board. The propellant mass fraction of a space access vehicle can range from 

50% to over 90%, whereas it is only 30% to 50% for an aircraft. The individual 

propellant densities vary from 14 lb/ft3 to 86 lb/ft3.4 Therefore, propellant volume 

becomes a dominant factor during the SAV sizing process. As a consequence, the 

estimation of geometry and weight requires an intensely iterative process in order to 

arrive at a preliminary geometry configuration, which satisfies mission and design 

requirements. 

 

A preliminary sizing analysis tool, Hypersonic Aerospace Sizing Analysis (HASA) 

was used for the current study. The basic theory and mathematical formulas of HASA69 

have been derived by NASA from statistical data of four hypersonic transports, a Mach 6 
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fighter, a supersonic transport, a SSTO vehicle, a two-stage Space Shuttle with a booster 

and an orbiter, and two methane-fueled vehicles. HASA can be used to predict the size 

and weight of hypersonic single-stage-to-orbit (SSTO) and two-stage-to-orbit (TSTO) 

vehicles and transonic and supersonic transports. It determines vehicle length and volume 

consistent with the body, fuel, structure and payload weights. A MS Excel program was 

developed to implement the above methodology, and a screen shot of this program is 

shown in Figure 96. The SAV_HASA program includes three parts: mission and design 

requirements, geometry, and weight estimations. First, based on the mission requirement, 

the initial weight ratio (WR) is obtained as an input for the weight analysis. During the 

geometry estimation process, the sizes of payload and propellant are defined. The process 

of geometry and weight estimations is an iterative sizing process required to meet both 

mission and design requirements. 

Geometry Weight

Weight Ratio

 
 

Figure 96: SAV_HASA Excel program for geometry and weight estimations 
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Table 34 shows the results of the weight estimation of OU XP for the different 

categories payload, propulsion, structure, fuel and subsystems. As soon as the geometry 

and weight of the vehicle are estimated, the center of gravity can be determined. 

 

Table 34: Weight estimation of OUXP. 
 

WEIGHTS (lb) 
Crew 400 
PAX 1200 
Payload 1600 
   
Fuel Tank 450 
Turbojet 800 
Rocket 390 
Propulsion 1640 
   
Body 1356 
Wing 1032 
Horiz., Vert Tail 204 
Thermal Protection System  1188 
Landing Gear 618 
Thrust Structure 70 
Structure 4467 
   
Fuel 9890 
   
Avionics 383 
Hydraulics 115 
Electronics 402 
Equipment 1282 
Subsytems 2182 
   
Operation Weight Empty 9890 
   
Total Takeoff Gross Weight 19779 
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5.2 Disciplinary Analysis 

An initial disciplinary analysis of this HTHL baseline vehicle, OU XP, was required 

to provide basic geometry (wing area, length, aspect ratio, etc.), weight, aerodynamics, 

and propulsion information as input for the design synthesis process. The processes and 

results of the disciplinary analysis sections are presented below. 

5.2.1 Atmosphere 

The atmosphere module used here187 allows the determination of temperature, 

pressure, and density at any altitude. The statistical atmosphere data used are documented 

in the "U.S. Standard Atmosphere, 1976", published by the U.S. Government Printing 

Office, Washington, D.C.188 The 1976 atmosphere tables cover the altitude band from 0 

to 86 km. Steven Pietrobon in Reference 187 extended the table from 86 to 1000 km, 

using cubic spline curve fits instead of numerical integration and solution of differential 

equations. This atmosphere model has proven to be highly accurate, thus, it was selected 

for the current study. The reference sea level (SL) conditions are 

21741.31
s
ftg SL = , 222.2116

ft
lbfPSL =  (5-1) 

RTSL °= 67.518 , 3002377.0
ft

slug
SL =ρ  (5-2) 

The above parameters are presented in atmosphere tables by non-dimensional ratios as 

follows: 

SLSLSL T
T

P
P

ρ
ρσθδ === ,,  (5-3) 
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5.2.2 Aerodynamics 

It is a challenging task to define the aerodynamic characteristics of the suborbital OU 

XP tourism vehicle since it is operates across the subsonic, transonic, and supersonic 

boundaries. Several configuration aerodynamic tools were initially validated and 

calibrated using subsonic wind tunnel data from the Learjet 24.189 The vortex-lattice 

methods LinAir Pro190, VORSTAB 97, and the handbook method DATCOM 78 were used 

with success. For delta wing aerodynamics, references by Hoerner 87,88, Küchemann83, 

and Schlichting and Truckenbrodt 84 were most helpful. The aerodynamic analysis 

module is capable of implementing numerical data derived from all the above methods 

and available wind tunnel data. Figure 97 shows an Excel program developed by using 

the MDC handbook methods.134 Under different flight conditions (Mach number, 

altitude, and angle of attack), the lift and drag coefficients of the baseline vehicle can be 

derived for further design analysis. 

Basic Geometry Data

Induced Drag Coefficient

Drag Coefficient
Lift Coefficient

 

Figure 97: Aerodynamics analysis using MDC handbook methods134 
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Figure 98 shows the drag polar of the OU XP with 70° LE sweep based on the MDC 

Handbook method. Figure 99 presents some wind tunnel results of two supersonic 

configurations related to the OU XP concept. The solid symbols show the induced drag 

factor from the AIAA engineers design handbook 72 for the subsonic leading edge (round) 

and supersonic leading edge (sharp) compared to results generated by the McDonnell 

Advanced Design aero group. 
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Figure 98: Drag polar of OU XP with 70° LE sweep 
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Figure 99: Wind tunnel results of two supersonic fighters  

from McDonnell Douglas advanced design191 

 

5.2.3 Stability and Control 

As described in Aviation Week (October 11, page 31) 95, SpaceShipOne became 

unstable at Mach 1.4, and it used up all on-board reaction control gas in order to stop the 

roll motion. When SpaceShipOne hit the apogee, there was no reaction control capability 

left. This is a dangerous flight condition since any motion at this point can initiate inertia 

coupling, leading to tumbling. During the second flight, the pilot tried to hold a zero 

angle of attack as long as possible because any change from zero will easily lead the 

vehicle to roll because of an unbalance in lift on both sides. SpaceShipOne is also 

directionally unstable at Mach 1.25. 95,96 
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OU XP is structurally constrained by a maximum dynamic pressure of 500 psf up to 

an altitude of 110,000 ft. Assuming a 300 ft2 wing area and q*Splan=150,000 lb, even with 

a small lift coefficient of CL = 0.1, the wing can still produce 15,000 lb lift. It was the 

original design driver to have a 70° or 78° swept wing, which has a flat lift-curve slope. 

The delta wing planform fortunately reduces the sensitivity to gust and small changes in 

angle of attack, minimizing the inertia-coupling tendency at high altitudes. 

 

At the conceptual design level, it is desirable to have a tool available capable to 

quickly estimate the stability and control characteristics of the proposed configurations. 

Figure 100 shows the analysis process of the USAF Stability and Control Datcom. The 

longitudinal coefficients (
αmC ,

qmC ,
αLC ) and lateral-directional stability coefficients 

(
βnC ,

plC ,
βl

C ,
rnC ) can be obtained from the output file. 
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α

 

Figure 100: Analysis process of digital DATCOM 

 

5.2.4 Propulsion 

Only key engine design parameters such as specific impulse (Isp), propellant flow rate 

(W& ), and thrust ( T ) were considered. The propulsion analysis used first-order 

approximate equations as shown in Chapter 3.2, which are sufficient for conceptual 

design. It receives its input information (Mach number, altitude, and angle of attack) from 

each flight interval to determine the specific impulse (Isp), propellant flow rate (W& ), and 
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thrust (T). Table 35 shows the selected thrust and weight characteristics for the jet and 

rocket engines selected for the OU XP. 

Table 35: OU XP jet and rocket engines characteristics 

OU XP Engines 
Parameters 

GE CJ - 610 Rocket Engine 

Thrust      (lb) 2950 27900 

Weight     (lb) 411 2325 

 

5.2.5 Aerothermodynamics 

During suborbital flight, the space tourism vehicle endures high temperatures T and 

convective heat rates Q&  due to its high level of kinetic energy. The approximate 

stagnation point temperature limitation of the vehicle was estimated as a function of free 

stream temperature ∞T  and flight Mach number M as 

max
2

0 2
1 TMTrTT ≤⋅⋅

−
+= ∞∞  (5-4) 

and the heat transfer rate at the stagnation region was approximately estimated 161,162  by 
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 (5-5) 

where NR is a function of the vehicle’s fineness ratio. For a winged high speed vehicle 

such as the OU XP, empirical estimates of coefficients k1 and k2 were taken to be 2.65 

and 0.5, respectively. The heating rates at the other locations of the vehicle were 

proportional to the heating rate at the stagnation point. For suborbital flight, the 

maximum flight Mach number was estimated at around 4. Therefore, the stagnation 

temperature for the suborbital mission ranged from 500 F to 700 F, and the heat flux was 

also within the temperature capability of aluminum alloy. 
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5.3 Design Synthesis Process 

As shown in Figure 91, after the estimation of geometry and weight, disciplinary 

design analyses are performed for each mission segment (takeoff, ascent, reentry, 

approach, and landing). The results are imported into each sub-synthesis module, which 

determines and visualizes design constraints for the first time in the multi-disciplinary 

context. In a follow-on step, the sub-synthesis constraints for each mission segment are 

input to the master synthesis level, which determines the resulting design space for the 

entire mission profile. At the master-synthesis level, design parameters are converged 

into a feasible SAV design configuration, which satisfies with the entire mission profile. 

The processes of sub-synthesis and master-synthesis level design analysis for the OU XP 

are presented in the following. 

 

5.3.1 Takeoff 

Before proceeding towards the takeoff sub-synthesis design process (see Figure 101), 

the airport runway and FAR 25 design requirements for the space tourism mission had to 

be defined. Based on the geometry and estimated weights, the initial configuration 

concept was iterated to arrive at efficient aerodynamic characteristics, wing loading 

(W/S), thrust to weight (T/W) ratio. Then, the vehicle design space for the takeoff phase 

could be determined. 
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Figure 101: Multidisciplinary design analysis of takeoff segment 

 

Two programs (SAV_BFL, SAV_CLM) were developed to determine the variations 

of the main design parameters throughout the takeoff phase. Figure 102 shows the Excel 

program to calculate the takeoff field length, takeoff speed, and nose liftoff speed. Figure 

103 shows the Excel program to determine the T/W for different trim mechanics 

(horizontal tail and canard). Based on these Excel programs, the key design parameters 

involved (such as T/W and W/S) were evaluated quickly and efficiently. 
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Figure 102: Calculation of takeoff field length and nose liftoff speed 

 

T/W and W/S requirement

Second Segment Climb

FAR25

Initial Climb gradient

 

Figure 103: T/W requirement for initial climb and second segment climb 
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(a) Takeoff Field Length: 

It was assumed that the OU XP would take off from a 11,000-ft runway (Oklahoma 

Burns Flat runway). As shown in Figure 36, the design for the single-engine-out 

operation reduced twin engine takeoff distance from 11,000 ft to 8,900 ft. Under this 

condition, the required thrust for takeoff is shown in Figure 104. The thrust requirements 

of two trim mechanisms, canard and horizontal tail, were compared. It is obvious that the 

canard configuration reduced the required thrust while the opposite trend was observed 

for the horizontal tail configuration. One reason is that, with a canard, the wing induced 

drag is significantly reduced, resulting in an overall reduced drag layout. 
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Figure 104: Required takeoff thrust for different trim mechanisms 

 

Figure 105 shows the wing loading of the OU XP of a 70° LE sweep. Figure 106 

shows the total takeoff distance required for the 70° leading edge (LE) sweep wing 
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configuration. The total takeoff distance includes ground run distance, rotation distance, 

and the air distance over a 50 feet obstacle. 
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Figure 105: Wing loading 
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Figure 106: Takeoff field length 
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(b) Takeoff Speed and Nose Wheel Liftoff Speed: 

Figure 107 shows the takeoff speed and nose wheel lift-off speed for 70° LE sweep. 

As discussed in Chapter 4, the takeoff speed has to be higher than the nose liftoff speed 

for the vehicle to have enough control power to rotate the nose. It can be seen from 

Figure 107, that for 70° LE sweep, the airplane is capable of lifting up the nose wheel 

slight below takeoff speed. 
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Figure 107: Takeoff speed and nose wheel liftoff speed 

 

(c) Initial Climb Gradient and Second Segment Climb Gradient: 

The lift to drag (L/D) ratio of the OU XP with different trim mechanisms was 

calculated based on the MDC handbook methods shown in Figure 97. The L/D ratio was 

7.79 for the canard configuration and 5.16 for the horizontal tail configuration. Therefore, 

the thrust to weight (T/W) ratios for the takeoff initial and second climb gradient 
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requirements were obtained and are shown in Figure 108. The solid line refers to the 

thrust to weight (T/W) ratio for the initial climb gradient requirement, while the dashed 

line describes the second segment climb gradient requirement. As can be seen, the 

horizontal tail configuration requires a larger T/W due to its lower L/D. 
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Figure 108: Takeoff climb gradient requirement 

 

5.3.2 Ascent 

Maximum mission performance of a baseline vehicle was explored at the ascent sub-

synthesis design segment. This performance maximum was obtained when a minimum-

fuel ascent trajectory was defined, which ultimately led to a maximum orbital mass 

fraction. Figure 109 presents the sub-synthesis design process for the ascent segment. The 

geometry, weight, aerodynamics, and propulsion characteristics of the baseline vehicle, 

OU XP with 70° LE sweep, were estimated and used as input for the trajectory program 

SAV_TSSP (see Appendix G). SAV_TSSP 111 uses ESA technology and was developed 
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by the author in a Matlab environment. It utilizes the powerful Matlab graphic functions 

to visualize the design space and find the graphic solution for a minimum fuel trajectory. 

SAV_TSSP couples key design disciplines such as trajectory, aerodynamics, weight, 

aerothermodynamics, and propulsion. The variation of the main design parameters 

throughout the ascent flight path can be visualized. As a consequence, valuable feedback 

discussing design feasibility, sensitivities, boundaries, and constraints can be obtained in 

short time from this top-level simulation process. 
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Figure 109: Multidisciplinary design analysis of ascent segment 
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(a) Minimum Fuel Ascent Trajectory: 

The minimum fuel trajectory (dashed line) as determined using the ESA technique 

led to smaller accelerations avoiding the maximum dynamic pressure peak (see Figure 

110). 

 

Figure 110: Minimum fuel trajectory and design constraints 

 

After having determined the initial trajectory (Mach number vs. altitude diagram), the 

total fuel weight was estimated utilizing an iterative process. It can be seen in Figure 111 

that the trajectory synthesis simulation program took 30 to 40 iterations to converge the 

propellant weight required for the suborbital mission. The propellant weight of the 

minimum fuel trajectory was around 12,000 lb. 
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Figure 111: Iterations of propellant weight of OU XP  

 

(b) Parameter Estimations: 

The systematic and consistent modeling approach underlying the trajectory synthesis 

simulation program (SAV_TSSP) resulted in a variety of performance maps (dynamic 

pressure vs. altitude; speed vs. time; thrust vs. speed; altitude vs. time; drag/weight vs. 

altitude; weight vs. speed; specific impulse vs. speed; etc.). In order to demonstrate this, 

Figures 112, 113, and 114 were assembled to illustrate the variations of several key 

design parameters (flight speed, acceleration, dynamic pressure, and altitude) throughout 

the flight trajectory. This information helps the conceptual designer understand the 

sensitivities of key design parameters. 
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Figure 112: Variation of dynamic pressure with altitude for minimum fuel trajectory of OU XP 
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Figure 113: Variation of flight speed with altitude for minimum fuel trajectory of OU XP 
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Figure 114: Variation of axial acceleration with time for minimum fuel trajectory of OU XP 

 

5.3.3 Reentry 

A typical return trajectory of a suborbital space vehicle starts with ballistic reentry 

and continuous with a glide back to the terminal area. The primary design parameters of 

reentry trajectories were investigated to achieve the required down range, while the 

vehicle still satisfied limitations such as aerodynamic heating, heat flux rate, deceleration 

rate, and maximum dynamic pressure. Figure 115 shows the sub-synthesis design process 

of the reentry segment. After obtaining the geometry data from the baseline vehicle and 

the propellant weight from the ascent phase, the configuration concept was iterated to 

arrive at efficient aerodynamic characteristics and a ballistic parameter valid for the 

imposed mission and design requirements. 
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Figure 115: Multidisciplinary design analysis of reentry segment 

 

A program (SAV_REENTRY) was developed based on the reentry equations 

derived in Chapter 4.3.3. It can determine the variation of the main design parameters 

throughout the reentry phase. Figure 116 shows a screen shot of this Excel program to 

estimate reentry speed and deceleration for different reentry conditions. 
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Figure 116: SAV_REENTRY program for reentry analysis  

 

Based on this Excel program, the design analysis of the vehicle reentry path was 

performed. The ballistic parameter ( )SCm D  of OU XP was estimated at around 1000 

kg/m2. Figure 117 shows the design constraints for the vehicle. The light green lines 

represent the dynamic pressure constraints, 500 psf and 1000 psf, respectively. The 

stagnation temperature constraints (500°F and 800°F) are indicated with green lines. The 
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convective heat rates, 50 Btu/ft2/s and 100 Btu/ft2/s, are shown in the lower right hand 

corner. 
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Figure 117: Design space for ballistic entry of OU XP 

 

Based on Figure 117, an entry flight path was determined with the consideration of 

the related design constraints. The suborbital vehicle initially enters the atmosphere at 

higher angle-of-attack, thus, with a higher ballistic coefficient, until it reaches a design 

constraint (for example, a stagnation temperature of 500°F). Then, it starts to rotate its 

nose down (de-rotates) to decrease the angle-of-attack resulting in the final glide back to 

the terminal area. Also, since the aerodynamic efficiency (L/D) of the OU XP was 

between 5 and 7 at this flight phase, the cross range (assumed 25 miles from the launch 
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airport) was easily achieved by Eq. (4-44) for the vehicle starting to glide at an altitude of 

above 5 miles. Figure 118 shows the variation of deceleration rate with altitude. 
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Figure 118: Variation of deceleration with altitude 

 

5.3.4 Approach and Landing 

Figure 119 shows the sub-synthesis design process of the landing segment. The 

design of the landing phase aims to provide a balance between landing distance 

requirements and the landing performance of the vehicle. For detailed information about 

the approach and landing design analysis, please refer to Chapter 4.3.4. 
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Figure 119: Multidisciplinary design analysis of landing segment 

 

Two programs (SAV_LANDE based on empirical methods and SAV_LANDA based 

on analytical methods) were developed to determine the variation of the key design 

parameters throughout the landing phase. Figure 120 shows a screen shot of these Excel 

programs to estimate landing field length, wing loading (W/S), and thrust to weight (T/W) 

ratio under different landing conditions. In accordance with the particular characteristics 

of the conceptual design (CD) phase, emphasis was placed on overall simplicity and 

minimum data input requirements. As a consequence, the key design parameters can be 

evaluated quickly and efficiently. 
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Figure 120: Excel programs for landing analysis 

 

Figure 121 shows the program (SAV_LANDA) to determine the T/W for different 

trim mechanics (horizontal tail and canard) for the missed approach climb. 
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Figure 121: T/W requirement for missed approach climb 

 

(a) Landing Field Length: 

The variations of wing loading (W/S) with maximum lift coefficient for different FAR 

landing field length requirements is shown in Figure 122. It can be clearly seen that the 

OU XP design satisfied the 8,000 ft landing field length and it would be able to land at a 

shorter distance if the maximum landing lift coefficient, 
LandingLC  were increased. 
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Figure 122: Wing loading vs. maximum lift coefficient 

 

(b) Missed Approach Climb Gradient: 

The lift to drag (L/D) ratio of the OU XP with the canard configuration is 7.79 and 

5.16 for the horizontal tail configuration. The thrust to weight (T/W) ratios for both 

‘landing missed approach climb gradient requirements’ are shown in Figure 123. As can 

be seen, the horizontal tail configuration required a larger T/W due to its lower L/D. 
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Figure 123: Landing missed approach climb gradient requirement 

 

5.3.5 Design Space Screening 

After key design parameters had been determined from the sub-synthesis design 

analysis throughout the flight loop, various configurations were analyzed at the master-

synthesis level. The boundaries of the feasible design space were identified by design 

space screening as shown in Chapter 4.4. Figure 124 shows the program (SAV_DSC) to 

evaluate the Industrial Capability Index (ICI) and technology indexes (Ip and Istr) for the 

OU XP. This process of screening the available design space resulted not only in a single 

fully converged vehicle, but a range of converged vehicles, of which the best (optimum) 

vehicle for the design requirements was arrived at during the final step of the 

methodology. 
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Figure 124: Excel program for design space screening 

 

Based on the above program SAV_DSC, the Industrial Capability Index (ICI), and 

technology indexes (Ip and Istr) of the OU XP and the TGV Michelle-B were obtained and 

are shown in Table 36. 

Table 36: Industrial capability index, technology indeces of OU XP and TGV Michelle-B 
 

Parameters 
Configurations 

Concepts τ  Splan Ip Istr ICI 

 

Horizontal Takeoff and 
Horizontal Landing 0.081 383 ft2 3.33 lb/ft3 4.17 lb/ft2 0.8 

 

Vertical Takeoff and 
Vertical Landing 0.3556 303.54 ft2 3.33 lb/ft3 5.4 lb/ft2 0.62 

 

The design space screening process presented in Chapter 4 was used to place the 

various indices (ICI, Ip, and Istr) in the solution space. Figure 125 shows the location of 
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these two concepts in the technology design space. The red point represents the design 

point of the OU XP, the blue point is the design point of the TGV Michelle-B. As can 

been seen, both of them are located in the feasible design regions of the wing-body and 

circular cone solution areas, respectively. Both of them have a maximum design margin, 

which means, both designs are converged for the given design requirements. 
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Figure 125: Design space of two possible SAV concepts 
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5.4 Cost Analysis 

Until today, a large number of suborbital flight vehicles have been proposed. In order 

to illustrate the cost sensitivity of such suborbital vehicle, cost calculations were 

performed for several selected suborbital flight vehicle case studies to enable a fair basis 

for comparison. This cost analysis was performed by using the statistical-analytical 

model called SUBORB-TRANSCOST 120, see Figure 126. The suborbital flight vehicle 

case studies presented in Table 37 were selected because of availability of technical data 

and similarity in mission objectives (sub-orbital, reusable) compared to the OU XP 

design. It should be mentioned that the Ascender, Eclipse Astroliner, Kitten, and 

Pathfinder systems have been competing for the X Prize. This comparison will serve as 

an independent ‘first-order validation’ of the cost analysis results. 

 

Table 37: Some suborbital flight vehicles 
 

Vehicle Developer Country Passenger Launch 
Mass [Mg] 

Apogee 
Altitude [km] 

Micelle-B TGV USA 2 27.8 100 

Ascender Bristol Spaceplanes UK 2 4.5 100 

Eclipse Astroliner Kelly Space and Technology USA 40 327 162 

Kitten CFFC USA 2 2.1 150 

Pathfinder Pioneer Rocketplane USA 23 109 133 

Roton C-9 Rotary Rocket Company USA 14 181 >100 

Space Cruiser Vela Technology Development USA 6 12.5 100 
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Figure 126: Total launch prices for several suborbital vehicles120 

 

Figure 127 shows the total launch price of the OU XP compared to the other 

suborbital vehicles. Figure 128 shows the ticket price of the OU XP compared to the 

other suborbital vehicles where  

DOCvar  is the variable direct operating cost    [M$/launch] 

DOCfix  is the fixed direct operating cost    [M$/launch] 

IOC  is the indirect operating cost     [M$/launch] 

PROFIT  is the total profit at the end of the fleet life-cycle.  [M$/launch] 
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Figure 127:  Total launch prices for several suborbital vehicles 
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Figure 128: Ticket prices for several suborbital vehicles 
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Based on the above figures, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(1) As seen from these figures, the calculated ticket price per passenger for the 

Michelle-B is relatively high among the suborbital vehicles because it not only carries 

crew and passengers but also a 700-kg payload to the same altitude. By converting the 

700 kg payload into passengers, the ticket price would drop. However, the Michelle-B 

design has no space provision for additional passengers. 

(2) The ticket prices shown indicate that the higher the passenger capacity the lower 

the ticket price. The Eclipse Astroliner carries 40 passengers, whereby the Pathfinder 

System is able to carry 23 passengers. However, smaller scale development programs 

such as the Michelle-B, Ascender, and Kitten require less investment, thus, could begin 

service sooner. It should be noted that the smaller the initial investments the better the 

chances of finding an investor. 

(3) The important design parameter direct operating cost (DOC) for Michelle-B 

shows that a large effort is required for the pre-launch operations. The higher risk levels 

of the vertical takeoff architecture become apparent, a fact assumed in the current version 

of SUBORB-TRANSCOST. 

(4) The above studies clearly indicate the limitations of applying SUBORB-

TRANSCOST directly to particularly the Michelle-B design. In order to apply this code 

efficiently to the Michelle-B design, the model needs to be improved by including that the 

airframe development cost and the assumed pre-launch cost require adjustment. In 

addition, SUBORB-TRANSCOST is currently taking Reference 119 (based on cost data 

published until 2003) into account; the additional revised 2003-2005 data need to be 

added. 
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Figure 129 is an overview of the entire ‘hands-on’ design synthesis methodology. It 

summarizes the design process, design components and all the programs developed for 

this ‘hands-on’ design methodology. 

 

 

 

Figure 129: Overview of hands-on HTHL SAV design synthesis methodology 
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6. Contribution Summary and Recommendations 

6.1 Summary 

The future generation of reusable space access vehicles requires a paradigm shift 

away from Cayley’s Design Paradigm. The second century of flight will see the 

emergence of true multi-disciplinary flight vehicle design resulting from generic 

synthesis methodologies. However, research clearly indicates that the current generation 

of synthesis systems is mainly used for aircraft design, both civil and military. Only a few 

computer-based space access vehicle design synthesis systems are known. To even 

complicate matters, most of these SAV synthesis systems are only developed for a 

specific type of vehicle and don’t have the potential for being extended to other 

applications; J.L. Hunt’s design methodology is only applicable to air-breathing vehicles, 

K.D. Wood’s design methodology is only valid for expendable launch vehicles (Titan, 

Atlas and Delta), and SSSP only works for the Space Shuttle configuration concept, 

overall eliminating the opportunity to compare those vehicle concepts against each other 

using a consistent toolset. Such a dilemma poses a particular problem to today’s SAV 

designer. As a consequence, inconsistent high fidelity tools are used during the 

conceptual level, tools not capable of visualizing the multi-disciplinary design space or 

being able to offer a proof of design convergence. The anatomy of the failure of all 

proposed RLV configuration concepts until today warrants the development of a generic 

synthesis SAV design methodology with the key features multi-disciplinary conceptual 

design capability, solution space visualization, proof of convergence capability, and the 

integration of a dedicated SAV knowledge-based system. This research idea has been 
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assessed and confirmed by design experts from NASA, Boeing, and Lockheed Martin to 

have a promising future and make a solid contribution to aerospace science. 

 

As the discussion in Chapters 1 and 2 shows, a computer-based synthesis 

methodology is the key technology required to successfully size, synthesize, and 

converge the next generation of highly integrated low-cost space access transportation 

vehicles. Such a development will take place gradually but it will happen. One of the 

incremental steps is the development of the configuration independent (generic) ‘hands-

on’ design methodology presented in this research thesis. This highly organized and 

transparent design process will be of help to those design environments which do not 

have access to an expensive computer-based synthesis system. Still, the capability to 

efficiently screen the design space ‘by hand’ should not be underestimated when done 

correctly. Clearly, during the conceptual design phase, a low-fidelity design space 

screening procedure like the one presented here can easily outperform expensive high-

fidelity analysis tools because the deliverable during the CD level has to be correctness 

rather than accuracy. Moreover, it identifies how to get started. In particular, the 

presented methodology differentiates itself from other processes because it not just 

evaluates a configuration with its determining characteristics, but it sizes the 

configuration concept to a mission. The AVD Lab is utilizing the manual design 

sequence as a stepping stone towards the true space access vehicle synthesis environment 

AVDS-PrADOSAV. 
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The research presented emphasizes the systematic organization of the SAV design 

process to minimize the design randomness usually seen during the conceptual design 

phase. In addition, the integration of a dedicated database and knowledge-based into 

either the manual or computer-based design sequence is inevitable for any serious design 

environment. We have surveyed too many past and in-progress SAV design projects 

which give a blind eye to the lessons supposedly learned from past experience. Still, the 

secret is to remember the past! The engineer’s capability to screen the design space, to 

visualize the design space, and to converge the total design according to pre-defined 

figures of merit is at the heart of a true synthesis methodology. 

 

The key original contribution of this research investigation is the development of a 

prototype hands-on synthesis methodology capable of identifying the convergence design 

space of a range of SAV design alternatives. The main activities of the researcher’s effort 

to develop this prototype design synthesis methodology for generic SAV conceptual 

design are summarized as follows: 

1. It is the first time that a comprehensive survey of 115 synthesis systems has been 

performed and evaluated. As a consequence, an informed specification for a future 

dedicated generic SAV conceptual design synthesis methodology has been defined. This 

specification clearly describes the path towards an integrated synthesis engineering 

approach for the multi-disciplinary design of SAVs. 

2. Various research and development strategies leading to a generic space access 

vehicle conceptual design level methodology have been proposed. For the highly 

demanding multi-disciplinary task of arriving at a generic conceptual design SAV 
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synthesis methodology, only a systematic research strategy can ensure successful 

development of this Class V SAV synthesis system. 

3. The different design configurations and physical aspects of various SAVs are 

investigated. The generic characteristics of various SAVs’ mission profiles show the 

applicability of the proposed generic mission profile. As a consequence, the HTHL 

configuration, itself offering the most comprehensive mission profile, has been selected 

as a baseline vehicle for the development of the generic design synthesis methodology. 

The initial framework for a dedicated SAV design knowledge-based system KBSDESIGN 

(Data Domain, Engineering Domain, and Process Domain) has been developed. This 

particular strength of the system enables the user to quickly gain fundamental 

understanding of solution concepts realized in the past which will lead to informed 

decision making. Throughout the flight mission profile, the design constraints and 

primary key design parameters are identified for the major design disciplines (e.g., 

aerodynamics, structures) which are of relevance during the conceptual design stage. A 

prototype design methods library for those major design disciplines has been developed 

and integrated into the hands-on SAV design methodology. 

4. A “hands-on” design methodology and algorithm for HTHL SAVs has been 

developed based on an abstract mission profile consisting the takeoff, ascent, reentry, 

approach, and landing segments. For each mission segment, the result of the 

multidisciplinary design analysis (e.g., geometry, weight and balance, aerodynamics, 

stability and control, aerothermodynamics, propulsion, etc.) is imported into the sub-

synthesis module which determines and visualizes design constraints. The sub-synthesis 

constraints for each mission segment are then input into the master synthesis level which 
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discusses the resulting design space for the entire mission profile. Vehicle design 

convergence leading to a SAV design proposal is sought based on sub-synthesis and 

master-synthesis design spaces. This “hands-on” design methodology helps the engineer 

visualize the physical design space leading to a converged total design. Synthesis tools 

and disciplinary computer codes have been developed for each flight segment. The 

associated algorithms have been validated with selected supersonic vehicles and SAV 

vehicles (wing body, lifting body, and cone concepts). Table 38 summaries the overall 

development contributions for the generic SAV design synthesis methodology. 

Table 38: Overall development contributions for the generic SAV design synthesis methodology.  

Development Contributions AVD Developer - Xiao Huang 
Synthesis systems evaluation Literature papers Survey and evaluations 

Knowledge-Based  Aircraft  Space access vehicles 

Database Aircraft Space access vehicles 

Generic concept 

A generic approach for the stability 
and control of conventional and 
unconventional aircraft 
configurations 

A generic approach for the SAV 
conceptual design is proposed and 
implemented based on the mission 
profile. 

Design synthesis methodology for HTHL SAVs  

Multidisciplinary design synthesis 
methodology for the takeoff, ascent, 
reentry, landing phases are developed 
and validated.  

Programs AVDS-PrADO 

SAV_ HASA, SAV_BFL, 
SAV_CLM, SAV_TSSP, 
SAV_REENTRY, SAV_LANDE, 
SAV_LANDA, SAV_DSC 

 

5. The feasible design solution space for HTHL vehicles has been identified. The 

activity that identifies the topography of the design solution space is essential to ensure 

worthwhile detailed multi-disciplinary optimization studies of the more refined vehicle. 

The process of design space screening incorporates the KBSDESIGN, historical and 

empirical information, and current technology limitations, all contributing to the 

definition of the design space. In addition, system level design space screening eliminates 

gross mistakes due to existing SAV design knowledge available ‘at the fingertips’. This 
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process helps the design engineer to iterate the baseline configuration towards a final 

converged design. Overall, the methodology has been devised to ensure safe, successful, 

and profitable space access vehicles. 

6. An outlook towards the implementation of the VTVL logic into this ‘hands-on’ 

HTHL design methodology has been presented. This research undertaking has, for the 

first time, outlined an approach to arrive at a generic SAV methodology. 

6.2 Recommendations 

The development of a multi-disciplinary conceptual design capability for SAVs 

requires a highly systematic and consistent approach. Since it is a demanding task to 

develop a generic multi-disciplinary SAV design system within a Ph.D. research time 

frame, it has been the objective from the outset to develop a functioning prototype system 

with focus on overall simplicity and correctness in the context of ‘how to get started’. 

This approach contrasts the usual design approach, where accuracy is substituted for 

correctness with the adaptation of preliminary to detail design methods. 

 

The following work is recommended in order to continue the presented research 

towards a more complete and advanced, thus, generic prototype SAV design 

methodology: 

(1) The dedicated SAV design knowledge-based system KBSDESIGN needs to be 

continually updated and organized in a systematic way. 

(2) A detailed investigation of the takeoff and landing segment for the VTVL vehicle 

is necessary. The development of new sub-synthesis modules for both segments is 

required to complete the design methodology for VTVL vehicles. 
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(3) The integration of appropriate multidisciplinary design optimization techniques 

and tools has to be considered. As soon as the SAV design concepts have been identified 

within the feasible design solution space, multidisciplinary design optimization needs to 

be applied to identify the final design proposal complying with the pre-defined objective 

function like minimum gross weight or minimum direct operating cost. 

(4) In a follow-on step, the generic SAV ‘hands-on’ design algorithm needs to be 

integrated into the computer-based system AVDS-PrADO. Having validated the generic 

SAV modules in a stand-alone mode, it is planned to integrate the SAV algorithm into the 

existing AVDS-PrADO synthesis system at the AVD Lab, The University of Texas. The 

baseline synthesis system PrADO22 has been under development since 1986 by Dr. 

Heinze at the Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany. The design capability of 

the baseline PrADO system is shown in Table 39. Its design synthesis capabilities are: (1) 

Data Input and Representation of the Results [Data Visualisation]; (2) Disciplinary 

Analysis, Single-Point Analysis, Parameter Variation, Optimisation; (3) Iterative Design 

Process [Convergency-Check, Program Execution]; (4) Problem-Oriented Program 

Libraries [Disciplinary Analysis Models], (5) Data Management System [Computer-

Based Management System]. Also, the successful application of PrADO in industry 

(aerospace, automobile), research organizations, and academia shows the flexibility, 

integration capability, and growth potential of the system. 
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Table 39: Design capability of PrADO 

PrADO Capabilities 

Configuration 

 
TAC (Tail-Aft Configuration) 
TFC (Tail-First Configuration) 
TSC (Three-Surface Configuration) 
FWC (Flying-Wing Configuration) 
 

Speed Range 

 
Subsonic Design 
Transonic Design 
Supersonic Design 
Hypersonic Design 
 

Design Applications 

 
UAV (Unmanned Aerial Vehicle)  [Subsonic Design] 
High-Performance Glider   [Subsonic Design] 
Transport/Freighter (TAC/BWB)    [Transonic Design] 
Cryogenic Aircraft (Cryoplane)    [Transonic Design] 
‘Green’ Aircraft    [Transonic Design] 
Global Range Aircraft     [Transonic Design] 
Elastic Aircraft    [Transonic Design] 
SCT (Supersonic Com. Transport)  [Supersonic Design] 
Two-Stage-to-Orbit (TSTO)    [Hypersonic Design] 
Airship 
Automobiles 
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Appendix A  Geometric Characteristics of OU XP Configuration 

 

 

 

Fig. A.1: Plane View of the CG distribution of each component of OU XP. 

 

 

 

Fig. A.2: Side View of the CG distribution of each component of OU XP.  
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TABLE A.1: The Geometry of OU XP Model. 
 

Parameters  OU XP Jet and Rocket 

Dimensions  

Wing span                                       (ft) 24 
Wing chord at root                          (ft) 35.1 
Wing chord at tip                            (ft) 4.2 
Wing aspect ratio                           (ft) 1 
Leading edge angle                        (degree) 78  
Length overall                                (ft) 41 
Height overall                                (ft) 7.94 
Fuselage max diameter                  (ft) 5.25 
Landing gear height                       (ft) 2.69 
LNG and LOX tank length             (ft) 14.1 
LNG and LOX tank diameter         (ft) 4.26 
Area  
Wings, gross                                  (ft2) 245 
Flap                                                (ft2) 10.1 
Elevon                                           (ft2) 6.8 
Vertical control surface                 (ft2) 29.7 

 

 
TABLE A.2: The OU XP Jet Engine and Rocket Engine. 
 

Aircraft Model 
Parameters 

 
GE CJ - 610  

 
F3-IHI-30 

 
OU Rocket Engine 

Thrust (lb) 2950 3680 27900 
Weight (lb) 411 750 2325 

 

In our study, four wings were selected with varying leading edge sweep angles: 78º, 

70º, 60º, and 45º. A comparative study of these four wings was performed to assess their 

aerodynamics, stability and control and performance characteristics during the takeoff. At 

the design point, all four wings were sized to have the same induced drag. Thus, these 

wings were comparable at the same drag level. The aim of our study was to find out 

which wing offers the best performance and s&c design potential coupled with a safe trim 

mechanism. The results from this study suggested which wing planform should be 

selected based on performance, s&c, and flight safety. Table A.3 shows the design 
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parameters of four wings which were selected based on keeping the induced drag 

coefficient constant. The geometries of four wings are shown in Figure A.3 to A.6. 

 

TABLE A.3. Parameters of Wing Planform with Varying Leading Edge Sweep Angles. 
 

 
Parameter 

 
78º LE sweep angle 

 
70º LE sweep angle 

 
60º LE sweep angle 

 
45º LE sweep angle 

c/4 sweep  degree 74.3 64.5 52.3 36.9 

Span          ft   19.8 22.0 25.5 25.7 

mac           ft 30.7 24.4 17.0 12.2 

Splan                  ft2 394.5 339.4 283.6 278.0 

AR                  1.01 1.45 2.31 2.40 

 

 

 

394.5 ft2

AR = 1.01

78o

MLE = 1.0
M = 4.81

19.8 ft
ΛC/4 = 74.3o

Mach cone

 

 

Fig. A.3:  Wing planform with 78º leading edge sweep angle 
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339.4 ft2

AR = 1.45

70o

MLE = 1.0
M = 2.92

22.0 ft
ΛC/4 = 64.5o

Mach cone

24.4 mac

 

 

Fig. A.4:  Wing planform with 70º leading edge sweep angle 

 

 

283.6 ft2

25.5 ft

AR = 2.31

60o

MLE = 1.0
M = 2.0

ΛC/4 = 52.3o

Mach cone

17.0 = mac

 

 

Fig. A.5:  Wing planform with 60º leading edge sweep angle 
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278.0 ft2

AR = 2.40

25.7 ft

45o

MLE = 1.0
M = 1.41

ΛC/4 = 36.9o

Mach cone 12.2 mac

 

 

Fig. A.6: Wing planform with 45º leading edge sweep angle 
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Appendix B  SAV Design Methodologies 
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Fig. B.1: Design methodology of spacecraft and its launch vehicle by K.D. Wood. 1 
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Fig. B.2: SSSP design methodology for the Space Shuttle.2 
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Fig. B.3: Hypersonic air-breathing vehicle design methodology by James L. Hunt.5 
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Fig. B.4: Hypersonic vehicle design methodology by Paul Czysz. 6 
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Fig. B.5: PrADO-Hy design methodology for TSTO by W. Heinze.7 
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Fig. B.6: Design synthesis of PrADO-Hy design methodology.7 
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Fig. B.7: Design methodology for space transportation systems by Walter E. Hammond.8 
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Appendix C  Aerodynamic Method 

 

The National Aero-Space Plane (NASP) program envisaged the development of a 

manned, single-stage-to-orbit vehicle capable of horizontal takeoff and landing using 

conventional runways. A simple analytical aerodynamic model of Langley winged-cone 

aerospace plane concept is based on both empirical DATCOM methods and several 

theoretical methods (e.g., Prandtl-Meyer Shock expansion, Tangent wedge/Tangent cone 

Newtonian, etc.). It is desired to program and integrate this simple analytical method into 

the SAV design synthesis methodology in a continuous study. Analytical expressions are 

presented in the following tables for the estimation of drag, lift, and pitching moment 

coefficients for subsonic, transonic, supersonic, and hypersonic Mach numbers and 

angles of attack from 0 to 20 deg.1 
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Wave Drag 
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Estimation of Lift Coefficient 
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Appendix D  Cost Models – Transcost and Suborb-Transcost 

 

A statistical-analytical model called TRANSCOST has been developed by Dr 

Dietrich Koelle1 which is widely used and accepted throughout the aerospace industry. 

This model is based on a 30 year database from US and European space vehicle projects. 

It assumes that the primary cost contributors are the engines, propellant, and the airframe. 

The validation study of the Koelle cost model shows a costing accuracy of about +/- 

25%.1 Therefore, this model is considered at least sufficient for a rough estimation of life-

cycle cost. The cost model structure and equations have been modified and extended by 

Dr.-Ing. Robert A. Goehlich2 so that they can be applied to suborbital tourism vehicles. 

As a consequence, a modified computer-based cost model called SUBORB-

TRANSCOST has been provided by Dr. Goehlich for our research study. The SUBORB-

TRANSCOST model is applicable for the following combinations of reusable space 

transportation systems to suborbit: 

 

• Single stage winged vehicle   used for Ascender, Kitten 
• First stage winged vehicle   used for B747, Sky Lifter 
• Second stage winged vehicle   used for Eclipse Astronliner,  

Space Cruiser, Pathfinder 
• Single stage ballistic vehicle   used for Roton 
• First stage ballistic vehicle    not applicable 
• Second stage ballistic vehicle   not applicable 

 

Due to the fact that there does not exist any reusable ballistic vehicle, the cost model 

results are not considered fully accurate for those applications but rather a sufficient cost 

model for the conceptual design analysis. By using this program, Dr. Goehlich2 attempts 
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to verify whether suborbital vehicles are economically feasible by estimating the ticket 

price for a realistic space-tourist scenario in the near future. A comparison of calculated 

ticket prices of several suborbital vehicles (Ascender, Eclipse Astroliner, Kitten, 

Pathfinder, Roton C-9 and Space Cruiser) is presented in his book. 

 

Cost Model Structure 

Koelle’s cost model1 defines life-cycle cost consisting of development cost, vehicle 

cost, operating cost, and abolition cost. As a consequence, the SUBORB-TRANSCOST 

model2 is subdivided into four interconnected submodels as shown in Figure D.1: 

• Development Cost Submodel: The development cost is nonrecurring. It includes 

the cost of testing as well as the fabrication of rigs and tools, since normally, at least a 

prototype unit is included in a development program requiring tools and rigs. 

• Vehicle Cost Submodel: The vehicle cost is recurring. It includes the prototype 

manufacturing as well as the follow-on production. 

• Total Operating Cost Submodel: The total operating cost is recurring. It includes 

management, pre-launch operations, launch operations, mission control, propellants, and 

ground transportation. 

• Total Profit Submodel: Includes the profit for the shareholders for the total fleet 

life-cycle. 
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Fig. D.1: Model structure of SUBORB-TRANSCOST.2 
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Appendix E  VDK Sizing Code 

 

An airbreathing launcher version sizing code is presented. This program is used to 

specify the range of “τ” mission requirements. The non-dimensional volume index, “τ”, 

has been introduced by Küchemann as a volume parameter. It can also be considered a 

slenderness parameter. “τ” is an essential parameter to relate configuration concept 

geometric properties across a diverse spectrum of configurations and to the sizing 

process. 

 

The structure of the program is shown in Figure E.1 and Figure E.2. Figure E.1 shows 

the initial input and calculation of the sizing program. The sizing iteration process is 

shown in Figure E.2. It can be seen from these figures that trajectory, aerodynamics, and 

propulsion analyses are included in this sizing program. Among these discipline, 

propulsion is a dominator factor. 
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Fig. E.1: Initial inputs and calculation of the airbreathing sizing program. 
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Fig. E.2:  Iteration process of the airbreathing sizing program. 
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In Figure E.3, the geometry value of the Michelle-B is represented in green point, 

DC-X in orange point and OU XP in blue point. As can be seen, Michelle-B, DC-X, and 

OUXP fit this trend line very well. Thus, it is concluded that these vehicles are properly 

sized. The Michelle-B and DC-X lie in the lower corner of Figure E.3. In fact, the 

observation by Paul Czysz shows that this is the region of SAV with rocket engines only. 

 

Fig. E.3:  The variation of sizing geometry parameter (Kw / tau) with tau.1 
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Appendix F  SpaceShipOne Case Study 

 

In this section, the sub-synthesis design methodology for the reentry phase is used for 

the design analysis of the reentry flown by SpaceShipOne. The results are then compared 

with data collected during the record setting flight of SpaceShipOne on October 4, 2004.1 

Since the published data related to the SpaceShipOne flights are from the general press 

only, it is not possible to quantify the associated error throughout this validation; still, the 

case study is highly instructive. Clearly, due to the uncertainty of the data, the study can 

only be considered approximate to illustrate the capability of the design methodology. All 

the flight data of SpaceShipOne have been derived from articles published by Aviation 

Week & Space Technology1 and Times2. Table F.1 presents some SpaceShipOne vehicle 

data and flight input data required for the case study. 

 

Table F.1: SpaceShipOne Data. 1,2 

 

Parameters Data Input from Source 
Weight 3086 kg 
Flight Path Angle 80-90 degree 
Altitude (start to glide) 57,000 ft - 80,000 ft 
Max Deceleration  4 -5 g 
Down Range 25 miles – 35 nm 

 

The ballistic parameter of SpaceShipOne is estimated as, 
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The first flight data of SpaceShipOne show that the altitude at which SpaceShipOne 

starts to glide, is around 57,000 ft (17.37 km).1 According to those flight data, the above 

analysis showed that the ballistic parameter of SpaceShipOne is around 1040 kg/m2. 

 

References 1 and 2 show that SpaceShipOne wears thermal protection coating 

(carbon composite) on the nose, belly, and leading edges, which show no signs of real 

damage in two flights. If the stagnation temperature of SpaceShipOne during reentry is 

over 600°F,1,2 composite materials such as metal matrix and carbon fiber are required for 

a thermal protection system. As can be seen in Figure F.1, under these thermal constraints 

(e.g., the stagnation temperature is 600°F), SpaceShipOne is required to start to glide at 

an altitude above 50,000 ft. Also, since the glide ratio (L/D) of SpaceShipOne is around 

7, from Eq. (4-44), the cross range (25 miles from launch point) can easily be achieved as 

soon as the vehicle starts to glide at an altitude of 4 miles.  
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Figure F.1: Design space for the ballistic entry of a suborbital vehicle. 

 

In summary, while a highly swept wing is usually applied to high speed vehicles to 

reduce wave drag, the wing shape of SpaceShipOne is strongly driven by the subsonic 

glide conditions (high L/D) and landing capability. The high lift coefficient (
maxLC ) is the 

main driver for the wing shape of SpaceShipOne with little consideration of supersonic 

aerodynamic drag. Therefore, it is desired to find a balance between low speed and high 

speed design drivers. 
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Appendix G  Program User’s Guide 

 

This section provides a quick tour of all the programs developed for the “Hands-on” 

design methodology of SAV conceptual design. It includes performing some basic pre- 

and post-processing activities. The aim of this user’s guide is only to provide the user a 

feel for how to routinely execute the program from program start to output visualization. 

 

Weight and Sizing Program (SAV_ HASA): The user can follow the steps below for a 

quick tour of the program for an initial estimation of space vehicle weight and size.  

1) Enter mission requirement - max altitude (100 km) and solve three Bell rocket 

equations simultaneously for the weight ratio (WR), ISP (depending on the fuel 

combinations) and initial acceleration.  

 

 

2) Define all design requirements, design constraints, and initial empirical engine data. 
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3) Estimate the vehicle geometry (e.g., based on the Learjet 25 fuselage) and wing 

configuration proposed for the design trade study. 
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4) Estimate space vehicle weight for different categories (such as payload, propulsion, 

structure, fuel, and subsystem). The process of geometry and weight estimations is an 

iterative process to configure an initial size of the vehicle to meet both mission and 

design requirements. 
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Takeoff Analysis (SAV_BFL, SAV_CLM) 

1. Calculation of Takeoff Field Length and Nose Liftoff Speed (SAV_BFL): The user 

can follow the steps below for a quick tour to calculate takeoff field length and nose 

liftoff speed. 

1) Define the geometry and aerodynamics data of different wing configurations used for 

the takeoff study. 
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2) Enter basic geometry of the baseline vehicle and airport runway condition. 

 

3) Then, the climb gradient is calculated according to different lift coefficients. Select a 

reasonable combination of lift coefficient and climb gradient for the takeoff BFL 

analysis.  
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4) Finally, the takeoff field length and nose liftoff speed are estimated. 

 

 

2. T/W requirement for climb gradient (SAV_CLM): The user can follow the steps 

below for a quick tour to calculate T/W requirement for the initial climb. 

1) Check the FAR 25 handbook to get climb gradient requirements for initial climb and 

second segment climb with different engine numbers. Enter the requirements into the 

related box as shown in the following figure.  
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2) Enter L/D ratio which is obtained from previous aerodynamic analysis. 
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3) Then, T/W requirements for the initial and second climb gradient are calculated. 

 

 

Ascent Trajectory Analysis Program (SAV_TSSP): The user can follow the steps 

below for a quick tour of SAV_TSSP to determine a near optimal ascent trajectory for 

the space mission. 

1) Define the design constraints and mission requirements (energy contour lines) in a 

Matlab function file design.m. 

 

2) Enter aerodynamic analysis data (e.g., lift and drag coefficient estimation using MDC 

wind tunnel data) in the Matlab function file interLD.m. 
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3) Enter propulsion design data (e.g., engine Isp as a function of altitude) in the Matlab 

function file interIsp.m. 

 

4) Enter the atmospheric condition (density, pressure, temperature) for the space mission 

in the Matlab function file atmos.m.. 

Input Input Input

AtmosphereAerodynamics Propulsion

Analysis

Output

Input

Mission/Design requirements

TSSP
interLD.m interIsp.m atmos.m

Draw max q, stagnation temperature and heat flux limitations

Draw the energy state contour

Draw contour of Isp*V*(T-D)/(T*W)

Define performance Altitude (H) - Velocity (V) ascent trajectory

design.m

 

5) Execute the analysis module. It will draw the constraint lines for maximum dynamic 

pressure, stagnation temperature, and heat flux limitations. Also, the contour lines for the 

energy state and Isp*V*(T-D)/(T*W) will be drawn. 

 

6) Based on ESA technique and all the contour lines drawn in step 5, a near optimal 

altitude (H) – velocity performance diagram can be obtained. 
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Reentry Analysis (SAV_REENTRY): The user can follow the steps below for a quick 

tour of the following program to calculate the reentry performance. 

1) Enter the vehicle mass, reference wing area, reentry flight path angle, and ballistic 

parameter. 

 

2) Enter the design constraints: the maximum dynamic pressure and temperature. 
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3) Calculate the velocity, deceleration rate, load factor for the reentry phase. 

 

 

Landing Analysis (SAV_LANDE, SAV_LANDA): The user can follow the steps below 

for a quick tour to calculate the landing performance. 

1) SAV_LANDE: Enter the FAR landing field length, landing lift coefficients, and 

derive the wing loading requirements. 
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2) SAV_LANDA: Enter the gliding altitude, gliding path angle, approach speed, lift to 

drag ratio, ground coefficient, landing weight, wing area, landing lift/drag coefficients, 

and landing speed to calculate the gliding distance, flaring distance, and ground run 

distance. 
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3) SAV_LANDA: Enter the FAR 25 missed approach climb gradient requirements and 

lift to drag ratio to obtain the T/W requirements. 
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